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Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
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93 FKAKKLIN

ST., PORTLAND, ME.

Dr. Iteed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is

heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopatb.e and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I And
about four-fifth* of the cases given up to die can
be oured. Examination at a dlstauce by letter,
with their full name and place of residence ana
one 2-cent stamp and *2.00.
Examination at the

office *1, and consultation free.
Olllrf Woar.-» a. m. n il. ».
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KITCHEN

FURNITURE.
Two years ago the 11th day of May, we
opened the doors of our store at the
Corner of Pearl and Middle Streets, at
6.15 a. m. Among other goods that we
offered for sale were

PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 kxchangs Street. Portland, Me.
Terms- Eight Dollars a Year. To mall subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year.lf paid in advance.
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Do not fail to embrace this
liberal offer of our
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advantage
of this big offer. This will apply where
cash Is paid or where they are bought
on installments at $5 down and $5 per
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have been thoroughly tested with both
wood and coal in thousands of homes
throughout New England, and we have
stuck faithfully to these patterns, agreeing in every instance to new top or bottom any Range that would crack Inside
of 12 months. That we have kept our
word cur enormous sales are full evidence the Ranges have proved the best
in Iho country, and have teen sought
for more than any other Range manufactured in New England.
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MAINE.

ALCOHOL.

NO

NO

SPIRIT.
NO

LIQUID

The combination of which you know nothing
of. No
wiueglassful of trash or poison to
cure

DYSPEPSIA AND

INDIGESTION,

but Just a little lozenge, compounded under
the personal direction and supervision of that
distinguished physician, Dk. MARK R.
WOODBURY, from his own private formula,
used by him in his practice for 43 years, as a
sure and
speedy cure for DYSPEPSIA and
INDIGESTION, as well as HEARTBURN, also for the removal of ACIDITY
OF THE STOMACH.
He calls them

DYSPEPSIA KILLERS.
a

significant

name.

We call them

iD.kJsl

«*«*»*»****+++
shorter hut

a

timely

use

emphatic

By their
you will prevent Dyspepsia and
ns

Indigestion, and

cure

one.

Sick Headache.

If

use D. K.’s as you would
any confection (they are agreeable to the
taste), and you will be relieved. Price, 60
cents a box (trial size, 25 cents). Sent anywhere in the U. S. by mail on receipt of price,
by DOOLITTLE & SMITH, 24 and 20 Trel
mont Street, Boston, Mass.
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Sulcideln West Camden.
Camden, May 16.—George L. Brewster of
West Camden, committed suicide this morning by hanging. Ills lifeless body was found
by his wife hanging from a beam in the
barn. The cause is unknown. He leaves a
wife and two young children. His age was
about 30.
Rockland to Have More

Light.

Rockland, May 10.—The Rockland Electric Eight and Gas Tower Company organized with the choice of the following board
of directors: A. I). Bird, A. C. Gay, W. W.
Case, C. II. Berry, C F. Wood and W. S.
White. The last named was chosen clerk
and treasurer. A plant will be put in this
season.
Probably the American Arc Light
and the Edison Incandescent will be used.
A Fatal Accident.
Saco, May 16.—Mrs. Catherine Jordan,
aged 75 years, widow of Captain Tristram
Jordan, fell from a chair yesterday, receiving injuries which resulted in death last
night. Five daughters survive her.
Fire at Winn.
Bangor, May 16.—A fire at Winn today
burned the farm buildings and contents of
John

McAlpine.

Nothing was saved hut the
which Mrs. McAlpine, an invalid,

bed

on

was

carried out upon.

Tho loss is

insured for $1000.

Damage by

the

Freshet on

$150«;

the

Pe-

nobscot.

Bangor, May 16.—A messenger who arrived at Kineo from Lake Chesuncook telegraphs Mr. W. W. Strickland, president of
the West Branch Driving Company, tlmt 40
feet of the middle of Chesuncook dam, also
the waste-way has been carried away, and
the dam is completely ruined; also 300 feet
of the dam on Russel [stream, on the West
Branch of the Penobscot, is carried away.
The West Branch drive will get into Chesuiicook Lake Wednesday, and in spite of the
loss of the dams it is believed two thirds of
the amount of the drive will not reach the
boom tliis season. Several dams have been
carried away on the Mattawamkeag.
A

Queer City Meeting.
[Special

the Tress.]
16.—An unusually stormy
session of the Board of Aldermen was held
tonigt. It was a scene. The row was
caused by Alderman Nash.
When
to

Lewiston, May

rapped

to order by Mayor McGillicudy, lie would
not he seated, hut persisted in
questioning
the legality of the Mayor's ruling on the passage of an order for the payment of a bill to

Alderman Murphy for services as clerk of
the overseers of the poor. It was the queerest city meeting ever held iu Lewiston.

*
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WATERBIJRV

-WATCHESCLOSING OUTiSALE.
Imvti a large quantity of Waterbury Watches

iwhlcb|I sell

A.T $2.25.
Every boy
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Startup.

Biddeford, May 16.—The lumber mills of
E.S. Hamlem & Co., which have been idle
since last fall, started up this morning with
a full crew. The firm employ 80 men.
Drowning Accident.
Bangor, May 1G.—William Lycide, fireman on the steamer Mount
Waldo, who
shipped from West street, New York, fell off
the wharf near midnight while attempting
to board the steamer and was drowned. The
policemen heard the fall and cries, procured
a lantern and pule but
he sunk before he
could he rescued. The body lias not been
recovered. He was 25 or 30 years old.
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Bicycles]

roil 1887.

If you want tlte best get the Columbia.
They
lean 111 workmanship, ease for elimblni' hills, safety going down h..„ strength of material anil for
In
durability
Nine years of expert*
every way.
lias proved tl elr
logr Free.

ence

superiority.

v,„<utu-

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER.
This Is a new safety Bicycle that combines the
of the .star and

all the otlu r safeties
advantages
and lias the graceful appearance of an ordinary
Bicycle. Filer ouiy *73.00 If you are going
to buy a wheel of any kind call at

—
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Conversation

Visit to Fredericksburg and
Wilderness Battlefield.

the

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, May 16.—Among the passengers
who alighted from the western train at Augusta last Saturday night was General B. F.
Harris. The lappel of his coat was plentifully adorned with patriotic badges, and
largest of them all was the Greek Cross of
the old Sixth Army Corps. General Harris
was just getting home from the work of the
Gettysburg commission and from a tour to
the Wilderness battlefield.
Speaking of the
Gettysburg work, he said:
“The State of Maine made her appropriation for monuments nrne too soon.
Maine
troops were on all the famous places in that
field, and earned the places that their inonuinents will occupy. But that cannot be said

WEATHER.

Washington, May 17.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are warmer and fair,
light variable winds, generally southwest-

Interesting

Cen. B. F. Harris.

year; If paid in advance, $2.00 a year,
a Advertisements luserted In the “Maine State
Press
(which has a large circulation iu every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first iu
sertion, and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

For the rest of New England and Eastern
New York, slightly warmer, fair weather,and
light variable winds.

OUK SEW TARIFF RANGE,
OUR QUAKER RANGE,
OUR FIRST NATIONAL RANGE,
OUR GROVELANI) RANGE,

An

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60

THE

More About the Work of

the Commission.

Kates oe advertising—One Inch ol space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonvariel
constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, dally, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” ami “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three iusertlons or less. $1.50.

erly.

We have sold more of these goods sinoe
we opened here than any other Stove
Store in New England, and we give you
the reason why: We have handled nothing but the best goods.

Something

I

of the regiments of other States.
They
have been crowding their monuments into
the famous
places, and if Maine had delayed
her appropriation a while longer the other
States would have had all the locations that
our boys made historic.
Now there is the
place where the Seventeenth fought in the
'V heat Field. We found on that very spot a
stake driven for the monument of a regiment
from another State. But when Colonel Merrill told the story of his regiment and pointed
its position out, it settled the matter. No
one doubted that the place
by the stake belonged to the Seventeenth. Then there is
Hound Top, where the Twentieth took possession on the night of the second day right
in the face and eves of tile rebels. The
Hundred and Nineteenth Pennsylvania
have put up a big monument up there. General Chamberlain said when lie saw it that
lie didn’t know hut the Twentieth would
have to give in that they were not on Hound
Top after all. Now 1 will tell you just what
claims the 119th Pennsylvania has to a place
on Hound Top. They were brigaded with
us and I know all about what they did.
On
the night of the third day, after Pickett had
been repulsed and the battle was over, they
went up onto Bound Top and slept there.
On the strength of that they have erected
their monumeut. 1 understand though that
many of the regiment were opposed to such
an assumption, and that it was done
only by
,i majority vote.
We felt inclined to chaff
some of their boys whom we saw on the
trip about it, but they were good, brave fellows iu the war aud we refrained. Of course
many of the places on the battle ground
were occupied and fought for by different
regiments at different times; but the disposition to put monuments in prominent places
often surpasses the anxiety to have tne
monuments where the regiments did their
best work. The Maine commission, however, will have their monuments on the
places where the troops did their best, and
those places arc among the most important
on the field.”

General Harris says that great efforts have
been made to keep the battlefield just as it
wa» at the time of the fight.
But nature will
have its way, and his feelings he describes
as very
strange when, on visiting places
that he well remembers were covered only
with a few bushes on those terrible
days in
'63, he found groves of tall trees. And where
groves sheltered his comrades from the
July sun that looked three times on the fight
a quarter of a
century ago, to-day are open
fields. But in spite of these changes the
positions are readily recognizable. General
Harris says tnat Colonel Heath, of the Nineteenth, was able to drive a stake on the very
spot where he fell wounded when Pickett’s
charge struck his regiment. Colonel Merrill
found readily the spots where men in his
regiment fell.
As in most other places of
note, the fellows with relics to sell are very numerous
at Gettysburg.
As the Maine commission
were driving over the field the first
day they
passed a group of laborers shovelling dirt by
the roadside. All of a sudden two of the
men dropped their
shovels, and grabbing
into the dirt drew out two handfuls of
bullets. There were relics for you. But
Colonel Edwards, who knows something
about bullets and lias had
his
wisdom
matured by politics, sang out:
“You can’t
play that trick. You have carried those
bullets in your pockets for a month; they
are smooth.”
After the work of the Commission had
been done, its members separated, many of

them going South to revisit other battlefields. General Harris went to the Wilderness, where the survivors of the old Sixth
Corps dedicated a monument to General
Sedgwick, on the spot where the old hero
fell.
They went first to Fredericksburg.
From there it is about fifteen miles to the
Wilderness. There were three hundred veterans of the Sixth Corps, and as there was
no railroad to the field,
they had to be carried in teams over very poor roads. These
teams alone made a great procession, and
then the whole country, black and white,
turned out. Most of them were on foot, and
all marching for the Wilderness.
It was a
great day in that region. The Wilderness is
as It was in the days of Grant’s
campaign,—
a wilderness.
Narrow wood roads, many of
them made first by the Union
army, intersect the old battlefield.
The rille pits and
earthworks still remain.
The Sedgwick

monument stands right in the woods. It
seemed too had, General Harris said, to
come away and leave so handsome a
thing
standing there alone in the woods. Great
crowds of Southerners attended the dedication and were very interested observers.
There is no lack of relics in the Wilderness.
Klek up the dirt almost anywhere
and you can find bullets, grape shot, old eanj

teens, pieces ol cartridge boxes and other
equipments dropped in the fight. While the
veterans were there a farmer in ploughing
where some of the bloodiest fighting took
place,

turned up a
Union soldier. The
blanket ill which his cntnrnrlcs linri u’rmtncl
him for hasty burial,
was still
wound
tightly around him. His beard, which was
long and (lowing ns befitted a man of his

large stature, yet remained, and in the forehead
was
a
peculiar
bullet wound.
His features and form were eagerly scanned

by

the veterans of the Sixth Corps, and
very
as it may seem there were those who
remembered hijn as their old comrade of the

strange

Twenty-fifth Pennsylvania. More than
years ago they had laid him back behind

20
the
the fore-

battle line to die from a wound in
head, and when his sufferings were over had
wrapped him in his blanket and buried him
in an unmarked grave. The identification
was as

nearly perfect

as

the Sixth Maine, and
Henry W.
Knight of tiie Seventh Maine. But everyone
seemed to be on tile lookout for veterans of
tho Sixth Regiment, so well known in tho
Sixth Corps, and it was “Hullo Maine.”
"How are you Maine?” everywhere they
went.
Next year will be the twenty-fifth anniversary of the battle of Gettysburg. The Maine
Commissioners hope that by that time their
monuments may be ready for dedication, and
that the greatest day on the historic battlefield for a quarter of a century may be a
State of Maine day.

INDIAN RELICS.

gle, of

GETTYSBURG.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

possible.

With

a

statement of facts the body was taken to the
National cemetery at Fredericksburg to be
buried at last in a grave no longer unknown.
Of the Southern people, General Harris
says they most of them yet have :the “dirty
rebel look.” He means by that to describe
their clothing. Of the wondering crowds of
blacks and whites who docked to see the
Sedgwick monument many had hardly
cloth- s enough to cover their nakedness.
This was especially noticeable among the
negroes. The brass band that the veterans
brought with them was a great wonder. The
crowd nearly went wild with delight when
it would strike up. General Harris said that
young men of 22 or 23 years, who were there
with their sweethearts, said that in all their
lives before they had never heard a band.
“The amount of it is,” said General Harris
“they are right down poor down there. The
poor whites and negroes can barely get a living. And if a man docs have a little money
he does not live as a man does here. In Fredericksburg, of course, which is quite a place
the conditions of life arc not so hard.
A remarkable feature of the affair at the
Wilderness was the good feeling that preThe ex-Confederates
vailed on both sides.
ef Fredericksburg contributed fifty dollars or
more towards erecting the Sedgwick monument, and, says General Harris, “we saw
them, as the expression is, and went them
one better,” by making up a purse of seventy-five or eighty dollars for the monument
w hich they are to erect to the memory of
Stonewall Jackson at the spot on the field
of Chancellorsville. The people of Fredericksburg treated the veterans most courteously, and the local papers made a great deal of
the affair, one heading its account with the
good humored line: “The Second Yankee
Invasion.”
There were but three Maine veterans at
the reunion: General Harris and J. B. Na-

THE ANDROSCOCCIN FRESHET.

Hopes

That

No

Damage
Will be Done to the Dams-The Situation at Berlin and Corham, N. H.
Further

[Special to the PitKss.]
Gokuam, N, H., May 15.—The fears hero
and at Berlin, which for several days have
been great, and for which there has been
more cause than is generally known, is subsiding with the receding waters, and, unless
the upper dams should now give way or the
Milan bridge, which is holding over 5,000,000
of logs, breaks from its fastenings, a few
days will reliove all further danger and damage. It is probable, however, that hut for
juuibing of the logs at the Milan bridge the
rush of them through Berlin with the large
body of water from the broken dam, serious
damage would have been done; in fact,more
or less of all the works there must have been
swept away, and many dwellings and buildlugs along the banks, both here and there,
been entirely destroyed.
As it has been,
those nearest the river in the lower places,
have been compelled to move out, and even

today

boats are runuing in our main street, a
distance of nearly one-fourth of a mile
above the thickly settled part of the village,
where for several days this has been the

principal way of getting to and from business by those who live above the Mullen
bridge, near the Congregational church. No
such time was ever before known, nor shall
we now rest perfectly secure until we know
tho immense quantity of water in the great
lakes is safely held above the dams.
INDICN ATION
Over the

ROCKLAND

AT

Story Concerning the CapShip Parker M. Hooper.

tain of the

Rockland, May 1G.—Tliere is great indignation in this vicinity over the story circulated by the mate oi me iate ship Parker M.
Hooper, Captain John Hartness, lost

the

on

voyage from Havana to

New York, to tlie
effect that the captain scuttled tlie ship.
Hartness is a native of Rockport, stands

high

in tlie community as a man of honesty
integrity. The Rockport owners of the
Hooper state that their and the captain’s interest In the vessel was only partially insured
and that the vessel’s disaster was a heavy
pecuniary loss to them and the captain. A
letter has just been received by one of the
owners from Captain Hartness which warns
tlie people against crediting any -statements
made by tlie mate, saying that ho was a
aud

troublesome fellow aud that he aud the captain had quarrelled before the vessel left
Havana. The people in this section look
upon the story of tho mate as cnt'rely without foundation.
FROM

WASHINGTON.

Pensions for Maine People.

Wasiiington, May 16—Pensions have been
granted to residents of Maine as follows:
Lizzie, widow of Leonard J. George, Athens
Peter H. Eaton, Deer Isle.
Charles B. Carney, Patten.
Augustus E. Perry, Sullivan.
Charles H. Dunham, East Sumner.

Postoffice Established.
established at Epping, Washington county, Me.

Telephone Case.
The United States Supreme Court lias
The Great

readied a decision in tlie great telephone
The opinion has been prepared, and
would probably have been read bad it not
been that tlie court will adjourn as soon as
Chief Justice Waite announces the death of
Justice Woods. As it is, tlie opinion in this
case will be read a week from today.
Lawyers who have followed the case closely predict that the decision will be generally in favor of tlie Hell Telephone
Company, blit
some of them add that, while it will be technically favorable to tlie Bell Company, it
will carefully limit the privileges of that
company to tlie actual terms of its patents.
case.

Justice Woods’ Funeral.
Tlie funeral of tlie late Justice Woods of
the Supreme Court, took
place at the family
residence at 8 o’clock this evening.
invited friends and members of the

present.

Onlv

family

[Special to tlie l’ress. 1
Watkrvillk, May 1G.—A considerable
sensation was occasioned in tills city Saturday, by the Boding of two skeletons by workmen who were digging near the foundations
of the old Continental House, one of the
oldest buildings in the place. Tho positions
of the skeletons, especially their nearness to
the cellar walls and an old cistern, seemed
to indicatd that they had been buried subsequent to the election of iho molding. Many
people remembered that, in the old stage and

•teamboat days, when Watervllle was at the
head of navigation and a great lumbering
place, the locality occupied by the old Continental used to bear a hard reputation. With
these facts and the idleness of Sunday to
aid, it was easy to send a startling story
abroad. But this morning two more skeletons were turned up by the working men,
and with them relics, which showed the
bones to be those of Indians. The skeletons
were very much decayed, but still the larger
bones are, many of them, entire, and the
skulls nre very

Escape

of a

Navy

in

something, evidently

Officer.

Tlie United States Supreme Court

were
as a

A Masked Filibuster.
Mr. J. Ramon Rubiero, “National Secretary of the Cuban Federation of Cigar
Makers,” who, according to press dispatches,
is on his way to this city to present a claim
to the State Department against the Spanish
government for $DO,<XJO damages for Lis expulsion from Tampa, Fla., by a vigilance
committee, at the instigation, as he alleges,
of the Spanisti government, may possibly
lind himself confronted on his arrivnl here
by reports putting a different aspect on the
alfair.
At the time of the so-called labor
riots in Tampa it was stated iu these dispatches, upon private information received
here by former United States officials in
Florida, that the real cause of the trouble
was Cuban
The Treasury
filibustering.

Department has since received official reports from the preseut custom house officials
which clearly indicate that Mr.tRubiero was
assessing the Cuban cigarmakers for the

avowed purpose of fitting out a Cuban expedition, and that his expnlsion was purely
the act of the cigar manufacturers and other
citizens for the protection of their employes,
and cannot in any way be traced to the instigation of the Spanish government.

Important; Decision.

The treasury department has decided that
laborers from Canada cannot cross the border into tlie United States under contract to
perform labor.

New York,

a

Tombs Prison Keeper

May 16.—Patrick Foster,

as-

sistant keeper of the Tombs prison in this
caused considerable excitement today
at the Hamilton ferry house, Brooklyn.
He
was a passenger on the ferry boat Atlantic,
and got in a row with some men. Pulling
out his revolver he fired two shots, and one
of the balls struck Edward S. Burns in the
jaw. A severe wound was the result. Another bullet struck a deck hand In the ankle.
The keeper then assaulted John Schroeder
by striking him on the nose with the butt
end of his revolver. Foster was overpowered
and arrested.

city,

Collego Presidency

Offered

to

Ex-

President Hayes.

board the Coronet:

Homeward

a

thin,
junk of lead into a

thin sheet in order to roll it around his fish
line for a sinker. After the copper had been

pounded into the sheet, it had been rolled
into a small tube, about two inches long and
an eighth of an inch in diameter.
These
beads had evidently been strung on deerskin
thongs, and allowed to dangle. In one of
the beads a piece of the thong was found.
Besides tlie copper beads and blanket
there was the formation of the skull to denote that the skeleton belonged to more than
an ordinary Indian.
Tlie lower jaw and
teeth, as well as the forehead and entire
skull, are very perfectly preserved. The
lower jaw is long and the chin bone very
prominent indeed, so innch so as to amount
almost to a deformity. The brow is retreat,
ing as would be expected. From the general
effect of these peculiarities of the skull, it is
not difficult to believe that the wearer of the
beads attained the prominence which seems
to have been his by the exercise of unusual
firmness and ferocity, v In war he undoubtedly killed Ills foe, or brought him home to
roast by the banks of the Kennebec.
In the portion of the village where the
skeletons were unearthed, it has not been at
all unusal to find similar relics. When the
excavations were made for the foundations
of the Lockwood Mills beads and other relics were found.
The spot seems to have
been the site of a very important Indian
burying ground. Right by Ticonic Falls,
near where the Sebasticook enters the Kennebec, it was very likely a location approved
from motives of both convenience and sentiment.
At present the skeletons and beads are at
the Waterville Mail office, the junior editor
of which, Mr. Daniel Wing, has taken pains

Bound.

""

some
con-

trial this morning, succeeded in effecting an
entrance. The door was guarded by officers
and only those who had business in the

allowed to enter.
Enough however, got in to fill the room. Justice George
C. Earrett, who recently tried the boodle
aldermen, presided at the trial. When
the boodle magnate entered the court room
this morning liis face had a troubled and
careworn expression.
lie placed his hat on
a table and conversed with his
counsel, excourt were

Judge William Fullerton, ex-Judge Homer
A. Nelson and Albert Stiokney.
At the
table of the prosecuting officers sat District
Attorney Alartiue and his assistant.
At 11.14 Mr. Martine moved the

Jacob

'YU“

trial of

Sharp.

The district attorney stated that Kerr and
Richmond, who were indicted with Sharp,
had elected to be tried separately, and he

prepared to go on with the present case.
Clerk Sparks asked Sharp if he was ready
for trial. Lawyer Stickney replied for him.
Then the empaunelling of jurors was begun. Only 52 out of 100 of those summoned
were present.
Twenty-four talesmen were
examined up to recess, but on one ground or
was

another, prior prejudices against informers,
lack of

intelligence,

all were excused.
Altogether 54 talesmen were examined before the adjournment this afternoon but one
•eat in the jury box was occupied. Nino
candidates for the box were excused for
lack of ordinary intelligence or
inability to
understand English, one made the most of
Ins position as a poll clerk and claimed his
privilege of exemption from jury duty. Two
or three were ill, the
remainder, 40, all escaped jury duty through their more or less
firmly rooted bias. It was a noticeable fact
developed in today’s examination was the
universal belief in Sharp’s guilt.
THE MANUSCRIPT
Of

Home,

Sweet

Home,

Burled With

the Author’s Sweetheart.

FROM THE CAPITAL CITY.

Augusta

Home’ was buried in the grave witn Miss
Mary flarden, yesterday.
She was John
Howard Tavne’s sweetheart, but rejected
hi* offer of

marriage

account of

on

her

father’s objection. Payne corresponded regularly With her, sending her aiming other
things the original manuscript of his famous
poem, interlined with protestations of love,
bince her separation from Payne, Miss Hardon had never appeared in society, and for
the past fifteen years had shut
herself,up in
the old family mansion, seeing no one but
the few members of
the little church to
which she

belonged.

i-

POUR

SECTION

the Inter-State Commerce

Of

and How Senator

It.

Law

Reagan Regards

_

Fort Worth, Texas
May 16.-Senator
Reagan, replying to a letter from Commissioner Morrison, inviting his attention to the

proper interpretation of Section 4 of the inter-State law, says that the section is iron
clad, and that the commission is not justified
in suspending it. He concludes by saying I
have tried to show at first, that the commission has no power to suspend a law of Congress, and second, if they had as a matter of
discretion, tlie power to do so, that it would
be a great wrong and injury to tlie public, and
to a large extent would defeat the great and
beneficent purpose of Congress to protect
people from wrong and oppression, and to
subject these corporations to the control and
supervision of law.
THE BODIES
of 85

Victims 01

the

New South
Wales Disaster Recovered.

San Francisco, May., 16.—Advices by
tlie steamer Zelandafrom Honolulu and Sydney, which arrived here, Monday, say that
bodies of eighty-five vietims of the Bullie
Colliery disaster near Sydney, New South
Wales, have been recovered. Tlie inquest
resulted in a verdict that the explosion was
due to disregarding of the rule prohibiting
miners from working were gas existed.
Murder and Suicide,

Waterbuby, Conn., May 16—Alexander
Broomfield, aged 55, shot and killed himself
today after an attempt to kill Warren S.
Frost, a foreman at the east mill of the
Waterbury Company. Broomfield was discharged from the mill some years ago for
drunkenness and disorderly conduct and had
always held Frost responsible, although the
order for his discharge came from headquarters. He stepped from behind a tree at
7 o’clock this morning when Frost with a
by to the mill on a
companion was driving
lonely road and fired one charge from a shot
of
flesh
Frost’s left hand
gun at Frost. The

THRKK CENTS.

TRICE

Speculators

Investing

was under it, and ended the game by one of
the best plays in it.
The butting was heavy and the lieldiug
bad by both dubs. It was so cold that errors
would naturally lie expected, but the Portlands did rather worse than usual, and the
Blues about the same as usual, so it was a
pretty even thing. Following is the score:

In

Bar Harbor Land.
Devices of the

death was premeditated and that he
meant that Frost should also die.

Rumsellers

to Evade

AB.
5
If. 11
Thayer, ri«c. c
Hatfield, 3b & p. 4
Davin, cl. 5
Scboeueck, lb. it
Dully, c A 3b. 8
Lulbery, s*. 8
p & r(. 4

Dickerson,

Progress Being Made Towards Connecting the Maine Central

The House of Commons to Adjourn
Whitsuntido Holidays.

Discovery

of an

Immense Amoun

of Treasures in India.

U.
2
1

Andrus, 2b.

FOREICN.

48

l
4
4
1

3
2

SB. PO. A.
3
4
0
3
O
2
o
3
1
4
7
2
1
2
1
O
0 10
2
2
2
0
2
2
0
0
1

1

1

1

1

3
2

17

17

13

27

BOSTON BLUES.
AB. It. nil. SB. PO.
2
i
l
i
o
1
1
in
2
2
0
1
O
1
Burns, 3b.. 6 0 2
6
1
1
c.
1
1
Moollc,
3
3
1
4
Bradley, If. 6
O
2
2
1
Jordan, cf. 2
o
2
3
1
Clare, p. 4

ta speculators, and they are putting money
into property on the famous Mt. Desert Island. State Treasurer Burleigh has been

Sheehan, ss. 5
Maiming, lb. 5
6
Gardner, 2b..

14
A.
u
i
3
1
1
1
o
4

Foreign Notes.
A Lonkon bookmaker named Wright, has
offered £20,000 for tlie race horse Bendiger
besides allowing the present owner, Mr.
Barclay, to run the horse in whatever races
he likes, Wright and Barclay to divide the

winnings equally.
A

despatch

from Constantinople to the
London Standard says that the new AngloTurkisb convention provides that the tribute payable to Turkey shall form the first
charge upon Egyptian revenues. The question of the return of Britisli troops in ense
of a rising is solved favorable to England.
Prince Bismarck has given official notice
to the house and laud owners concerned that
tlie government contemplates an extension
of the fortified area around Strasburg, Metz
and Posen.
The river Dare, running partly underground through Granada, Spain,has burst its
band and inundated the poorer suburbs of

the city. The inhabitants have been ordered to abandon their houses which are unsafe. Corps in tlie fields and much property

has been destroyed.
The boycotting of the government of the
estate of Lord Claricarde, County Galwav,
lias commenced.
Several tradesmen have

refused to supply him with food.
A Boston Soprano

Denounced.

Warsaw, N. Y., May 1C—The Harvard
College quartet gave a concertlhcre on Eriday

and a Boston lady appeared as the soprano.
Her dress was slightly decollctte and without sleeves, although her arms were encased
in long gloves. Yesterday Itev. Mr. Pierce,
in .the Congregational church pulpit, said
that this woman, mentioning her name, instead of winning plaudits from tlie audience,
should have been hissed from the stage.

on

which he is able to get
ouu

supremely drunk.

ol the
Togus retailers. But the officers are after
them, as it is as unlawful to sell ringer for
ms is

tippling

oi uie

purposes as

iavonte

devices

whiskey

or rum.

The progress being made towards the
building of the connecting link of railroad
between the terminus of the Maine Central
at Skowhegan, and the Megantic railroad, to
be known as the Boston and Quebec air line,
railroad, is attracting much attentien in this
section, and is being watched closely by
those interested.
From present indications
there is little doubt that the road will be
built, new rails being laid throughout, and
no part of the Somerset line being used.
Webb & Webb of Waterville, were employed
three days in forming the new company,
which organized at Skowhegan on Friday.
The sum of 8450,000 was subscribed, 5 per
cent being paid in.
This means business.
W. G. S. Keene of Lynn, Mass., representing Boston capitalists, was one of the heaviest subscribers.
Among the other incorporators are Omar Clark of

Carratunk,

A. R.

Bixby, William Philbrick, Gen. Isaac Dyer
Skowhegan, Judge Buzzell of Solon.
The three Canadian engineers who are
surveying the line, have reached a point beyond the Forks, and are pushing rapidly forward.
Ex-Couucillor A. K. Bixby is furnishing them with supplies, as he has also
been doing In part for the Megantic railroad
of

builders.
MOUNTED
Killed

by

POLICE

Blackfeet

Indians

in

Canada.

Ottawa, May 16.—A dispatch from McLood, N. W. T., says: Several of the mounted police were killed on Friday night, by a
marauding band of Blackfeet Indians, near
Medicine Ilat. A squad of ;<00 police pursued the ludians, and alter a desperate light,
captured forty of the band. They will be severely dealt with.

New

Jones.

Boston, May lti.—Van Cullen Jones of the
Asaociated Press met witli a painful accident Sunday forenoon while descending the
stone steps at Joy street entrance to the comHe slipped upon the top step and fell
mon.
to the bottom, striking on his right side, dislocating his right shoulder and breaking the
right collar bone. He will be confined to the
house for several weeks.

victory as it ought to have been. Capt.
Gardner of the Bostons out-kicked all the
kickers that have ever been on the Portland
grounds,^tnd in his efforts to give his young
a

Dangerous Wreck.
Woods Hold, May 16.—Mariners

are com-

plaining of a wreck of a three-masted
schooner in Vineyard Haven Sound off
Nobsque Light. Although the government
has placed a buoy there, there is neither
light nor bell to warn vessels in bad or foggy
weather. It is located in close proximity to
the
Vinyard steamer’s route, and an accident
is feared unless some attention is called to it

Over 3000 citizens of Denver, Col attended a public meeting at Music Hall Sunday
night, to protest against the passage of the

tho crowd
down on him, and this resulted in his own
players getting rattled at times. He took
such slight excuses to delay the game that it

got to be disgusting. But he didn’t gain any
points by it, with the possible exception of
giving his pitcher a few breathing spells,
and that didn’t prevent the latter from being
batted pretty hard. To show the absurd
point Gardner raised we give the following:
Tile ball was batted over the fence, and
when it was returned it rolled under the
spectators’ seats. A few moments after, the

other ball was batted over, and then Andrus
went down and tried to find the first one.
coercion bill now before the British ParliaMr. Spence lert tne players oencn men anu
ment.
went out, aud in a moment the last ball lost
The bridge over the Avon river at Windwas tossed over the fence into tile diamond.
sor, N. S., was partiallv destroyed by fire
Gardner then declared that Mr. Spence went
The structure was over 115
Sunday night.
feet long.
out and got an old ball and threw it over the
Mr. Robert J. Burdette, tbe genial humorfence and he refused to play. His ruffled
ist, has been elected a deacon in his Baptist
feathers were smoothed down after a while,
church at Lower Merion, Penn.
though, and play was resumed.
Senator Sherman will expound Republican
The Portlands presented Hums and Duffey
principles to the members of the Illinois
Legislature on June 1st.
fur a battery, aud the former did not show
Charles M. Downs was caught in the beltup well at all. He was wild and indifferent,
ing at Manchester, N. H., print works last and while he might have been trying liis
best it didn’t seem as if he was. The Blues
night, and instantly killed.
scored ten runs in three innings, and then
Fire in Stark Mills, at Manchester, N. H.,
Hatfield was substituted, with Thayer to
last night, did $1000 damage.
catch. Hatfield was not as effective as usual,
George Roberts, aged 35 years and married either; neither was he as wild as usual, but
died tonight in Providence, It. I., after a
he did very well for such a day. Clare and
three hours’illness, of poisoning.
It is not Moolic officiated for the Blues, aud the
known whether it was auicide or not.
former started in as wild as Burns did. The
Portlands scored six runs in the first inning,
three men getting their bases on balls. At
the end of the third inning the 10 to 7 in
Successes and Failures of African
favor of the Blues. Hatfield got his base on
Missionaries.
halls in the fourth, stole second and came
home on Bavin’s three-bagger a moment
[Loudon Times.]
after. The latter scored on a wild throw,
ne has a great deal to say about the British
and the next two men went out. Then Lufmissionaries in Africa, but not much that is
bery got a hit and took second and third on
favorable. He renders full justice to the an error by Burns, which also placed Burns
good intentions of the missionaries, and to (the Portland man) on second. Both scored
on Andrus’ hit, aud the Portlands were one
the Scottish and London societies that send
ahead. Hatfield went in to pitch in the last
them out, but he says that they waste large half of the inning, and one run was earned
sums of money for very small results.
The on hits by Gardner and Burns, making the
score a tie.
The score remained 11 to 11
negroes who are taught by them tojread and
through the fifth aud sixth innings, aud in
write most of them become unfit for any
the seventh Andrus got a hit, stole second
manual occupation.
They consider them- and went to third on an error of Sheehan's,
selves as good as a white man, think it un- Which also placed Dickerson on first. The
latter stole second, ami then Thayer popped
dignified to toil, and when not engaged in up a fiy, which Gardner dropped. Andrus
holding large and noisy prayer meetings, at scored on this error, and Hatfield took first,
which every man wants to take his turn at Thayer second and Dickerson third on a
mulled tty by Burke. Dickerson was
out
preaching, they roam about begging and take in running home, and a moment later put
Thayer
it very ill if they cannot live altogether on and Hatfield scared on a double by Bavin.
The latter took third on an error and came
doles from their white fellow-Christians.
home on a put out at first. This gave the
The European factories have learnt to bePortlands quite a lead, but the Blues got
ware of these men, and will not give them
near again in their half of the
employment, so most of them end by relaps- dangerously
by scoring three runs on two singles
ing into barbarism and vagabondage, their inning
and a double, a base on balls aud a wild
last state being worse than their first, as the
Neither side scored in the eighth,
renegade negrojdiristian almost always turn pitch.
but in the ninth Hatfield hit for first, stole
criminal.
second and came home on Bavin’s hit. The
Dr. Lenz declars that the statistics of conlatter took second on an attempt to put out
versions sent home by the missionaries are
Hatfield and came home on Schoeneck’s
utterly misleading, for they never mention double. The big first baseman attempted to
relapses. He says that the only truly suc- make it a triple and
got put out at third.
cessful missionaries are the Jesuits, who go
This closed the run getting. The first one
on the principle of
teaching a man first to of the Blues in the ninth went out on a fly
work, and who endeavor to develop whatever catch, the next
got a hit and the third got
special aptitudes he may have in him. By
this system, based on the maxim laborare es( ! his base on balls. Both were advanced a
base on a passed ball, but Sheehan went out
ovare, they train excellent workmen and la- j at first
befoie they could score. With a
borers, who are in general request, and who j good chance to tie
by making the right kind
by their example convert others to Chris- of n
hit. Manning stepped to the plato and in
tianity. It is a pity that the Protestant j a moment
the ball was sailing towards the
missionaries do not take pattern by the Jesu- |
left corner in a way that betokened a home
run.
But it dropped inside and Dickerson

3

5

0

STANDING OF THE

K.
o
a
2
3
2
0
o
7
1

in

Per
Won.
Portlands.12
Lowells.10
Boston Blues. 9
Mauchesters. 8
Lawreuces. 8

Lynns.

Lost.

6

Salenut. 2
Maverbills. 2
The
NOTES

College
FliOM

cent.
Won.

Played.

2
3
5
6
7
y
11
11

.857
.7(18

14
13
14
14
13
14
13
13

.042
.571
.481
.857
.168
.163

Diamond.

BATES

COLLEGE.

The pines which were set out ou the ball
field by the mirthful youths iu the night pre-

ceding

Arbor Day wore soon removed, and
the diamond has been put in the excellent

condition it

was

before.

The skillful manner in which the Freshman nine are handling the ball sliows that
’90 possesses even better base ball material

than

was

thought

at the first of the season,

and the base ball

supporters are greatly regretting that Bates is uot iu the college
With
Teague.
Gilmore, Thayer and Dorr on

the bases. Day or Woodman shortstop, and
Tinker, Sprague, or Call and Whitcomb in
the out-field, the field would have certainly
been stronger than last year, while the battery would have beeu about as good. If the
classes can agree. Bates will probably enter
the league next year, as no ball players
graduate this year whose places can not be
readily filled.

The Lewiston High School nine defeated

the Fresbmeu Saturday by a score of 13 to
11. A down towu battery, however, played
with the High Schools.
The Freshmen nine is constituted as follows: Dorr, pitcher; Mason, catcher; Gilmore, Welch and Spillane on the bases;
Garcelou, right field; Kidley, centre, field;
Whitcomb, left field. L. H. Dorr is captain,
and A. F. Gilmore, umuager.
The Freshmen intend to play the Bowdniu
*
Medicals soon.
The

National

League.

AT BOSTON.

AT WASHINGTON.

Innings.1 23450789
Washtngloil.s.0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 2—8
Clilcagos.0 0000000 2—2
Base bits—Washingtons, 12; Clilcagos, 10. Errors— Washingtous,
1; Chtoagos, o.
Earned
runs—Washingtons, 7; Clilcagos, 2. Batteries—
Washington. Shaw and UUUgau; Chicago, Clarkand Flint.

AT NEW YORK.

Innings.1 23458780
New Yorks.3 0 0 0 4 0 2 1 1—11
Indianapolis.0 1014100 1—8
Base lilts—New Yorks, 18; Indianapolis, 12.
Errors—New Yorks, 7: Indianapolis. 3. Earned
ruus—Yew Yorks. 10; Indianapolis. 6. Batteries
New Yorks. Keefe and Beasley; Indianapolis,
Mealy and Mackett
—

AT PHILAOKLrillA.

Innings..1 2345 8 789
Detroits.1 2 0 1 4 0 1 1 x—in
Plilladelpblas. 41000001 2-8
Base lilts— Detroits. 17; Plilladelpblas, 16. Errors -Detroits, 8; Plilladelpblas, 8.
Earned runs
Detroits. 4: Plilladelpblas. 3. Batteries—Baldwin and Ganzel; Fernusuu uud Clement*.
—

Other Cames

G

9.

at

hut I have not met a single one who after
having heard us was not convinced that we
had the amplest and the most terrible Justification for the course we have taken. I have
been simply amazed at the extent to which
the prejudice so unscrupulously aroused
against us has been dissipated in the course
of the briefest intercourse with the people.
It is not too much to say that any threatening appearance to the contrary notwithstanding, we can challenge the opinion of
tluTpeoitlo of the province of Ontario with
more confiilWMKijban Lord Lansdowne.
In
Montreal itself 1 lfnii~4haj within the last
two days tlie condemnation^^ Lord l.ansUowne has become
greatly lnteulihed, and is
showing itself in quarters fronfv which f
least expected it. As for our experi—<ma.la.
Quebec they were so uniformly satisfactory
that, although 1 had the pleasure of making
the acquaintance of a very large number indeed of the citizens of all grades and of all

naticnalities,

Yesterday.

At Memphis— Memphis, 13; Mobiles, 5.
At Charleston—Charlestons, 13; Savannah,
At Buffalo— Buffalos, G; Toronto*. fi.
At Nashville—New Orleans, 11; Aashvilles

1 can

hear a single

|

honestly

say

1 did not

expression favorable to Lord
Lansdowne, while opponents who attended
our demonstrations
were
free
in their
acknowedgments that our statements, if unrebutted, were simply appalling. This result is, I think, now thoroughly secured,
that the Canadian |>eople recognize that a
case has been made that must be answered.’’
“L*o you expect any trouble in Toronto?"
"J do not. But in any easel will not falter hut will continue to denounce landlordism in Ireland and show up the terrible tyranny under which the people are suffering."
The Herald, which has bitterly opposed
Mr. O’Brien’s "invasion" ot Canada, has
shown a decided change of front, and today
comes
out
with the following editorial,
which is the sole topic of conversation. It
says it would not only be proper, but it
seems absolutely necessary that the statements made by Mr. O'Brien in regard to
the treatments of tlie Luggacurran tenants
siiuum lie mol

anu

invesugaieu

u

J’OSSJ oie.

Lord Lansdowne does not appear to have
had a knowledge ol these transactions. His
of course, may be said to represent
agent,
hTin. but with his lordship on one side of tbe
Atlantic and negotiations proceeding on the
other between the agent and tlie representatives of tbe tenants, it might well he assumed that negotiations (might go on and be
disposed of before Lord Lansdowne would
be informed of the details. But for the eviction of large bodies of poor people from tbe
estates Lord Lansdowne is responsible, and
the whys and wherefores of such action are

debatable in his case as in any other case.
Tbe fact that he is Governor General of Canada supplies no reason for silence. Tbe
question is agllating tbe English-speaking
people of Britain, Canada and the United
States. It matters little how or by whom
tlie agitation is brought about. Very serious
accusations have been made. If they affected the premier of Canada they would
have to be answered.
They ought all the
more to be answered when directed against
the Governor General of Canada. Tbe question is: Are these things true? Tbe refusal
of a hall to Mr. O’Brien in Toronto Is no
answer.
The threat of the Orangemen of
Kingston not to permit him to enter the city
is no answer.
The same class ol people
were once the means of preventing the
Prince of Wales from Landing at Kingston.
Mr. O’Brien’s allegations would still exist
and would still have to be met whether
O'Brien is refused entrance or speech in the
cities of Ontario or not. It must be confessed that the light cast on that side of the
There is much
controversy Is not great.
abuse of Mr. O’Brien and a plentiful lack of
facts. What is needed just now is a circumstantial statement from Lord Lansdowne on
tlie point WE view ol his relations with his
tenants. As royal commissions have investigated sucli matters and the people of Great
Britain have been agitated on similar subjects for many years, and tbe press and
electors have such questions constantly before them it cannot be said that the dispute
as

is

one

of

a

private character.

_

It is unfor-

very much of a public question,
and tlie sooner both sides are iieard from the
better.
Mr. O’Brien has been elected to a scat in
the House of Commons for the northeast division of Cork, made vacant by the resigna-

tunately

tion of Edmund Laury.
Mr. O’Brien’s election, unopposed, has
added much to the popular feeling in his
favor, particularly as before his arrival
cablegrams were published from London
stating Mr. Parnell’s disapproval of the trip.
Mr. O’Brien said today that he was sorry to
hear he was elected again to Parliament,
but he was inclined to think Lord Lausdowne was still moie sorry. Mr. O'Brien
and party left for Toronto on the midnight
(tank
_____________
RAILWAY MATTERS-

1—8

Plttsburgs.1 10000000—2
Base lilts—Bostons, 12; Plttsburgs, 11. Errors
—Bostons. 5; Plttsburgs, 3. Earned runs—Bostons, 2. Batteries -Boston, Kadtiouriiu and Dally;
Pittsburg, McCormack and Carroll.

son

to Occur

enced the slightest mark of
discourtesy, not
to say violence. I have met some gentlemen
who doubted the advisability of our visit,

Innings.1 23460789
10001210

Expected

Mo.vtbv.ai„ May 16.—Mr. O’Brien was Interviewed last night, and when asked regarding the success of his visit he said:
"Up to the present the results have more
than answered my most sanguine expectations. Although of course I have met a good
many of my opponents, I have not experi-

22

LEAGUE.

Following is the standing of the clubs
the New England League to date:

With

2
2

8!)

7

Classes

Courtesy.

Toronto.

6

The score:

4

Trouble

1

Coughlin.

Bostons..

Eight hundred people witnessed a long and
tiresome game at the ball grounds yesterday.
It was exciting at times, but it was loosely
played and long drawn out, so that although
the home dub won it was not as satisfactory

2

No

1

0000140 1—8
Lynns.4 01000200—7
Base hits—Lowells, V); Lynns, 0.
Errors—
Lowells, 10; Lynns, 8. Pitchers—Burns ami

England League.

pitcher breathing spells he got

A

split finger.

Innings.1

Great

4
4

Lowells.2

BASE BALL.

PORTLANDS, 17; BOSTON BLUES, 14.
Accident to Van Cullen

account of a

Treated by all

K.
O
3

there for several weeks, noticing the market,
and has made several investments.
Hon. J.
H. Manley is interested, and made one trip
London, May 10.—The proposal of Mr. to Bar Harbor last week.
He goes again to
Smith that the House of Commons adjourn
110
10
the island on Monday. Other Augusta mon- Burke, rf. 5
'TrnUmnviiUe holidays from May 24th to
men are investing there. One Kenne41 14 14
6 27 17 17
eyed
r.Hi
i»awf-iW!n,n-a
nniv
four
June
nigiits bec speculator has the refusal of 150 acres
Innings.1 2 3 4 5 n 7 8 0
for debate on the coercion bill before itrfc—
Portlands.8 0 1 4 0 0 4 0 2—17
until se.xt Wednesday, and has been forming Boston Blues.4 2 4 1 0 0 3 0 0—14
journment, as all other sittings will be ocTwo years ago,
a syndicate to-piiaU?88® itEarned runs-Portlands. 8: Blues. 5.
Two
cupied with estimates. It is doubtful whether
base bits—Davin, Scboeueck (2). Sheehan, Burns,
the rapid apit is related as an instaficS
the first clause of the coercion bill can be
Bradley. Three base hit—Davin. Total base
preciation in value of Bar Harbor reates- ~hri*-Portlands, 22; Blues, 17. Lclt on bases—
passed before adjournment.
Sir William
Blues, 6. First base on errors—
Portlands,
Vernon llnrcourt proposed an important tate, Senator Hale purchased a lot of land Portlands, 10; Blues, 7. First base on called
there, paying about $5000 for it. Last fall bulls—Portlands, 6; Blues, u. Struck out—Portamendment to the bill, exempting from
lands, 2; Blues, 4. Wild pltehfS^llallielil *•
he disposed of it for $J5,000, and the present
secret inquiry all proceedings relating to
Burns 2, Clare 2.
Passed balls—TUayPf, 4;
it sold for $90,000 cashl
Other
inspring
Duffey. 1, Double plays—l.ntbery and Scbot*public meetings or agrarian movements inneck. Andrus unassisted. Time of game—3 boors.
vestors have realized handsome sums. There
cluding combinations to obtaiu reductions of
Umpire—Weeden.
does not appear to be much danger of loss,
rent. The Uladstoniaus will make this a
MANCHESTERS, 13; SALKMS, 0.
as Bar Harbor continues to gain in years,
test amendment.
If the government ac*
The Manchesters won the third game from
and
here
interested
in
the
gentlemen
great
the Salem* at Manchester, N. H., yesterday
cepts it the bill will be permitted to progress,
but if the government refuses, every possible summer resort believe it will magnify for by uniform, steady,playing. Doyle
supportto
come.
many years
device will be used to obstruct the measure.
ed Carney at first base and played beautiSaturday afternoon, the police made a
The government will modify the Irish land
as
did T. McDermott, and Caskins at
fully,
raid on Joe Toy’s shop at the north end, and
bill in the House of Lords.
The original
short and O’Brien at second. Shefller made
seized
half
a pint of rum which was found
his
first
clauses enable solvent tenants to apply for
appearance with the Manchester*,
in two ten-gallon kegs in an outhouse. This
and batted and run buses in line form. The
reduction of rent under appeal in bankscore:
the
is
first
seizure
at
a
shop in Augusta unruptcy. Now it is proposed, as a substitute,
Innings.1 23450780
that a joint application be made for bankder the new law, and the offender will go to
Manchesters.O 3 3 3 1 2 0 0 1—13
ruptcy order by both landlord and tenant; jail unless he discovees some bole
Salem*.0 04131000—0
through
further that the court be empowered to stay
which he can creep out. This is one of the
eviction without declaring bankruptcy by
LAWRENCES, 12; HAVERHILL*, 4.
The Lawrences defeated the Haverhill* in
granting extension of time for payment.
very few saloons which the police say has
Gladstone will spend part of Whitsuntide been running since the expiration of last an
uninteresting game at Haverhill yesterholidays in Swansea, Wales, where he will year’s United States licenses. But a small
day afternoon, which was witnessed by 500
be the guest of Six Henry llussey Vivian.
Sir Henry was formerly a
Liberal. He quantity, if any, liquor is being sold by the spectators. The fielding of both nines was
wavered, however, in loyalty to Gladstone Augusta druggists. It is believed that the bad. Carter pitched two innings, but was
when he introduced the Irish'Home Rule
liquor dealers will prefer to run the gauntlet obliged to retire. Tbo score:
bill and acted with the Liberal Unionists.
Innings.1 23458780
Recently lie became converted to the ex- of the United States revenue department Lawrences.2
rather than take out licenses, thereby insur- Haverhill*.O 12 20 0 2 3 2 1 0—12
I’reuiier’s views on the Irish question. It is
1 0 0 0 0 O— 4
probable that the Welsh people will signalize ing a residence in jail. Even if they do not
LOWELLS, 8; LYNNS, 7.
Gladstone’s visit to a series of administrain
succeed
evading the United States officers
tions in his honor.
One of the most interesting games of the
Lord Hartington to-day had a long con- they can escape by paying a fine, and the ig- season was played at
Lynn yesterday afterference with the Marquis of Salisbury, Hon.
nominy of imprisonment will not be suffered. noon before «00 or 700
people. Poor base
W. II. Smith and Mr. Goschen witli a view
One of the latest dodges of the intoxicant
to hastening the passage of the coercion bill.
running lost the game for the Lynns. Cudvenders is to sell “hayseed” beer in bottles
The Financial Secretary of India has adworth was fined 815 for too much cheap talk
vised tlie government cf the discovery of an and with it a bottle of jamaica ginger. The
mhifuc*
uuiic, me jjitncus laKiier,
immense amount of treasure, estimated at
inebriate mixes the two, and obtains a drink gave way to Guinasso In the first inning on

S2/5.000.000. which hurl Iwh*ti KPcrctcri in
the palace of Gwaalior by the late Maharajah. The treasure was sunk in pots under
tlie vaults beneath Zenana. The secret was
entrusted to a few confidential servants. After removing the earth to the depth of six
feet the workmen uncovered great flagstones.
Beneath these were several pots
filled to the brim with silver, chiefly freshly
coined rupees.
In each pit was a plate recording the amount of the treasure and the
names of the officials who assisted in secreting it. The Indian government has taken
the hoard as a loan from
young Maharajah.
Native papers protest and say had Maharajah been adult instead being under regency
controlled by the government would never
have invested the whole wealth in Indian
securities. The question will be raised in
Parliament as to whether the “investment"
be not another name for seizure.

TheVIsitof the Editor of United Ireland to Montreal.
He Is
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Burns,

Augusta, May ML—The Bar Harbor real
estate boom is enthusing some of the Augus-

OV€ir

MR. O'BRIEN.

PORTLANDS.

the Laws.

own

CENERAL NEWS.

Athens, Ga., May 1G.—What is said to be
the original manuscript of “Home, Sweet

Attempted

The Coronet

was wrapped
blanket, although

made of sheets of copper pounded

boy might pound

assem-

bled at noon today. The Chief Justice announced the deatli of Justice Woods, whose
chair was draped in black, aud said that as a
mark of respect to tlie memory of tlie deceased tlie court would adjourn until Mon-

Outrages by

a

the wrapping fell to pieces as soon as disturbed.
Thib body had been buried with
more than usual care, and was evidently
that of some distinguished chieftain.
By
his neck were found a handful of copper
of
a
beads,
peculiar shape, quite different
from the wampum beads so common among
the Maine Indians.
These copper beads

In Memory of Justice Woods.

An

perfect.

Tlie best preserved skeleton

or

I.ieut. V. K. Schinerick, while on duty as
officer of the watch on the Alert, stooped to
pick up a revolver which provee to have been
tied in such a manner that when lifted the
bowline slipped over tlie trigger causing it to
he discharged. Commander Graham reports
there can lie no doubt there was a plan to
assassinate some officer of tlie vessel.
He
lias
ordered a searching
investigation.
Lieut. Schinerick was seriously wounded in
the left wrist, and blood poisoning is feared.

was badly riddled with shot and several
grains were lodged in the left ear, but
The emneither wounds are dangerous.
ployes of the mill surrounded the would-bemurderer in the woods, and thirty minutes
after the attempt to kill Frost, Broomfield
had emptied one chamber of a revolver into
his own head, causing almost instant death.
Papers left at his residence show that his

and Megantic.

The Trial of Jacob Sharp Begun.
New York, May 16.—Not one in twenty
of the people who sought to gain admission
to the Court of Oyer and Terminer in this
city, where Jake Sharp was to be placed on

A postuffice lias been

F^H!ul‘'ir^.n-V^ii!}
_

The Ancient Indian Craveyard by Tlconic Falls.

for the benefit of
cabinet. The collection lias attracted
siderable interest.

John H. Door, Waite.
John G. Dolley, Golden Hidge.
Caleb H. Hamilton, North Monroe.
Harrison H. Davis, South Moutville.
Horatio A. Thurston. Belfast.
James G. Stevens, Bridgton.
William L. Higgins, Nortli Anson.
Joseph Lapliam, South Auburn.

Narrow

An Old Chieftain Found In His Beads
and Blankets.

to preserve the relics

Augustus Young, Bangor.

were

Four Skeletons Unearthed in Waterville.

18S7.

17,

BOSTON AND MAINE.

The Boston Journal says: “A prominent
official of the Boston and Maine is authority
fur the statement that it is not probable that
there will be more than 3 per cent, for an
Eastern dividend next December.
The
Maine is charging oR $14,000 per month more
than in 1886 for taxes alone. Tbe expense
o! changing the Eastern 6 per cents Into preferred stock was also some $30,000, and both
ol these items, as well as others, will affect
tile Eastern’s share of net earnings far the
current year, and it will require a large increase in earnings the coming summer to offset them. It is supposed, though, that tbe
current {price for Eastern stock is based
rather upon future benefits from the great
system which the Boston and Maine is building up than from hope of immediate profits.”
THE MEO ANTIC RAILWAY.

Men are being hired for the Megantic
Railroad operations in quite large numbers.
Saturday morning another crew was sent to
Greenville. The scene of the road Is a very
lively one, men and horses being as busy as
bees. About two hundred Italian laborers
are expected in a few days to work on the
NOTES.

Three Canadian surveyors are surveying
the new line of railroad between Skow began

and the International road. They have got
At the meeting Frifar as The Forks.
day, when the incorporators organized,
and the requisite
was
|:>0.000
subscribed
$
5 per cent., $22,300, paid in. The building of
the road seems to lie assured.
as

At
O

Hartford—Hartford*. 18; Hew Havens,

At Amherst—Amherst, 13; Cornells, 8.
At Cleveland—Metropolitans, y; Clevelands, 8.
At St. Louis—St. Louis, 7; Athletics, 3.
Notes.
Spalding has offered Pittsburg $5,000 for
Galvin, which has been refused.
Louis Say, the well known ex-league
player, has signed with Haverhill.
Farr and Stevens have been released from
the Portland Stars, and Flavin and Gribben
have been signed.
Games Today—Portlands at Manchester.
Boston Blues at Lawrence, Haverhill* at

and Salem at Lowell.
Lynn
The game the Portlands play in Manchester today is the one that was postponed
from April 38th on account of rain.
Tomorrow the Portlands play at Lowell,
and the Lowell Courier says the grounds
w ill not be large enough to |hold the
people
who will want to see the game.
Small returned to the city yesterday and
practiced a little before the game.
He will
be all right in a day or two.
In I)avin the Portlands have a reliable
man.
He is greeted at the bat very much in
the way Schertler was last year, aud while
lie doesn’t get so many home runs his hits
count every time.
The

Delayed Freight.
[Bangor Whig.]

There were ten special freight trains running between this city aud Yanceboro Sunday, all being quite heavily loaded. At Milford alone there are one huudrwd ami fifty
ear loads of freigtit ready to go east.
There
are six car loads of coal in tills city reudy to
to Lincolu for the Lincoln Pulp and
There is a very large
’a|>er Company.
amount of freight here and at other stations
all along the line of the Maine Central,which
lias accumulated during the freshet, and now
that traffic is once more resumed it will he
placed on the freight cars aud sent to its
destination. It is making lots of work for
the railroad men who have all they can do to
get rid of all of it. The Maine Central yard
was full of cars yesterday from all
points of
the country.
Conductor Vigue.s
train
was
one
of
the
that
Saturday
lurgest
ever
come Into this city, consisting of
heavily loaded cars.

?o

sixty-live

A despatch froai McLeod, N. \V. T says
that several mounted police were killed on
Friday night by a marauding hand of Blackfeet Indians near Medicine Hat. A
squad of
300 police pursued the
Indians, and after a
desperate light captured 40 of the band,
they will ho severely dealt with.

College.
Lewiston, May 16.
President Cheney a few days ago received
Bates

letter from one of Boston’s most substantial citizens, whose name is tor the present
withheld, offering to give the college $30,000
if the college raise by subscription, independent of bequests, $100,000, $23,000 of
which, to be used towards founding an observatory. $43,000 of this has already been subscribed, thus leaving $37,000 to be raised be-

a

fore the

college

receives this gentleman’s
generous gift. A strong effort will be made
by the friends of the college to meet the conditions of the gift the couimlng summer, and
it is hoped that the corner stone of the obcan be
laid next September.
Mount David, the site for the observatory
at whose base is the ball field, was donated
to the college by Senator Frye’s mother and
Mrs. Wakefield.
It is four hundred feet
above the level of the sea, and two hundred

servatory

and fifty feet above the level of Lewiston.
It is to be doubted if any other New England college town possesses as good an observatory site. The plans for the observatory building were made by Coombs, the well
known Lewiston architect about two years
ago. The building will be eighty feet In
length and twenty-six in width, with wings
eighting feet high and a central tower surmounted by a dome forty feet In height from
the foundation. It is intended that the observatory, when fully equipped shall bo second to but one at least,—the Harvard obser-

vatory.-in New England.
W. H. Judkins, ’so, gave

a very interesting
talk on “Law and its Opportunities" before
the members of the Eurosophian Society last

Friday evening.

The will of Mrs. Caroline A. Wood has
been sustained by the Massachusetts Su$35preme Judicial Court, thus giving Bates
*
•
•
000.

__

President Seelye. of Amherst College, will
sail for Europe soon after commencement.
His daughter. Miss Hattie Seelye, has been
studying in Germany for a year or more.
The casting of the big statue of William
Penn fur the Philadelphia City Hall will be
The work will not be
begun in a few days.
finished within a year.

*—

We must defend our rights, but every menus
for a peaceful settlement should be exhausted before we launch out on the

THEPI^KS.

sea

Wc do not road anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer
are in all eases Indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
\\ e cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

trip of tlio Thistle shows that she
particularly smart In a light breeze.

Tlio trial

Senator Gibson of Louisiana is a
prominent candidate for the vacancy on the Supremo bench, caused by the death of Justice

Woods.

_

Queen Kapiolum has departed from BosBut the hills for her reception have not
gone with her. These will be heard from
later.
ton.

Now is the time for

agitation in Texas.

beginning cold water
Ilundreds of families in
a

tlio Interior are on tlio verge of starvation for
want of that liquid.

In consequence of the enforcement of the
Sunday laws in the Metropolis thirsty New
Y'orkers go over to Jersey City. So the Xew
Jersey saloon keepers, and tho ferryboats
are reaping a harvest.
The Mayor of Cork very properly replies
to an Invitation to join in the Queen's jubilee that In view of the crimes bill such an
invitation Is an insult to tho self-respect of
the Irish people.

of retaliation.

OTJPt

CURRENT COMMENT.
AN

asked

EASY ONE.

THE

the New Yolk Herald.
Is more convenient to do
just after ho is hanged.

would
THE TAIll'I.ATOn’S LETTER HOOK.
[Rlddefoid Journal.]
Tabulator Chase comes to the surface
again long enough to announce that lie is on
tile point of letting loose the political cyclone
which he has so long been custodian of, in
the shape of that terribly awful “letter
book” of liis'ri. The great couuter-out 1ms
lmd his day; and so lias his mouldy chestnut
a

letter book.

FKKS1I AIK SOCIETIES.

[Hanger Commercial.]
One of the most commendable benevolent
enterprises yet Inaugurated is the formation
of Fresh Air Societies. Portland lias led the
way in this matter, in this State and proposes to send tile poor, weak and sick children of the city out into the country for a few
weeks, to get the benefit of nature’s restoratives. There is ueeil of such societies in
Bangor and other Maine cities. While there
are but few cases here to be treated, a vast
amount of good could be accomplished. Without doubt some of our bcuevolent ladies will
take up such a scheme.
KOAXINC NEWSPAPERS.

Queer

Cholera In South America is travelling
northward. Tho disease has appeared in
Bolivia and many deaths have occurred. On
tl.e Argentine frontier the disease is raging
with great virulence.
Tho epidemic has
somewhat abated in Santiago, the capital of
Chili, since 16,(XX) cartloads of refuso were
removed from the streets by scavengers and

citizens.

Air. Ilewitt has made a proposition that
his workmen take Ills iron works and run
them. As he intimates that tho works are
now being run at a loss and
consequently
the workmen will he obliged to reduce
wages at the -tart, his proposition will
probably not be accepted. Profit sharing
and loss sharing
are two very different

things.
The strike of the employes of the knit
goods manufacturers which lias been on for
several months has just been declared off.
The strike was ordered because the employers refused to discharge a workman at tho
demand of the Knights of Labor.
Much
suffering and loss have resulted, aud now
tlie Knights have been. compelled to yield
the point for which they have been fighting.
Strikes don’t pay.
Senator Gorman thinks the civil service
^--.■goolution adopted by the Kentucky Democrats is a model and should be incorporated
substantially into the Democratic National
platform. A few days ago it was announced
that the Senator had been converted and was
vastly amusing his Baltimore heelers by delivering them lectures on honesty. This utterance of hia regarding the Kentucky platform shows that his conversion is far from
complete. Still if ho lias come to believe in
honesty in politics he lias taken a great step
in advance.

Tlie meeting in Toronto to protest against
Mr. O’Brien’s coming to that city to attack
tho Governor General was characterized by
quite as much bitterness against O’Brien as
O’Brien’s speeches have been against the Governor General. One ol the speakers described
O’Brien as a man “steeped in venom, and
with lips envenomed with untruth,” and
another called him “one of tlio most

audacious liars of the present century.”
was

noticeable, however,

that

It

nobody un-

dertook to point out definitely wherein
O’Brien’s lying consisted.

The resolution passed by tlie MassaehaLegislature to erect a monument to
Crlspus Attucks and the other men killed in
the Boston massacre is giving Gov. Ames a
good deal ol worry. Tlio Massachusetts Historical Society protests against it on
the
sette

ground that it lias never been the policy of
the State to go into the monument business;
that it is unwise for it to do so; that if it is
to make a beginning the policy should be to
commemorate events rather than men; that
if anything of the kind is to be done now
there are more notable and deserving objects; and. finally, that tlie men and file
event singled out for recognition at the
public expense are not entitled to tho distinction. Gov. Ames feels the force of theso objections, hut Crispus Attucks was a colored man and the colored residents of tlio
State have got the idea into their heads that

opposition to tlie monument grows out of
this fact, so that a veto by the Governor will
S' be likely to be construed by them as an aftlie

front to their

race.

The Anti-Saloon Republican
National
Committee have called a public meeting at
Cooper Institute on tho evening of the 25tli
instant. Senator Evarts will make the principal speech. The movement is exciting interest
throughout tlie country, and letters warmly
commending it Lave been received from
prominent Republicans.
Senator Hoar
writes:
•‘I shall not be ablo to attowl the meeting In
Cooper Institute on the 2Dth of n.y. 1 entirely
approve Its object. If tbe Kepubliean party lie
entrusted with the power of leglsht on anywhere
It should use that power to suppress that school
and nursery of vice and crime, the di inking saloon. The special measures by which this result
should be accomplished will vary with the varying conditions and sentiment of different localities. But the purpose should be identical everywhere. Til* public must look to be Kepubliean
in behalf of nnual purity and
party for this work
righteousness, as it has looked for so many others
from the same source. Certainly It can look for
no helf to that party which Is. and
long lias been,
supported and controlled by the liquor selling interest of the country.”
Gov. Martin of Kansas says:
Republicans, with the rarest exceptions, acknowledge tho good results that have attended
tlie abolition of the saloon, and a very large number ot the Intelligent Democrats will oppose any
and every ctfort to change the present condition
of affairs. 1 do not believe that this question will
ever again be an lssuo 111 Kansas.
Sir Charles
United States

Tupper’s hint that if tho
begin retaliation the British
government may respond by discriminating
against our grain, may be founded on knowledge, but it is more likely it has no founoariroifHat all, and is thrown out merely
for ity effect upon the western farmers of the
United States, and tho wheat growers of
Of course If England should
Manitoba.
discriminate against grain from this country
it would hurt our farmers and help tho Manitoba producers. But it would hurt the one
and help the other at the expense of the
British people, who would have to pay more
dearly for their food in consequence. The
burden of this kind of retaliation would
have to he borne by the workingmen of
England, who take very iittie interest in the
quarrel between the United States and Canada about fish and who will not submit
without very emphatic protest to taxation for the benefit of a British
province
across the sua. Tho
Salisbury government
is carrying ail tho burden it cun at
present.
Its Irish policy is contrary to the wishes of
at least half tho British people. Let it
propose to protect Canada at the expense of the
English workingmen, and its death knell
will be sounded.
A policy of retaliation, however, even if
England took no direct part in it, and left it
all to her province, could not but be injurious to the United States and to the State of
Maine especially. In the long run Canada
would probably suffer more than wo should,
because this country is larger, its industries
are more diversified, and it need depend very
little on the products of other countriesBut we have a large trade with the Canadas,
which would be cut off, and the Pacific coast
would be greatly embarrassed by the cutting
off of the coal supply which now comes from
Vancouver. Besides, retaliation is close to
war, and before wo knew it we might get over
the narrow boundary that separates them.

PERSONAL

AND PECULIAR.

Scales are now made so delicate that a signature on a piece of paper with a soft lead
pencil can be weighed.
It is reported that tho Pope and tho Czar
are in communication respecting a reunion
of the Iloman and Greek cliurches.
Henry Laboucehre writes that at a recent
reception given him by Queen Victoria, tho
most beautiful dresses, as usual, were worn
by American ladies.
Brooklyn Bridge is to he painted to preserve the metal, and 40,000 pounds of paint
will be required to do it in the most economical manner.
An Alsatian who tattooed himself all over
with “Vive la France” was imprisoned for
six months when ho came to be examined
for admission to the German army.
Mr S. C. Bartlett, son of the president of
Dartmouth College, will next fall become an
instructor in English in the American Missionary Training School at Kioto, Japan.
A St. Louis newspaper casts a gloom over

the jubilee in England by repeatedly calling
If Prince
Queen Victoria “Mrs. IVettin.”
Albert had not been a Prince, he would have
been called Wettin.
Near Oakville, W. T., is the burnt stump
of a cedar tree, probably the largest on record. It is a hollow shell, fifty feet high,
eighty-seven feet in circumference one foot
from the ground. The cavity is twenty-seven feet at its largest diameter.
Ever since the year that General Custer
camped at Yankton, Dak., thero has been a

heavy crop

of blue grass on tho old camp
is supposed that the ill-fated
command carried haled blue grass for forage
and the scattered seed took root.
A young woman of Beaver Falls, Pa., is so
It

ground.

eharged with electricity that a hairpin which
she wore in her head all day was magnetized
enough to hold up sixty-nine needles by their
points. When the young woman’s hair is
stroked in the dark it emits sparks, and to
touch her is to receive a shock as from a
magnetic battery.
A young lady having askee Moltke and Bismarck to favor her with a few words in her

album,

the former wrote:
“Lies pass away, truth lives for aye.”
To which tho latter added:
"In yonder world full well I know
Truth will at last tlic victory gain;
Hut 'gainst the lies told here below
A Marshal o’eu will fight in vain.”
Last Friday Jefferson Davis received con"
gratulatious, it being the twentieth anniversary of his release on hail. The Boston
Transcript says: "By tho way, what ever
became of tho case? Was it nol pros’d, or
did it collapse because it couldn’t holdup?
The only point of interest in the affair is the
signature of Horace Greeley on tho bail
bond.”
Miss Mary Tlllinghast is one of the most
successful among the women who have made
a business of decorative art.
Vanderbilt
once paid her $30,000 for inventing a new
kind of tapestry hangings for his houses.
She supplied the designs for the stained glass
window just erected in Grace church, New
York, representing Jacob’s Dream. The
angels ascending and descending the ladder
are full of life and vigor, and tho window
milks with the best of modern decorative
work.
In 1845 an English Customs official was

superannuated, with

ID

a

pension of forty

soup

is introduced to Hie public, far by Us
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Six sailors from the United States steamDale were detailed, the other day, to assist in decorating a church at Washington for

ship

the Grand Army reunion.
On reaching the
church they found the stars J and stripes
“Who put
spread along one of tho aisles.
that Hag down there?” angrily asked the
leader of the sailors. “Mr.-,
said a by“It lias got
stander, “to save the carpet.”
to come up. You may have good Christians
but you are

mighty

poor

Americans.
see every

Como aboard the Dale and you will

hat taken oft as that emblem comes down.”
The flag came up.
At least one American college proposes to
adopt the English custom of a distinctive
college dress. The University of Pennsylvania intends to have its students and officers
put on the black gown distinguishing undergraduates by a silk cord of proper color along
the margin of the gown’s yoke, bachelors
by
the color of the yoke itself, and masters and
doctors by a narrow band down the front of
tlic gown. Art students will be marked
with dark blue, philosophical with medium
and scientific with light blue; law students

purple; medical, crimson; dental, pink;
votinary, cardinal, and divinity students,

black.

use

much hurd work is avoided.

Monday

sale

and

or THE

We have secured a large lot <>i these goods at much lower prices
than we can buy them ,,®w' and we propose to give our customers
bargains never before offered. Wo shall make two lots. ‘>5 nud 5©c.
S5c lot—Cadies' irimmed Robes, lucked and trimmed Chemises,
Hamburg flounced Drawers, tucked Skirls, Hamburg irimmed Corset Covers, lucked Nurse Aprons; above named goods worth .»Oc.
50c lot-Includes Hamburg trimmed and tucked Robes, Hamburg
edge, Insertion and tucked Chemises, Insertion and Hamburg flounced Drawers, tucked and Hamburg flounced Skirls, Hamburg trimmed Children's Dresses tvllh lucked yokes; the above named goods
worth 75c and #1.00. Many other styles will be included iu this lot.
Sale to commence at S o’clock, sharp, Tuesday morning.
borne of
the best styles will be limited iu <iuuiiltty, therefore come early nud
secure a great but gain.

pure

THE

INDEX

dtl

mays

Vvi'.b'HU fe'.' oi shrinking or fading the colors, while for laces and
Give Till] INDEX a trial and you
delicate fabrics it is uncqualed.
will be convinced that it cunuot be loo highly recommended.
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DOWN

LIGHTS 0’ LONDON

SPECIAL NOTICE.

OKU. R.

PRICELESS, PERFECT
Aa

FRANK D. MINT & CO., SPECIAL NEW BARGAINS

laprrrrdcatrd

TJie attention of Gentlemen desiring to purchase a
line strictly all Wool Suit, well made, and of excellent

583
ai>25

entire car tor It* transportation.

an

faik aw»

immAimnniT.

The Y. W. C. T. U.
Will hold a Fair at Y. M. C. A. Hall, Wednesday and
Thursday Afternoon and Erening, May 18 and 19.

We*ar»ilay Krruing-Kitchen Harden Entertainment.
ThoMilnr -Lullaby and Shaw's Quartette.
Admission, Evenings lOels. Afternoons tree, lee
my 17Cream and Cake tor sale.il3t

CITY

AND ALL

LEADING

Regarding America’s Greatest Shipbuilder.

New York, Jan. 10,1887.
THE J. P. LUSH M’F’U CO.:
Gentlemen—I most earnestly desire to express
my gratitude to you for the great benefit my father, John Jtoach. has derived from the use of

SATURDAY,

COMPANY, and

2—Uniformed Brass Bands—2

WHITE mid COLORED
Two Funny Topsys! Two Comical Marks! A Pack
ol Ferocious Bloodhounds!
Kate Partington, the world-renowned Topsy, as

JHaniifaetiirer*, Retailer* and Jobber*,

Topsy

supply

450 Men’s all Wool, handsome Dark Mixed Sack Suits,
Fine Upholstery and Interior Decorations in all the regular sizes, at only #8.00 PER SUIT. These
and would like to advise with his goods we know' are reliable, and good for hard service;
old friends

and

patrons when
they may require his services.

CEO. M. BOSWORTH,

Boston.

my3__d6w

«ub*litate

bottles.

GOLDEN

Boston,

Agents for New England States—All Druggists
Jaull

codGiu

Bitson & Co.’s Sunday School Susie

BROWN

ranks with the very best, and no Sunday School
management should adopt a new Singing Book
without carefully examining one of their
“'tried and true”Muu<lny Mchool Sojg ISruUn

Voices of Praise o40 L.

Hutchins.

fact,

Very large collection

whose noble compositions
are known and loved In all the churches. Tills, like
the book above mentioned, does excellently well
for a Vestry Singiug Book for prayer and praise

The

meetings.
man.

the

h&

and the

sec-

Hrnirmber

Lillie Kva’. Peer T.uular
Pnmily iHmiuee nl J.-'IO p. m.
Matinee Prices—Reserved Seats 36cents; Admlsslon 26 vents.
dlw
mylo

FINANCIAL.

HOME BONDS.

METAL SKYLIGHTS
And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and

Dwellings.

Oi him!
Koviklnnd,
•
111 mil
Bafli,
Portland,
Portland X Odgeusburg Im

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornice* and
Guttere*. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for iluildings. Send for lllu*trate<l Circular.

E. VAN NOORDEN &
”83 Harriaon Avenue

*

CO.,

Waldoboro,
Anson,

BOSTON.

noy25

«...

These

only #0.00
put in as a “Special Bargain.”
PER SUIT.

are

#10.00 Suits,

Aretas Shurtleff,
II.UKER AYR

We call attention to our “KNICKERBOCKER SUITS”
for YOUNG MEN, in Corduory Blue Flannel and Homespun Cloths. Special low prices made this the first season they have been introduced.

Young Men at unusually

Special Bargains

in LOW PRICED Suits for
both Knee and Long Pants; all ages.
STAR SHIRT WAISTS at
ages 4 to 14.

Hatter,

Flannel

194

SPRING OVERCOATS

Boys,

50, 75 cents and #1.00;

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

For Men, Yoaths, Boys and Children.

Choice Securities, suitable for Savings Banks, and Trust Funds,
constantly on hand.
inaylO_ eodtt

LARGE AND ELEGANT LINE OF

NEW
Underwear.

LOANS.

Ohio find Indiana County
Portland City Municipal

NECKWEAR and COLLARS and CUFFS

lovely little book for the young children o
Sunday School, look no further than FRESH
FLOWERS t25 cts., S2.40 per doz.) Emma Pitt.
Sweet Hymns, Sweet Music, Pretty Pictures.

R.1ARRIN6T0N,

a

a

STRICTLY

OIK

Tlie ClotHler ana

PRICE.

tis
?«
69
59

SWAN & BARRETT,

186 Middle Street,
dec21

catalogues.

Us

FOR SALE BY

At LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

FRED

6*

Bangor City Municipal

Bath City, guaranteed by
•
M. C. K. It.
Maine Central K. K.
Androo. A 14ciiiici.cc H, K.
Calais Water Co., I*t Mort.,

styles.

197 Middle St. Leading Manufacturers and Retail Dealers of New England.

o*

ALSO

ALL THE LATEST STYLES OF

Waists, Blouses, &c., at manufacturer’s prices.

dim

BANKERS,

SPRING SUITS!

in

Street,

Portland, Maine.

WOODBBM & MLTOS.

jA-ISTX>

Gentlemen’s

BRVktilt,

iVIidclle

my2

and

The popular “Suit” for Gentlemen and Young Men
this season will be our “HOMESPUN” in various shades
of light colors.

Is
Is
<>>
(Is
On
/(a

cl8m

NOW OPENINC.

lias them, with Brown'IBlues and ralts of new

and the author or many hymns of refined and beautiful quality. One of the newest hooks.
ots" $3.60perdoz.) L. O. EmSnnff ttVnv|i!n(35
uOlMiip ersou and W. F. Sherwln, both
OUllg
celebrated compilers, composers and leaders, and
the latter well known as having had charge of tho
music at many Chatauqua meetings.
For other good books, please send for lists and
For

bridge’s Music Store three days In advance.

115 Men’s all Wool FROCK SUITS, in sizes 30 to 44,

Norfolk Jackets for Men and
low' prices.

very latest colors, and

COE.

for

on the Wij
Singing
sisted by Dr. Holbrook,

Promise
Songstheoffirst
highly gifted, musically,

are

ami

Music
in

dignified and classical, but not dull;
poetry
brieht and enthusiastic.

tho money.

and Mouse

regular price #12.00.

at

Manager of the extensive Upholstery Department at Shepard,
Norwell & Co.’s, Winter Street,

RiPiDLY ASSIMILATED AND PALATABLE.

& CO.,

The demand upon us for these Suits at #10 during
the past month lias been so great, that we propose to
make it GREATER THIS MONTH by offering the same
goods at only #9.00 PER SUIT. They are actually the
best suits in the market, being all Wool, pure Indigo,
firmer, better weight than most makes, look better and
wear longer.
All sizes, 33 to 44.

orders for

l’nrticnlnrly adapted for Pneumonia,
Diphtheria, Typhoid Fever, and kindred

A. P. BUSH

tltf

33 and 60 cents: Children. 26
Reserved Seats on sale at stock-

cents.

is

RAAV FOODS, Ht-irniifii-ally compounded, aurpiiM nil other prepit ation* in their
ability to create new and itnlizrd Blooil.
lieuiruaber that BO VI ft I NIC in the only
Rn w Food Extract known, and contain*
AO 5.S-IOO per cent: soluble albuminoid.

no

Evening Prices 26,

CLOTHING I

Begs to notify the public that lie
in a position to execute all

palat-

ounce

GROCERS.

Decorator,

able, highly condensed form, easily assimilated
under ail conditions.
The wonderful nutrient forces contained in your
Raw Food Extract have sustained and suphim with little or no effort on the part of
ported
the digestive organs, ami 7 feel that to your Bo■
vlnine I am indebted for the prolongation of my
father'8 life.
STEPHEN W. ROACH.

BOYINI!VE,aml take

ciMltl

nij-5

No. 1.

Peck, the beautiful and phenomenal child
actress, as Kva.
The only genuine South Carolina Jubilee Singers;
the Asthetlc Trained Donkey, I.kon; the
smallest Shetland Pony In the worUI.

A STREET PARAOE GIVEN DAILY AT 12 0 CLOCK.

INTERIOR

j

MAY 21st.

Uncle Tom’s Cabin

ALLEN St COMPANY
MIDDLE ST., CORNER PLUM.

-IIST-

KVENINti

ABBEY’S DOUBLE MAMMOTH

Cenuine“Middlesex”Blue Flannel Suits $9.00.
GEO.M.BOSWORTH

your Fluid Food, BOVININK.
For more than two months past, the nature of
the disease from which lie has suffered has totally
precluded the use of solid food, ana it was at first
feared that from inability to administer au adequate quantity of primer nourishment, his strength
would rapidly fail. To my great surprise and delight. however, the Bovin ike has been abte to
every need of the svstem, being in a

Put up in C ounce and 12

CO.,

HALL.

VIATINLK uml

Congress Street,

FACTS

A»k for

&

—

of Superb and Wondrous
SCENERY,

Oracle

MILLIKEN

AND AN

The sale nt seats will open on Friday. Mav 13.
Friees 76, 60 and 35 cents._
my ltd 1 w

-FOR SAFE BV-

WM.

PLAY.

PICTURESQUE

( nd,

Overshadowing Display

Requiring

at an extremely lowr price, is called to an assortment of lirst-class Suits we have marked at the low
price of 80.50 per suit.
These arc not Suits of questionable style and quality
that we now offer, but straightforward honest goods at
much less than actual value.
We still continue the sale of first quality Middlesex
Blue Suits at 810,00 per Suit, strictly all Wool and Indigo fully guaranteed. An examination of these bargains will prove of interest to all intending purchasers

fashion,

HIMM’H

and

Mpiritrd MituaIllinNxra, Kruliwtic
I ablrnux, Jlarrrloaw Ylrt
hitui-ua-,
—

All

CO!

BV

-MANUFACTURED

—

Worlds Dramatic Ttiumph, the Origianl

Soap made from the best stock, refined 1»> steam which reall deleterious substances, and therefore calculated to he used
without any danger to Hie hands or Hie artit les washed.
It is especially recommended for cleaning' painted surfaces leaving them
bright and fresh without injury to the paint Itself. Woolen goods,
either white or colored, may be washed with
a

16 and 17.

Tuesday, May

MATCHLESS ANO MAGNIFICENT PRESENTATIONS

—

moves

Portland, Me.
eodtt

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

BANKERS,

Furnlslier, Ho. 21$ MIDDLE STREET.

MAILED FOR RETAIL PRICE.

OLIVER DITSOIM & CO.,

Boston.

inay7_S.T&Tli&w

PHYSICIANS’

I CKER
brothers’*

in our retail siore with
skill and care, from the
purest and best medicines
obtainable, and at moderate prices.

UNDER

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

Prescriptions are prepared

b

*

H. II. HAY k

PIANOS 1

W. c.
myl2

janl

i

WARES,

dtJ

“New Color” Russet Oxford Ties

E3r

^k
Sffly

examine onr stock of
reliable standard Leads, Colors and
Prepared Paints, and see samples of
new and desirable shades for ontside
and inside work; also Stains of all
kinds. We have alarpe line of Brushes
and Painters' Materials.

Cople. 8ol<l.
It treat* nponNerrou* and Physical
Debility, Prema.
tore Decline, Emirs of
Kihauetod Vitality.
Youth,
Doet Manhood, Impaired Visor and Impurities of the
ana
th®
untold
miseries consequent thereon
Blood,
pages, substantial embossed binding, full
Obtains,300
Warrant edthebeat popular medical treatise
published in the English language. Price only $1 by
mail, postpaid, and concealed m a plain wrapper. Illustrative sample free if jou send

now.

H. PARKER, M. !>., Consulting Phy♦»an, to whom all orders should be addressed.

^B
■
bgS

d3m

COE,
own

delivery wagon, and all goods bought

197 Middle St.

fc-bl5 TT&Btll8t,2dor4thpiirni

eon tf

CONTAIN

IN.&SJ ..8C“K..

Middle

511

left rny bed and board, I refuse
contracted by her from Hits
LOBENZO E. BCAMMAN,

MY to payhaving
any tills
wife

date.

Yarmouth, Mo., May 10,1887.

inar31

myl2dlw*

€on? rcss St.eodtf

I'oiilauil Oa,

S« B. SLEEPER & CO.,

l.igln Company.

annual meetlug of the Portland Gas Light
fflHE
X Company will beholden at the office of the
Company, No. 85 Exchange street, Portland, on

ASX FOR SLEEPER'S N.&S.

Street.

NOTICE.

It Is a fact that cannot be gainsayed
that we have the choicest stock of Black
and Colored New Spring Goods in the
city, including all the Novelties of the
season, in Combination Stripes, Checks,
Bair Lines, 1’lnids, Plains, Mixtures,
etc., with Fancy Velvets and Satins to
match. Also Black aud Colored Bead
Ornaments in great variety. Our goods
are entirely different from those seen in
other stores and our prices are always
lower.
We extend a cordial invitation
to every 011c to come in and sec them.

J. M. DYER & CO.,

AND BAGS.

197

city.

LEAD

ALL

WEDNESDAY, the 18th lust, at 3 o'clock p.
to act upon the following articles:
1st—Xo receive and act upon the reports of

Factory^Bostoa,

m„
the

President and Treasvrer.
2d—To choose Directors for the ensuing year,
and to act upon any other business that may properly come before the meeting.
E. H. DAVE1S, President.

May 11,1887.

my!2dtd

INI l-‘l middle Mtreet, Portland, me., ofadvice and superintendence In construction
of works In Plumbing, Sewerage, Drainage and
Water Supply.
mylodjU

fers

s

Wichita, Kansas, Water Works Co. Six
Per Cent Sinking Fund Bonds, Guar

All the New Colors nud Latest Styles.
We are showing the largest line of Light
Stiff Hats ever shown in Portland.

COMPETITORS.

anteed

Leading Manufacturing
Retail Hatter,

my!4

Assessed valuation

$12,3(4,274

•

These works have the

EXCLUSIVE

privilege of supplying water to the Ulty
of Wichita, and they are now earning
over $31,000 yearly.
It is estimated
that the additional mains now being laid
to provide for the extraordinary growth
of the city, will Increase the earnings to
$50,000 yearly.
Under the laws of Kansas, the stock
carries double personal liability similar

and

Cross

and Interest.

City debt.80,000

253 MIDDLE STREET,

Directly Opposite Hetul

Principal

Population (1880-4011 ) now estimated
to be 30,000.

SOMERS, THE HATTER,

eotftf

Street,
ooiltf

LADIES
AND

to National Bank Stocks.
Savings hanks and insurance investors have alrewdy subscribed fora considerable portion of this loan.

Price

:

Par and Accrued Interest.

CENTS.

H. M. PAYSON & GO.,
Established ls.il,

II you liuy your Boys’ Hats of

Mo- 32

nuiionii’o m DiTEENAL

COE,
he wl 1 orcsout a base bailor harmonica with each
Hat or Cap.

197 Middle St.
SITTING llOOiTI

FURNITURE
Lounges, all prices.
Easy Chairs, all kinds and
Odd

Prices.
Easy Chairs for
OtIN

Cures

UHNOUN

Sec Them.

PRICK".

B. A.

tery. Chronic Dl.^—containing Infori. :
BK
arrhcea, Kidney
Hk B
of very
Troubles, and
great value.
«
EvW-M
Bplnal Diseases. IH
''r»bodT should
23
We will send free, BB
III
E&fl have this book
postpaid, to all B B
it
OT and those who
who send their
send for it will
K
names, an Illus- B
B
B
M
*Vu
after thank
CM
™
™ ^
™
trated
Pamphlet
their lucky stars
All who buy or order direct from us. and request it. shall receive a certificate that the
money shall
be refunded tf not abundantly satisfied. Retail price, 86 cts.; 0 bottles. $2 00
Express prepaid to
any part of the United States or Osnada. I 8. JOHNSON * CO., P o. Bo* 2118, Boston, Mass.

infly 9
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COP AKTNKRwIlIP

Street.
mj

NOTICK*.

dissolution"
COPARTNERSHIP heretofore existing

THUS
under the firm name of McDonough & Macon
was

dtaolTcd hjr mutual consent May o. n I
McDonough will continue the business at the old
stand, 1911 Congress street, amt will settle ami
collect all bills of iho late firm.
It. E. Mi DONOL'OH.
NELSON BACON.
Portland. May 13. 1887.myUdlw-

Notice of Dissolution of 1’artucrship.
Is
NOTICE
between

hereby given that

the

partnership

Ellhu H, Klee and James L. Klee

under the firm name of Klee lire ,. was dissolved
on the twelfth day of May, A. 1>. 1887. All debts
due to the said partnership, and those due by
them, will be settled with and by James L. Klee,
who will continue the business at the old stand
unction Congress ami portl mil streets.

B.

EVER KNOWN.
nov27

Exchange
HP-1"°

BUHU 11. RICE.
JAMES L. KICK
Dateil at I ortlanil. May 13. 1887
myl litis*

MOST WONDERFUL
FAMILY REMEDY

ATKINSON & CO.,
i*aau c
\Tni\soa, .«»»»«"••
Ull

U

EXTERNAL USE.

Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis. Nenrslgls, Pneumonia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysen-

the mil-

lion.
Anniversary Week. Come and
AL.VIOMT YOUR

E. C. JORDAN, CIVIL ENGINEEI!,

$100,000

LIGHT STIFF HATS.

Street, Portland, Me.

Spring floods!

Hatter,

nplfl

WE

,na>10_

Mills, Saccarappa and Deering free.

Leather, Canvas, Zinc, Aligator, and
the Patent Wood Trank, the
strongest made.

DEPARTMENT

IVo. 210 ?Iiddle

at Ids store can be delivered free at a moment’s
notice. Will send to Capo Elizabeth, Cumberland

TRUNKS

REPAIRING

isrMi-wsr

lias Ills

Mass.

OUR

CO.,

CORRESPONDENCE OP BANKERS, UBOKKKS
AND INVESTORS SOLICITED.
lel>22
TTSSSro

Side Nutria, Bell/ Nutria, Pearl Blue,
Pearl Beaver, and Nutria Mixed, the largest assortment of colors shown.

DAVIS & CARTLAND,

MDSE FREE.

The

The popular remedy for house or stable. Instantaneous and infallible. A MRfiK HOTTM!,
A|M!TI A 1,1. l*lf l(JI£. All druggists sell It for
25 ets.
NELSON & tX)., Proprietors. Boston,

BAXKI ItN.

NASSAU ST., NEW YORK,
HAVE CONSTANTLY ON HAND
A SELECTION OP CROU P INVEST.RENT SECURITIES.
30

MATT TOP, KID DITTO I, SCALLOP VAMPS,
IN

apll

prult'U'lv

Greeuoiigfe,

KI II.V LOI.II &

IN NU THE NEW COLONS.

$1.50, $2.00, $2.50, Economical and Serviceable.

WM.

mavin

at $1.50.
Best in the
Come and see them. They are nice goods, and
25 cents less than usually sold for.

JS

KNOW THYSELF
More Than One Million

eodtt

RANDAL OP RAILROADS,
Execute orders at the Stock Exchange In New
York and London. Railway Bonds a specialty.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence Invited.
Ill WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
feblO
atitn

jH

S' Middlej^SeSf^

W

aad Maid.

POOR’S

dtl

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

IS*

Kaught

Proprietors ot

Manager.

TALL in HATS.

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.

al mo*

■ ■rrataaeai Mecuritir*

Poor &

SAMUEL THURSTON,

A Great Medical Work for Young and

!

aad

aadeald

nov27

TUNING TO ORDER i

Men.

ME.
eodtf

Kangaroo Bicycle Shoes

*3?E30EElSri003Nr.

Middle-Aged

PORTLAND,

eodh’"?&Thtim

Please call and hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful Instruments.

ocl4

ST.,

baagbi

BANKER'S AND BROKER'S,

258 MIDDLE STREET,

BURDETTORGANS.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

MIDDLE

ap9

Caaliaratal
Excbaage
fararable rate*.
Trarrlliag aad Cemmrrcial l.rllrr* at
Credit luurd, arailable la all the Priaci.
pal (title* at Karape.
Mirrliag

HOTEL.

NOS. 253 and 255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

SON,

Jiinctiou Free Mt.

STOOLS AND LOVERS,

*OS

FALMOUTH

Iictail Department,

a

light punishment.

here,

OF

TWO KISUIOU.V.

INDEX

year, at the ago of sixty-seven. He
died in 1852, his widow concealed this and
drew the pension till 1875, then, having in
structed her son and daughter as to the
nec
essary proceedure, died.
They drew the
forty pounds regularly till last March. Then
there was an overhauling of Customs accounts, and it occurred to the officials that
their pensioner was either a fraud or a prodigy of 109 years old. Inquiry revealed the
truth, apd the brother and sister, aged respectively 69 and 76, were brought up for

pounds

may

PORTLAND THEATRE

LADIES' COTTON UNDERWEAR.

With this object in view Hie

rej

authorities were so horrified at her revised
edition of Genesis that she was hanged. The
New York Tribune was once badly deceived
by a waggish correspondent in Ireland. He
sent a detailed and very readable account of
a battle in Ireland.
The gory field he re the
significant name of Slievenagatnon. No such
battle had ever been fought.
It was three
days before the hoax was discovered, aud
then the wiudows rattled in the Tribune office.
English newspaper men are, perhaps, more
inclined to pranks of this sort than their
brethren in America.
The story is told of
some parliamentary reporters who devised a
plan for enjoying a little recreation, ami yet
covering the work allotted to them. Some
half a dozeu or more agreed that one of the
number should report the proceedings of the
House of Commons, aud the rest should go
up the Thames to some resort every day aud
drive dull care away.
Each was to take his
turn fora day in the reporter’s gallery. The
plan vorked well for some time. England
was
kept advised of what her august
legislators were doing, and
the reporters
scenes
enjoyed
pastoral
far
from London town.
Each night they returned and wrote out the proceedings of the
House of Commons from the manuscript of
tlie journalist who had doue sweating duty
(luring the day. But a storm was brewing.
A little Irish reporter, a graceless wag, on
one of the more obscure London papers, was
left to take his turn, and he played a trick
ou the beer-befuddled scribes, which startled
aud amused ail London. luthe middle of a
grave speech by the chancellor of the exchequer on the finances he had interpolated
a fervid eulogy on the Irish potato.
The
statesman was made to suddenly drop finances and budgets, and with eccentric irrelevancy break into a glowing tribute to the
potato of old Erin, his cloud-clearing flight
closing somewhat like this: “Amt if in my
youth, Mr. Speaker, I had been bountifully
fed on that life-giving vegetable, Mr. Speaker. 1 should now be a strong and lusty man,
instead of the miserable, shriveled up little
being that you see before you.” This actually appeared in one of the leading London
papers. It broke up the excursions. The
statesman grew purple in the face in
protesting against being made to talk like a lunatic.
The House appointed a committee of investigation, but the investigators themselves enjoyed the joke, and the matter ended in a
general laugh at the wag’s impudence and a
statesman’s wrath.

INDEX!

The annual Spring house cleaning with its attendant miseries is
now at hand, and with its approach the careful housekeeper begins
lo look around for Hie best way to make Hits task the easiest possible.

Pranks Executed by Mischievous Journalists.

[Philadelphia l’rcu.]
The editors of the Dartmouth .Lgis likened
The recent hoax whereby au u.v«r,ing pathe President of the college to Ananias, and
when they found themselves in difficulty in
per of New York w^ hW'd into priutiug an
acrostic Ujftfcwsrijxtremely uneomplinieutaconsequence, explained that it was only a
JY iu-^s proprietor, recalls a number of such
“grind,” and that they did not Intend to
fleet upon the President’s reputattelf for
jokes which have passed into newspaper histrutli and voracity. jlMfert.
they assumed tory. Many an editor lias been victimized
the role of
by communications which he did not know
AnngAtTtheinselves.
were loaded. Most of these have been coarse,
HyT°vv|ie is shrewd enough to see many obscene, and a few real witty. About
fime _greatest
boom that could be given
a century ago, a woman in Germany
was
O’Brien would be ills suppression by the auconvicted of having changed a sentence ad’
thorities. It would be regarded as a practi- dressed to
Eve, in Genesis, in which man is
cal confession of the truth of his charges.
spoken of as lord of the woman. “And he
Air. O’Brien talking cannot do the Governor
shall be thy lord.”
Tills passage she made
General half tho harm that Air. O’Brien
to read, by changing the word “herr” to
“narr.” "And he shall he thy fool.”
compelled to keep silent could.
The

Ant'NB.V KNTM.

—

because it
Probably
so than it
be

of

gRRAT
—

[Rangor Commercial.]
“Why does a man eat just before he is

hanged?”
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WIT AND WISDOM.

vinegar.”

Du. S. K. WHITMAN says; “Havo found ‘Digestylin’ beneficial in severe cases of Dyspepsia.”
Sold by all Druggists, $1,000 per bottle, W. F.
ICidder & Co. Manufacturing Chemists, 83 John
at., N. Y.
_

“Now, Johnny,” said the patient teacher, “put
away that pocket knife and pay attention to what
I am saying.
If you had an apple which you
wished to divide with your little sister how much
would you give her?”
I’d give her the core, said Johnny.
Eradicated

With repeated and powerful doses of quinine,
•hills and fever, in some one of its various forms,
springs into active existence again, often without
the slightest apparent provocation.
To extinguish the smoldering embers of this obstinate and
recondite malady, fiercely in the system, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters is all sufficient. When every
resource of the pharmacopoeia has been exhausted against it in vain, the Bitters conquer it—will
remove every lingering vestige of it.
Nay, more,
Urn Bitters will protect those Drought within the
influence of the atmospheric poison that begets
malarial disease, from its attacks.
Disorders of
the stomach, liver and bowels, arc
among the
to
lie
from
the
use of micomplaints
apprehended
asma-tainted water. These are both cured and
prevented by the Bitters.
Klieumatism, consti
pation and renal complaints, yield to its action.
Fittsburg Girl—You arrived just in time, dear.
We give a reception to the eminent Greek scholar to night.
Boston Guest—What! To a mere college man!
1 thought you had a professional base ball club

•

Kerosene—

Med. 3b.
8 nail.
@
Produce.

Port. Kct. Pet. 6%
White. 7%
I Pratt s Ast i,JB'bbl. 11%
CranDerrles—
Maine.... 8 00® 10 OOlDevoe’s Brilliant.. 11%
I Water

CapeCodll 00(®12 OOlLlgouia..

It was spiteful, but spitefulness cannot be legislated out of human nature. "Did you hear that
Mrs. Smith 1b having her picture painted?”
“You don’t say. That old thing!”
“Yes, indeed; painted in oil.”
“Well, 1 never! In oil? If she ever wants to
have a good likeness she’ll have to bo painted in

Seemingly

lb....l2%@13
Mackerel^ bbl—1880. Hams
do covered. 13 Vi ft 14
Shore is.21 00323 00
Bhore 29.12 50@16 00

here.

Keen*.
Fowls.14@10l
Geese.1* 9161 Red Too.... *2 3*2%
1
Apple*.
Timothy Seed2 0532 10
Common Baldwins J2ri3iClover. 8%®12%e
4

00:

3 0034
Russets)
4
Fancy Baldwins

00
00

Choice

eating

Cheese.

Vermont.... 16%@10
N.Y. factory 16% « 10

*>it.l4@10c:Sage.15%310%

Evaporated

Butler.
Creamery4* lb...23324
Palermo.3 50®4 “0 (lilt Edge Ver....23324
Messina.4 0034 60 Choice.20a21
Good.10317
Malagers....
Lraion*.

Oinnnea.
Florida. 3 60nt4
7 OOa.7
Valencia

|8tore.14315
00;
Ujj*".

501 Eastern extras...
Messina and PajCan & Western..
Palermo *>hx.3 0033 751 Limed.

teed to those using Carter’s Little Liver Fills.
One pill a dose. 2B cents.

@13
@13

BUENOS AYRES.
feet lumber 6785

It’s

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

June.
86%

May.
85

Opening.

Highest.

July.
85%
86%
85%
85%

87

85%
85
85%

80%
87

COHN.

May. June.

Lowest.

88
38
38

July.

Closing.

38

40%
40Vs

Opening.
Highest.

39%
39%
88%
39 M

41
41

26%
126%
Lowest. 20%
Closing. 20V4

well known strengthening properties of
Ikon, combined with other tonics and a most perfect nervine, are found in Carter’s Iron Pills,
which strengthen the nerves and body, and improve the blood and complexion.
of the Boston
schools
class in the first rudiments of
speaking oi the poles she said:
any of you can tell me the names

primary

ono
was instructing a

“Yes, ma’am, I

the

son

of

an

can.”

electrician.

28 Vi

28%
28%
28%

WHEAT.

The

and
geography,
“I wonder If
of the poles.”

July.

Monday’s quotations,

_

A teacher In

June.
27%
27%
27%
27%

May.

Opening.
Highest...

Opening....
Highest.

87%
86

87%

....

CORN.
f.lav.

37%
88%
37%
38%

Opening....
Highest....
Lowest.

Closing.
Ipeuing....
(Ugliest...

26%
26%
20%
26%

l,0WPSt.
Closing.

tive response.

July

85%
86%
86:%
80%

June.
391
39%
38’%
39%

July.

June.
27%
27%

.July.

40%
41%
40%
41%
28%
28 V4

27

28

27%

28%

Boston &tocK reinruet.

[By Telegraph.]
l'be following quotations ot stocks arc received

dai.v:

Aten., Topeka and Santa Fe Ualiroad.11(1%
New York and New England Railroad.
58
d'

ur<

C. s. & «:.
156%
Wlirorsin Central. 29
Wti < on sin Cen'ral, 2d series. 66%
Caliluinia Soutbei itailroad. 04%
Mexican Central.
18%
Mexican Central 4s. vo%
Bell telephone
239
Sonora 7s..110
Boston & Maine Railroad.
235%
Boston & Lowell Itailroad,
168%
..

New York Stock and Money Market.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, May 16 1887.-Mouey on call
has been easy, raiupiqc lroiu 3 to 5; loat loau at
3, closing offered at 3. Prime mercantile paper at
6 a U per cent. Sterling Exchange dull and steady.
Governments have been active and strong. The
stock market closed moderately active land flrir.,
generally at shade above opening prices.|

*
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FINANCIAL AHtl fJOMMERfllAL.
STATE OF TRADE.
(From llradstreet's of Saturday, May 14.)
Special telegrams to Bradstreel’s do not pre
sent bo many encouraging trade features as in
some preceding weeks. Fine weather has stimulated trade at Detroit: business Is improving at
San Francisco; somo lines at St. Joseph are a lit
tie more active, and rains in Texas have lent con
fidenoc to the crop outlook, aud orders for tner.
chandise have Increased at Galveston. There
have also been gains at Sioux City and Iowa. But
at New Orleans trade has quieted down to the
summer level, and the volume of good; distributed is smaller. At other cities reported, notably
New York. Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, St. Louis. Kansas City, Chicago and Milwaukee, there has been a moderately active distribution without special change from the preceding week. The total bank clearings this week at
37 cities is $993,247,010. against $1,109,905,831
the week previous. Money is easier at New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago and New Orleans,
but tighter at;Kansas City,where,as at Milwaukee
aud Cincinnati, the demand from the country is
still felt. Kcports of railway earnings of 38 companies for the first quarter of the year show an
iucrease of 21 per cent, over 1886; gross earnings Increased 1G per cent., but operating expenses only 12 per cent.
The industrial situation is less promising, with
au average of $3,600 employees
striking or locked out dally thus far In May, aud a prospect of an
averaga of 5000 daily during the month by Monday next.
Pig iron is dull but Dim east, weaker at Philadelphia, is cut 50c [fuitlier weat, but is firmer at
St. Louis and Chicago.
Nails are depressed, with capacity of the mills
In excess of the demand. This is true of woolen
goods, woolen mills working on orders only and
many on short time.
Cotton goods are firm with no accumulations,
aud some varieties tending upward.
Speculation lu grain and provisions has been
active, with wheat conspicuously strong.
The manipulators of pork at Chicago have allowed prices to decline $3 CO t> bbl to Induce
free trading.
Coffee has been excited and very active in do
mand for covering as well as for consumption,the
pHce of spot advancing 1 Vic, and Brazil reports
continuing very bullish.
Sugar Is depressed here on large supplies aud
free offerings. It Is Vic higher all around at San
Francisco.
The reports of failures to Bradstreet's are as
follows:
This Last.
-The week laweek. week. 1886.1885.1884.1883
In United States, 167 181 156 197 132 149
In Canada,
29
10
30
33
20
20
—

January

l

to

May

13.-

1887. 1886. 1885. 1884. 1883
4,155 4,314 5,209 4,408 4,102
COO
590
590
617
710

IllU. S..
In Canada,

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
rOKTLAND. May 10,1837.
Trading continues extremely dull for the season
with little lmprovemet to note lu the volume of
buslucss. The tone of the Flour market continues
strong, and millers arc advancing prices, but the
demand Is quite moderate. I’ork and Lard are
steady and without special change lu quotations.
The Grain market Is very firm but not quotably
higher. Coffees firmer; the supply at New York
Is down to 6)05,040 bags, against 007,947 last
year, and the total stock of Coffee at Itio is now
but 174,000 bags,against 340,000 last year. Fresli
Beef Is in good demand but generally lower; we
now quote sides at 7ys@8c; hindquarters 10@
10% c, fore quarters Oc, rounds with flanks 8c,
rounds Do, rump loins at 12.613c, ramps 12c,loins
13gl3%c,[rattles 464%c, backs at0@7c, chucks
at 4%:6,6c, short rib cuts 10c. Mutton is Jobbing
at 8c. Bermuda Onions show a slight advance.
Oranges and Lemon t are a trifle lower.
Poultry
easier. Potatoes fairly steady '.about 20,001 bush
arrived In Boston to-day. Fresh Fish—Mackerel
scarce; no large here; small at retail selling Jfor
8c per pound; Cod 5c, Haddock 4c, Halibut at
12c
The following aro to-day’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, fie.;
Vtour.
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Palls-7Vsia8%c

aggro

ne louowing are to-day's quotations ol Goiern
ment securities:
United States bonds, 8s.100
New 4s, reg..129
New 4s, coup..129
New4%s, reg.109%
New 4%s,[coup. .110%
Central Paclflcusts .117%
Denver & R. Gr. lsts.118%
Erie 2d8
103%
Kansas Pacific Consols.103
Oregon Nav. lsts.110%
Union Pacific 1st.116%
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.
The follow.ng quotations of stocks arc received
naily by 11. N. Pinkham, 9 Exchange street, Portland, Me.:

Clos-

Ing

sales,

May

N. Y. Central.1137k
Lake Shore. 9744
Erie. 34%
Canada Southern.. 63%
Northwest .125
St. Paul. 937k
Omaha. 53%
Union Pacific. (124k
Central!Pacific. 40%
Western Union. 77%
Oregon Trans. 34
Delaware, L. & W 138%
Delaware & II.104%
Jersey Central. 81%
Readfug. 454k
Hocking Valley..
33%
Northern Pacific... 31
North. Pacific,prf.. C2%
Pacific Mail.
M IssourilPacIflc.... 108%
Kansas & Texas... 82%
Lousisvilie & N.... 68%
New England..
677k
Richmond & W. P.. 40%
Con. Cas Co. 864k
Oil. 63%
Norf. & W. pref... 64%

14.

113%
97%
34ya
63

124%
93 %
63

62%
4044
77%
33%

Mew York

Open- Closing
ing
sales, sales.
May 16.
13% 1137k
97%
97%
34%
34%
63
63%
124’% 125%
93%
93%
53%
53S/s
02%
62%
40

40

77%
33%
138%

138%

8044

80%

3444
31%
62%

35%
31%
62%

34%
3iy$
62%
65%

103%

108%
32%

138
104
8L
45

77%
34

45

45

56

82%

..

10844

32%

68

68

69

67
40%
85%
63%
t>5%

57%
40%
86%
6344
55%

5744
40%

Kilning

80

63%
55

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Mav 1C 1887.—The following are
Closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
ColoradorCoa!. 52%
Homestake.16%
Ontario.24 25

Quicksilver. 7%
do preferred.34%

Standard.1 12%
Security.7%
Santiago. 4|C0
Bodie.
Hale & Norcross.

2 90

5%
8VS
4%

NorthjBelle Isle.
Serrla Nevada.
Horn Sliver. 110
Con.Oal. & Va. 17%

Chicago

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.]

CHICAGO,

May 16,1887—Cattle

market—re-

ceipts 9000; shipments 2000;
shipping steers at 4 oo®4 90;

slow and steady;
Stockers and feeders at 2 7(>a,4 30; cows, bulls and mixed at 2 00
(0,3 80: hulk 2 90®3 20; Texas cattle at 3 00®
4 15.
Hogs—receipts 22,000 ;shlpincuts 4000; market
weak and lower; rough and mixed at 4 60o4 90;
packing shipping 4 90@6 05; light ;skips 3 00®
4 60.
—

Sheep—receipts 1,000: shipments 400; market
strong and higher;all shorn natives 3 50&4 15;
Western at 3 35®4 00. Lambs 1 50®5 60.
fiomestic Kiarketo.
(By Telegraph.]
NEW YOUK. May 10. 1887—Flour marketreceipts 21,334 pkgs; exports 3476 bbls and 3,538 sacks; linn; sales 22,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 400 3 25 ; superfine
Western and fitate 2 7653 60; common to good
ex:ra Western and State at 3 40in3 85; good .to
choice do at 3 90« 5 10; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 60S 4 80; fancy do at
at 4|85®6 10; common to good extra Ohio at 3 40
®5 00; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 40®
6 10; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 605,4 75; choice to double extra do at 4 80a
5 OS.dnclmilag 1700 bbls city mill extra at 4 76
®4 85; 1800 bbls fineMo at 2 40 a 3 25; 2400 bbls
superfine at 2-76®3 50; 000 bbls extra No 2 at
3 40 a 3 85; 6800 bills [winter wheat extra 3 40®
6 10:7,300 bbls Minnesota extra at; 3 40@6 10.
Southern flour firm; good to choice do at 4 00®
6 00. ltye flour Is steady. Wheat—receipts 305,20o bush; exports 238,565 hush; firm; sales 286,000 hush No 2 Spring at94%c;No3 Red at
95%c; No 2 Red at 97%colev, !>*% ®! 9c delivered: No 1 Red 1 00c; No 1 White at 97c; extra
Red 99c. Bye firm. Hurley dull. Cora quiet;
receipts 150,730 bush; exports 35,091bush: sales
85,000 bu; steamer at 47%®48c elev,'48% delivered ; No 2 at 47% ®37%c elev, 49%e delivered.
Oats are steady; receipts 92,000 bush: exports
1218 bush; sales 190,000 bu spot and to arrive;
No 3 at 33%c: do White at 37%c;No 2 at 33%,;
do White 38c; No 1 White 39c;Mixed Western at
84®36c; do White at 37®41c; White State —c.
Ciotfce—fair Rio dull. !»u«nr dull; refilled quiet;
Clat 4%®4% ;Extra C 4%®4%c; White Extra C
4% ®4%c; Yellow at 4Vs®4%c: ofi A at 5 1-1 he;
Mmud A 5% ; standard A 5% ®5 6-10c; granulated —c; Confectioners A 5 9-16®6%c; cut loaf
crushed at 6 1-1GS6%; powdered 57/s®Gc ;Cubes
at fir/jC. Petroleum—united at 63%c Tnllow
quiet, l’ork steady;(mess quoted 16 oo for new;
16 25®15 60 for old. Beef dull. S.nrd higher;
Western steam 7 05 jrefined for Continent at 7 26;
Stutter Is

s A at 7 70.

quiet.

Chime

steady.

Preichu dull.
CHICAGO. May|16,1887.—The Flour market
19 firm and steady: Winter patents at 4 26®
4 60; Southern Winter 8 75®4 00; Michigan and
Wisconsin winter 3 606,4 00; choice to fancy Min....innt

t.txiui.fti

Wyoming.New York..Liverpool...May

18

York..Hamburg...May

19

Advance.New York..ltio Janeiro.May
Cieufuegos.New York..C!eufuegos May
New York..Liverpool. ..May
Servla.
City of Montreal.New York. Liverpool ...May
Devonla.New York..Glasgow... .May

21
21
21
21
21

York..London.May 18
York..Bremen.May 18
York.. HavftVCruz May 19

Parisian.Quebec.Liverpool... May 19
Sarnia.Quebec.Liverpool... May 20
..

MINIATURE ALMANAC. MAY 17.

^height ■■■■};;; g«o;S

JSTEWsT

MARINE

PORT OF PORTLAND

MONDAY, May

1G

Arrived.
to J11 Coyle.
steamer Cumberland. Thompson,
East port and St John, Nil.

or

i

a

natents .‘it

Boston for

Ship Euphemia, (Br) Cann, New York, to load
for River Platte. To Ryan ft Kelsey
Barque Ocean Pearl, Handy, Philadelphia—coal
to H L Paine & Co. Vessel to J W Musgrave.
Barque St Julien, (Br) Sloan. New Yolk, to load
for River Platte. To Ryan ft Kelsey.
Sell Marcellas, Pratt, Kondout—cement to L C
Cummings & Co.
Sell Cerdlc, (Br) Flench, Parrshovo, NS—coal to
G T Ry Co.
Sch Emily J White, Patterson, Sands River, NS,
for New York.
Sch Maggie J Chadwick, Orr, Boston.
Sell David Sprague, Titus, Westport, NS—live
lobsters.
Sch Brilliant, Hooper, Camden—lime to L C
Cummings & Co.
Sch Railroad, Smith, Camden—lime to L C Cummings & Co.
Sell Cinderella. Nichols, Round Pond.
Soli W C Pendleton, Webber. Damariscotta.
Sell Hunter. Pinkbain, Boothbay.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Diinton, for Boothbay
Cleared.
Barque Sarmiento, Gould, Buenos Ayres R
Lewis ft Co.
Barque Hancock, Guptlll, Mayaguez—J 11 Hamleu ft Soil.
SchJasS Lowell, Reed, Kennebec, to load for
Washington—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sell Alina E J Morse. Lausil, Kennebec, to load
for Philadelphia—Ryan ft Kelsey.
Sell Arrival, Stewart, Brooklln—N Blake.
Sell Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Korkluuu
S C Chase.
—

—

FltOM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

SACO, May 1G—Ar, sells Emily A Dennison, jm
Boston; L A Boardinau, New York, (and cleared
for Calais.)
W1SCASSKT, May 13—Ar, sell Areola, Lewis,
Boston.
May 14—Ar, sells Express, Kimball, and l’einaquld, Wheeler, Boston,
Bailed, sells Annie K Kimball, Kimball, Boston j
Atalanta, Cbesley, Vineyard-Haven,
FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Tuticorin Apl 7tli, ship Agcuor, Lotlirop,
Madras.
Passed Dungeness May 13, ship David Brown,
McGllvery, London for New York.
Ar at Ilong Kong prev to 14tli lust, ship Continental, Gilkey, San Eraueiseo.
Sid fm 14th lust, snip A McCallum, from New
York.
Ar at Havre 13th, ship Wm Tapscott. Webster
New Orleans.
Sid tm Liverpool loth, ship John It Kelley, Gibbous, New York; Com T U Allen, Merriman, do.
Ar at Nanaimo 4th Inst, barque Escort, Waterhouse, Hong Kong.
Ar at Algoa Bay, CGH, Apl G, barque Evanell,
Colcoril, New York.
Ar at Marolin Apl 3, sell Ann e Lord, Kendall
ltio Grande.
Ar at St Pierre Apl 2G, barque Arlington. Leach
New York.
Ar at Cienfuegos Gill, lust, sell : an Domingo,
Bennett, Philadelphia.
Sid 6th, barque Shetland, Haskell, for Delaware
Breakwater.

operating any railroad,

New York.
Florence

13th, sell
delphia.
Ar

Ar

mayl2cod2w

Galveston.

ton.
FEKNANDINA—Cld 14th, sell Lizzie Dewey,
Clark, New York; Lizzie B Willey. Willey, do.
DA1UEN—Ar 14th, sch T It Plllsbury, Pitcher,
Providence.
Cld 14th, sch Austin D Knight, Drinkwater, for
New York.

BUCKSVILLE—Ar IStli, sch Fannie A Gorham, Burgess, New York.
Sid 13tli, sells John C Smith, Foss, Boston; R
Bowers, Thompson, do.
PORT ROYAL—Bid 14th, sch Carrie Strong,
Strong, New York.
CHARLESTON—Sid 13tli, sell Warner Moore,

for Eltzabethport.
Oil the Bar 18th,

Ar at unaware iweaKwaiei

ongjouiiji

Craudon. Fierce, Cienfuegos.
Passed out 10th. ship Wm (j Davis, Gllkey, fill
Philadelphia for Japan.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 13th, barque Chaluiette,
New York.
NEW YOltK-Ar 14th, ship Sunrise, Tibbetts,
Colombo; schs Jessie Hart, ltockport; Ella Pressey. Rockland; Decora, Manillas; Ada Ames, anil
Yankee Maid, Rockland; Wm D Cargill, Vlnalhaven; Kennebec, Portland; Lucy M Collins, Bangor; Morellgbt, Blue hill; Geo B Ferguson, Belfast: Corvo, Nautilus, Laconia, and Nile, from
Rockland; NaueyJ Day,Bristol; Anna Sheppard
ltoekland; Mary Stewart, Frankfort; Pacific,
Nova Scotia; 11J Holway.do; Abble L Walker,
Vlnalhaven; Laconia, Geo Neveuger, Ylnathaveu
Annie Gus, Hillsboro; Eliza Levenseller.Thomaston; W D Cargill, Sullivan; Ida, Millbridge.
Ar lfith, barques Henry A Litchfield, Mauzanilla; P J Carlton, Amcsbury. Singapore; Mignon
Colcord, Havana; schs Mary E Oliver, ltockport;
Merrill C Hart, fm St George; Sarah A Blaisdcll,
Portland.
Ar lfith, barques Olive Thurlow, Corbett, Guantanamo; Miranda.Corbett, llavaua;| brig IsaacW
Parker, Kane, Maceio; sparkling Water, Htchboru, Humacoa; schs Hamburg, Jogglns, NS;
Pavilion, ;uid Garland, StJoliujNB; Clara Jane,
do; A W Ellis, Belfast; C Matthews. Bluehill;
Maud Mallocli, Ellsworth;
FCoflln, Ellsworth;
Brunette. Rockland; IdaL Ray, Ellsworth.
Cld 14th, schs Jos Wilde, Bellatty, Para; Cyrus
Mcltown, Parubam, Kingston. Ja; Helen Montague, Cooksou, Galveston; Ernest T Lee, Thomas, Boston.
Passed the Gate 13th, schs Veto, fromlNYork
for Rockland; Cyrus Chamberlain, Hoboken for
Saco; Moses Eddy, Kondout for Cambrldgeport;
KG French, Ellzabethport for Dover; Millford,
do for Salem.
Passed the Gate 14th, schs T Benedict, Amboy
for Portland; olive, ifu New York for do; Grace
Cushing, do for do.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 13th, schs Keystone, Wilder, Calais; Grace Webster, Stewart, Hoboken
for Boston.
Sid 13th. sch Decora,
Ar
PROVIDENCE
—

_

MM.itii,,-.

klnruh

IVItnoloi'

Ha

d&wnrmcTh

EPPS’S COCOA.
HKtiAKVAsr.
the natural laws
digestion and nugovern
operations
trition. and hy a careful application of the fine
propert ies of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Kpps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
havered beverage which may save us many
heavy doctors’ hills. It is by the Judicious uso of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are Iluatlng around us ready to attack
wherever there Is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keepm g ourselves well fortified with pure Mood and a properly nourished
frame.”—Civil Service Gazette
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only iu half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:

knowledge of
“Hy a thorough
which
of
the

JAMES EPPS dk CO.
l.onilou.

CSoirtu'opalhlc C!iemie*«

Sil-i-i

Queen, Moon, Sullivan; Hannah Grant, Eickett,

MUlbridge.
Cld Kith, sch Sullivan Sawln, Rich, Kennebec.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 16th, sch Gen Banks, from
Elizabetliport.
SALliM—Ar 14th, sch Reno, Colbeth, from Port
Johnson.
Sid 14th, schs L A Boardiuan, Charity, Delia
;md ltobt Ripley.
16th, sch Oriental, Norton, Whiting.
Sid 16th, schs Messenger. Ealker, Port
Reno, Port Johnson; Polly, Rockland.
Ar 14th, sch Erctl
PORTSMOUTH

C

—

Gp.fcS 70; sliori clear sides 7 Fb»7

at r,

ou.

wins

ueceipt^—(Hour. 1».00l> hhls; wheat. 42.000
M*»h ;•*.»rn 90 0 )0 bush; nats 205.000 hu;rye 1000
imp ; ! arlev'. 15,OOi» husl
jj pk sit*. 1 r. 5,0<h> bWs: wh« at-, ! 13,000
r.*7.«'« <i hush; ats.lTO.-f ! Until; rye
<>
sb, barley 4.000 f»»rrix
o,
13 >l’ 18, May 1 'V iso7.—The Flour market
81
is quiet and firm; XXX 2 80</ 2 90; family at 3 15
a :s 25; choice at 3 55>x3 05; fancy at 3 75 a3 85;
extra fancy at 3 '.'On4 00; patent at 4 25a4 60.
V. heat
liiyher; No "2'Kco at 86Va a8o*M»c. Corn
tiim but dull at 37c bid. Oats no sales. Lard at
0 40.

6

i*.

1
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y
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.J.*i0t» bo.-P
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1
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,49,000 tiu;
hush; rye, 1 .< MK)

wne.lt
bn; rye

4,000 PU;
00,000 bit;

Whitney, New York.
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this plaster will
to give instant

SHARP.
-For Kiduey Trimble

lltueuinatisni,
ll’ain

SfLJeAciie.

m

Neuralgia.
tiie Side and Hack
they are u certain

in

IHSaml speedy cure.

Tff
»

PAIN*.

W

Sold by druggists for 2S
(OS SCTFC* f cents, or five for $1.
Trade mark patented.
sLrtu 111* 1
T
r
Mailed oil receipt of price
A
t o., General Agents,
Geo.
Goodwin
C.
by
feb22eod3innrm
Boston.

j

1

_.

GUINNESS’

STOUT,

Just Landed, Ex S. $. Sardinian.
For

Sale In the Original Package by

R. STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS,
4 lO

Fore

dtl

xjov24

DECADES

1,1‘a 1‘at

SEE THAT •* I. BUTTS”
IS ON THE WRAPPER.

21, brig Mary T Kimball,

Porker,

Ar at Glbaru May 12, barque Einita, Nash, from
New York, to load and return.
Geo V Joruan, Ly
At Yabacoa April 23, sch

1UAr at Havana uthGhist.y barque

S°Sl’d1im0tardentas

Sami II Nicker-

7th. sch Belle Hooper, Gllkey,

Ar^af iiagua 6tli inst, brig Daisy Boynton. Hard-

ing, New York.

Spoken.
1
May 0, lat 33, toil 72, sell Agues Grace, from
Boston for Pensacola.

most

__d&wlynrm
9
it

l|f Till
Inf C> S i S

AYviUL

I

I
i

•*■*.« arr «wl«l.
1'lai1 suffered fm 15 years.

risk; neither knife or ligature; harmless operation
and complete relief. G ive me your address, if
you
suffer, and I will tell you how I obtained safe and
Address, F. A. c., Box 12US,
speedy relief.
Lewiston, Me.

my3

Window.

in

eortCmTuTh&S

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday. October 4, 1886.

and until further notice Passenger Trains will
I.euve Portland as follows:
N. .T3 a. as. lor Brldgton, Kryeburg, No. Conway-

in. Local Portland to Bartlett and Intel
mediate stations, with stage connections fos
No. Windham, Standlsb, Limlngton, Sebago,

Naples, Parsonfleld, Kezar Kails, Denmark
Isivell. and Couway Comer; also for No. Bridg,
ton, Harrison and Waterford via Brldgton.
Traias Arrive in Peril* udi
10.33 n. ui. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
N 35 p. ui. from Montreal. Burlington and West
J. HAMILTON, Soul.
CHA8. H. KOYE. O. T. A.OCtldtf

a small lot (20) No. 11 Solid Walnut ten
of Bedstead. Bu
ami Class, Combination Commode, Table,
four Walnut Chairs and Rocker, and Towel Rack,
with best White Italian Marble Tops, the whole
set beautifully finished, which we shall sell, deliver and set up anywhere In Portland, Deering,
Cape Elizabeth, Yarmouth, Falmouth, Cumberland Mills aud Saccarappa, Gorham, Biddeford,
Saco aud the Islands, for Just

We have

piece Chamber Sets, consisting
reau

ever

WITH

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

UININli HUUM mil UHL

In this line we show more genuine new styles
handsome designs than ever before, and we
believe we have the best floor and best light to
One big offer for
show goods by In tire country.
week will be a handsome Combination Hush Suit,
Gent’s
of
Sofa,
Chair,
consisting
Lady’s Patent
Hocker and four Parlor Chairs, and a Marble Top
for
all
20x28
marble,
Table,

Grand Clearance Sale is what this should be
called, as we are determined to lower the stock
and close out what we cannot duplicate at the
mills. Now. don't Infer from this that the goods

No dealer in furniture nor manufacturer of furniture in the New England States or New York
liner selection of Sideboards from
ean show a
all the way down to #20 than ours, and no
apartment In our business Is more carefully
Our Sideboards are from the best
looked after.

550.00.
This Is a very handsome suit and is, without ex-

ception, the biggest bargain in Parlor Furniture

that we ever had to offer.
Then we have Hush Parlor Suits for *38, $43,
$45, and up to *350. And llair Coth Suits, all
prices—but a special bargain in Hair Cloth Suits
will be a full 7-piece set. thoroughly well upholstered, and of best Hair Cloth, for

533.00.

England.

ed in any store in the country.

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.
SOc

Noltiughnm I.ncr Curtains.
"

••

A few beautiful Hush Suits for *57.50, regular
1 lot fi-piece Combination Crushed
price $75.
Plush, witli Spring Edges, price this week from
$65, to $95, former prices $85 to *126.
We are Just receiving a beautiful novelty in Parlor Suits, upholstered in Long Nap Silk Plush.

SEE IN OUR WINDOW.

1L60

aud up to *16 per pair.
Curtains, #3.30 to #*0.00.
Irish Point Curtains, all prices. Swiss Lace Curtains, *8 to *60; aud Brussels Lace up to *106
per pair. Imported Vienna Curtains and Turkoman Curtains, all prices, from *3.60 per pair upwards. This week only at
ITIadrns I.ncr

Corner Pearl and middle Street#,

manufacturers In Boston, New Y’ork. Philadelphia
Williamsport and Orand Kapids. ami various oiliworth an hour's time of any
er points, aud well
lauy to come and examine them.

were woven.
This we canconsequently we mark the goods barely to
the cost and our customers get the benefit.
We shall close out
1 l-o. Tape.lry ttruM'la at OOc. per yard.
•*
1 Lot
76c.
1 Lot
30c.
All prime goods and nice.
1 Lot Body Brussels Carpet,
97c per yard.
"
1
$1.06 "
1
1.17
Among these goods are some patterns made by
the Lowell Co., the Bigelow Co. and the Delaware
Co. You all know what the goods are, and If you
make enquiry wll! lie told they cannot he bought
for that money today.
We are bound to close
them out, ana out they go If price will do it.

by waiting until they
not do.

And we have a hundred and one styles to select
from, that arc beautiful to look at; elegant designs
and are made to wear a lifetime. Here is one of
the

grandest opportunities

offered, and we will
cash and the balance by
Come and see us this weekl
ever

to replenish a parlor
sell for cash, ur part
tlio week or month.

Corner Pearl and middle

Streets,

Portland.

Portland.

All Wool

Carpets

DINING ROOM CHAIRS
from all the best manufacturers. Including two
styles upholstered in Leather, made in Vienna,
Austria. Prices on these goods (ruin 60 cents each
to #25 per chair; endless variety to select from.

DINNER SETS
from #8.75 to #125 per set. A beautiful line as
shown in this country.
Trs SeU. 68 pieces, from #3.25 to #15.
Unit Stands, from #7. #9, #12 to #50.
Pier nnd .Vlnnlte VI irrors, from $3.50 to $50
and $75.
Kali Tap nnd Ladies’ Desks, all prices.
Hook Cases, all kinds, at prices that never
will be duplicated.
Ipright Cur tar Brds, prices, #45, #55 and

forthe Mil-

lion,
100 patterns to select from. Prices from 60c to
10. Hemp Carpets. Corn Mattings, Napier
tattings and Straw Mattings, all prices. Bugs,
Mats, ltcmuaats, &c., at Anniversary Week Prices

#75.

SI.

Mantle Brds, $10 and upwards.
Mewiug vluehiues, at cost.
Chiffoniers, #10 to #40.
Aud all kinds of House Furnishings for this, our

BABY CARRIAGES.

Anniversary Week!

Do you want a Baby Carriage for a little money?
Further discount this week on our low prices.
Styles without number, but don’t wait until next
week, thinking to buy for the same price, as the
goods will all be marked regular then.

at the lowest prices ever offered In this country.
Wo will deliver on our own teuius and by express
to places named, for cash or one-fourth ilowii, balance by the week or month.
Coiue to

Middle Streets,
Portland.

Pearl and

Corner

Test.

at.

Far Rochester, Mpriagcnle, Allred, Water,
bare, aud Sun Hirer at 7.30 a. as.,! 1.03
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Far liarhaat at 7.30 a. as., 1.03, 0.30, an
(mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
Fer Macrarappa. I aaabrrlsad fflilU, Wr a
breelt J ant lion and Woodford's at 7.M
and 10.00 n. as., 1.03, 3.0V, 0.30 art)
(mixed) *0.30 p. at.
For Farr.i Aveaae (Deeriag) 10.00 a. as.,
3:00 aud 0.30 p.

at.

The 1.03 p. os. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Jaart. with tlseaac Taaacl Koala for
tho West, and at I'nioa Depot, Worcester, foi
New Yerk via Berwick l.ine, and ail rail
Tia Mpriagdrld, also with N. V. A jt. E7 H. H
Maryland Route”) for Pltitedelphia,
iiliiaiere, Wn.hiogisn, and the Neath, and
With Ha.too A Alban, H. H. fur the wm.
Close connection made at Wc.tkraak J awe*
lioa with through trams of Maine Central R. R. am)
at Uraud Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Sooth
may be bad of S. It. HEf,LEN,Ticket Agent. Portland A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS Sunt.
octaikitf

Middle Streets,
Portland.

Corner

MM CENTRAL RAILROAD
On nntl after MONDAY, Oct. 33,
IMHO, Passeiiger Trains Leave

Portland

ns

follows:

For Hiiagor. 7.10 a. m., via Aagaaia; 1.20 p.
in., via lirwUiMt 1.26 and (11.16 d. m, via A afor llllrworlh, Bar llarbvr, Vaarrpo. Ml. John, Halifax, na«l Ike Previa.
re«, Ml. Micpkrn sad Araaaiaah ( viiair
1.20 p. m., 1.25 and (11.16 p. m. For Boaaav
A HiMcniitquiv B. B.. 7.10a. m..(11.16 p. in.,
for Mkovrkrgaa, Belfaal aa.i Dexter, 1.20,
aierville, 7.10 a. in.,
1.25, til.16 p. in.:
1.20,1.25, and, ill.15 p. m.. and on Saturdays
only at 5.16 p. in.yjor Augusta, Hallawell,
fiartliut
itu«l Hmoswuh. 7.10 a. m., 1.26,
6.15, (11.16 p. m.; Balk, 7.10 a. m., 1.26,6.16
p. m.. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. in.;
Keck land and Maos mmd l.ioeoln K K.sV
7.10 a. in.. 1.26 p. m.: .%■! urn
lou at 8.30 a. OL, 1.20, 6.00 p. m.; l.ewixtaa
riti Kriiusuick, 7.10 a. III., 1.25, (11.16 p.m.;
Puruiaglaa, Aloiimoulh, iViufhrop OukInad aud Korfh Aaioa, 1.20 p. m.
Para.
inKiou via Bruauwick, 7.10 a m. and l.ff

Knta;

na(%,rvj«

S20O

old or shop worn, because we keep no such
goods: bet the manufacturers are all the time
dropping out patterns which we could get again

are

cover

$34.75,
aud a column of solid reading matter expatiating
on the good qualities of this set would not convey
all that the set deserves. The facts are, we wish
to show to our friends what we ean do on a handsome Black Walnut Chamber Set. with best Marble Top. We struck a bargain and are willing to
give our customers the benefit. Besides this set
we shall offer this week other bargains in flue Ash,
Cherry, Walnut, Mahogany, aud Imitation Mahogany Chamber Sets, from the largest line ever
We mean every word
exhibited In New
we write. If you want any Chamber Sets we will
give you a benefit such as is seldom or never offer-

known,

PARLOR SUITS,
and

Passenger Trains wUl

CSteamer

THE

prodigious bargains

Pearl anti

trains timed as above from Commercial Street
Station, stop at
CONUKCSS ST. STATION,
where through tickets aud baggage checks may
be obtained lor principal points Bast and West.
tThe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express srttb
sleeping car attached and runs every night Suuitavs Included, through to Bangor but not to
•KSkuwhegauon Monday mornings or to Belfast
aud Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn
lugs.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morn
c lng trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. m.;
A Lewiston, 8.60 A m.; the do? trains from Ban.
gor at 12.40 and 12.45 p.m., lue afternoon trains
from Bangor. Waterville, Bath, Augusta, Kocklaud and Lewiston at 6.45 p. in.; the night Pullv man Express train at 1. 50 A m.
l. imitrd Ticket*. Aral and second clam, fas
All

all paint* ia Ike Pravlacea
duced rale*.

sale at

aa

re-

PORTLANO, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS STEAMBOAT CO.
After Vlarek S |SM7. nad l attl
Further Malice,
the H'eamer City *f Hirhmaad, Capt. Wm. t.
weather
Dennison,
permitting, will make two
round trips per week on the route between Portand
Harbor
Bar
Maehiasport, via usual
land,
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tuesand
Maehiasport at 4.00 a m.
day aud 1'rUlay,
every Monday and Thursday.
FAISON TUCIUCK. General Manager.
F. <t. BOOTH BY. Gen'IPass. and Ticket Agt.
oct22
Portland. Mar 1,1887.
(Is usd

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

R.

PAMMEMUEB TRAIN NEHVIt'E.
la effect Wednesday, Fek. AN, 1887.

WESTERN DIVISION.

B. A. AtkinsoD B. A. Atkinson B. A. Atkinson B. A. Atkinson
& CO.,

& CO.,
Manager,

ISAAC C. ATM.

INLAND

City Buildinc. Portland, Me., 1
1
May 9,1887.
PROPOSALS, addressed to the Committee on Public Buildings, will be received
at the Mayor's Oillce, City Building, until 13
o’clock in. of May 20,1887, for furnishing the materials and finishing the interior of the new school
building on the corner of Neal and Carrol streets.
Plans, specifications, and all necessary Information can he obtained at the office of Fassett &
Tompson, Architects, 93 Exchange street.
Separate bids will also be received for steam
heating. Plans and specifications for the same
can be examined at the oillce of the Architects on
and after Monday next.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN.
Chairman Committee on Public Buildings,
old
my

SEALED

Mining

of UlIncN aud IVIIIIni

Suiter Creek,

Amador

Cal.

County,

THE IIECTIilt liOI.II IIINI XI COMMA N V lias been organized with a Capital of 300.
OOO shares of the par value of $3 each, and owns
aud the Hubbard ami Mcthe well know n
Adams Mines, situated on the great mother lode
of California, in Amador County, on which are located the following well known dividend
mines
Plymouth, Keystone. South Spring Hill,
Zeilo, and others—all In Amador County.
The Mahoney Miue has produced over 93,000.eoo in gold, and is well developed and
The Property Is developed by a three compartment well timbered shaft, I .OOO feet deep on the

Mahoney

paying

—

equipped.

vein with levels and tuunels-ln all over 3,ooo
feet of underground work, showing an abundance
of

ore.

It

Is completely equipped with

lmilt hv tin*

Union

Iron Works

a

of

40

Stamp Mill,

Knn

ore

Net profit per day.

at
at

MTEANIERn.

STAR LINE STEAMBOAT CO.
Commencing Monday, May 10, the elegant steam
yacht €:AUKT will leave Franklin Wharf, week
days, for Peaks’ Island at 6.50, 6.30, 9.00 a. m..
2.15, 6.15 p. m.;for Cushing's Island at 6.30. 9.00
a. 111., 2.16, 6.16p. m.
Returning, leave Peaks’
at 6.16,7.15. 9.35 a. m., 2.45, 6.35. 6.36 p.m ;
leave Cushing's at 6.50, 9.20 a. m., 2 35,5.45 p. tu.
J. F. LISCOMB, Treas.
J. B. COYLE, Man.

California, Japan, China, Centra!

iny!7_dt.

For Diamond Island.
STEANIER ISIS.
and after Tuesday, May 17. Steamer Isis
run as follows; Leave Burnham’s Wharf
6.00, 7.00 and 10.00 a. lu.; 2 00, 5.00 and 6.15
in.
Leave Casco Wharf (Diamond Island) at
.30, 7.40 and 11.30 a. m.; 3 30, 5.30 and 6.45
p. in. Make all arrangements with the Captain,
on board, or with LEWIS A. GOUDY, Manager,
at corner of Pearl and Milk Streets.
mylOtf

ON will

S.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

**,

ni., 2.15 p. in., if pleasant.
No lumber received over 100 feet; coal must be
ill barrels and headed up.
B. J. WILLARD, Manager.
ap25dtf
a.

HARPSWELL

STEAMBOATcI

and after MONDAY, April 25,1887,
ON
GORDON will leave Custom
for
Wharf

steam-

9740
400

8460

81.00 per Mhnrr.
81.50 per Mhnrr.

This distribution of stock, preparatory of its be
ing listed on the Stock Board, Is made to givo it
broader market when It
greater activity and a
goes on the Board.
The balance of I he stock is held In a pool.
The property Is in good hands and Is running successfully We believe this to be one of the best opportunities to make money, in a genuine mining
presented.
enterprise that has been
to the un
All applications for stock must be sent
derslened, and will take preference In the order In
Respectfully,
which received.
MACFARLANE & JENKINS,
BANKERS ANU BROKER*,
road way, New Vork.
apl oeod&wlm 441«

STEAMSHIP

-v-'

at 9.10 a. in.
For freight

sep20du

or

passage apply on board to captain.
ISA 1 All DANIELS, Manager.

Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting Hues, forwarded free of commission.
itonnd Trip 818.
Paiwnic 810.00.
Meals and Room included.
For Irelght or passage apply to
IE. H. NAV1PNON, Aim,
31dtl
10 I.M( Wharf, Bovina.

Boston & Savannah

Steamship

Company.
duly Hired Line from New England
to Savannah.

Vvuuiv*tug

ntv.»v

nnu

1111

itun

uuu

iiutvi

uinvii

FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.
UAKU.

permanently associated myself with

HAVING
B. A. Atkinson & Co., house furnishers,
l’earl
shall be

cor-

and Middle streets, Portland, I
happy to meet my friends In the State of Maine at
new
my
quarters. My twenty-live years experience in the business with Walter Corey A Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Kumlture Co., warrants me in believing that 1 can HU
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the country u> select from, I remaiu
ner

oct20

Portland

Your»^ryKe,pectful^ri)TKR

_dtf

Company,

Annual Meeting.

rilHE Stockholders of the Portland Company arc
A hereby notified that the Annual Meeting if
this corporation will be held at the office of the
company at their Works, on TUB8DAY. the twenty-fourth (24th) day of May, at 3 o’clock in the
alterboon, for the following purposes:
1st—To act on the report of the Directors and
Treasurer.
2d—To choose Directors for the ensuing year.
KUFUS D. BEAN, Clerk.

Portland, May 9,18B7.maylQeod

d

you
oueg

5

win

Irk./

may 10

will
Itxer

eod&wlm

—

SPItl.k’G AltlUNOEMEirr.

tions.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. LJfFrelght received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Ortlee, Railroad Wharf, foot
of Stale street.
J. B. COYLE. .1 It.,
unv20dtf
Oen’i Manager.

BOSTON

:

FARE ONLY $1.00.

Iron steamships “GATE CITY” and CITY OF
MACON" leaving Savannah Fier. Congress St.,
Boston, every Thursday at 3 o'eloek. For freight
W. SAMPSON. 201
or passage, apply to A. I)K
Washington Street. Boston, or to BICHAKOSON
& it A It N Alto, Agents, Boston.
dec29
ThSut&TuOmo

RtPKIMU

FOREST CITY and TREMONT
connection

with

earliest

trains

fur

points beyond.

Through

tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter. New York, tkc.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock,
J. B. COYLK. Jk. Manager.
apltt

DR. R. T. WILDE,
The Natural

Ma^netie Physician,

Would respectfully inform tho citizens ot Portland and the neighboring towns that be
has returned and is located at

rnu. 11 Vlyrllc Slq Of»i». City Hull,
where he will treat In

Steamers leave Franklin
and Saturdays at 6 p.m.

Wharf

Wednesdays
Beturnlng, leave Pier
38, East Itlver, Nov" York, on Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 4 p.
septa l-dtf

in.

on

J. B. COYLE, .In.
General Agent

GUNARD LINE.

a

safe anti natural

('nil in his Older nnd gel his firrulnr.
Persons unable to visit him at Ills office will be
waited uuon at their residence, llemeiubcr the

number,
my3

It IIIBTLK BTRKKT.

!•: IB IIKHKIlt bill >.
subscriber has been duly appointed
trix of the \V lit of

NOI'14

dim

Execu-

JOSEPH 8EAVEY, late ot Peering,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, mid lias
taken upon herself that trust as the law
directs.
All persons having demands upon
the estate of saiu deceased, are required to exhibit
the same, and all persons Indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
ANN SEAYEY, Executrix.
my3dlaw3wTu»
Peering, April B. 1887.

UIKKIT FltOtl
Liverpool every THl'listl> 4 Y
mid from (IKIV YORK every 1SATI KOAV
tilling nl Quern.list, Cork Harbor.
CATALONIA.May 19. June 23, July 28
PAVON1A.May 28, June 30, Aug. 4
CABIN PASSAGE, $80. $80 and $100 according
BOTHNIA...June 2, July 7, August It
June 9, July 14. Aug 18
CEPHALONIA
SCYTHIA.June 18, July 21, An;; 2,~.
Port Clyde Marine Hallway ham been thorto accommodation.
inRpsaet^titbPo^iitpi^F’^ff*- ■03118
JNpuahly rebuilt, *ml U now in roatlim*s> to
Steerage passage mdWTv rates, Drafts on Great
take out all vessels iu need »( repairs.
Ml work
Britain andjjgtamr For passage or freight apply
tiimpatiTieti ipilekly ami satisfaction piianiiitcvd.
at the <-<jfWWiiiv..s office, 09 state street. Boston.
Address.
c. w. 8 11 Ul\soN. Jit
ALEXANDl'.li M.YKTIN, Agent,
decltiulf
fort Clyde, Me,
NIKAMKKN

llo.iou to

m.nnsR aukamoevents.
and

On

nflrr MONDAY, May IK,
irniu. will ran aa fallawai

I ANT,

I or Ankara and l.(wlalaa,7.10k in., 1.16
and 6.37 p. tu.
l or Uorimm, 9.30 U-Im., 1.30 and S.37 p. ni.
For Oarhna, Maalrral and 4'hirng*, i.30
a. in. and 1.30 p. in.
liar Onrkrr, 1.30 p. III.
rar Hoi bill-Id and « union, 7.10 a. m. and
1.30 p. m.
itKHIV.UA
Tram l.mi.i.aa and

Auburn. 8.36

a.

n.

13.06, 3.15 and 6.33 p. m.
From Uorhnu*, 8.36a.m., 13.06 and 6.45 p. ir.
From I'hicngo nad ri.alr.nl, 13.06 and

5.45 p.

in.

kroui Ombre, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping ears on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland

Montreal.

TICKKT OFFM'K

I

35 Eiclianga St., and Otool Foot of India Street.
Tickets Sold at Reduced Kates to
('nondn,
f»«-lroit, ('binty*. Ullwma her,
f-iweinanti, Ni. I.oui*, Oaiabn, Mngiwmw,
N«a
Ml. Pit ill. Mall l.akr City,
Franc-km*, ami all points In the Nnnhw«»i,
Hmi and

Mouthtvcal.

manner,

All Chronic Diseases, Weaknesses and Infirmities.

For NEW YORK.

A a

DI TAKIT IIK*.

alternately leave FRANKLIN WI1ARF, Portland
every week day evening at 7 o’clock
arriving In
(or

West.
Connects wlthSound Lines for New York South
West.
♦To leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for sale at I'xiax Muttlaa Ticket Moire 4 amnarreial Mlrcel, Portland, aud l aiaal lekrl
tidier,40 Exrhuugr Mtrcet.
JAs. T. FUKBKK, Gen l Manager.
D. J. FLANDEKS, Gen. P. ft T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen l Agent.
U
and

ABlIANGiniNTS.

TUB FI BBT-CLASS STEAM KBS

season

lag via Western Division.
‘Connects with Kail Lines for New York, South

and

GRAND HUH RAILWAY OF CANADA.

STEAMERS.

i-.AaAfiR-•
r:‘5'.-^asrsilai»9aiiing vessel.

Long Island,
dally, Sundays Excepted,
Little Chebeague, Jenks,Great Cliebeague, llarps-

well and Orrs Island at 2.45 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Interniinate landings at 6.40 a. in. Arrive Portland

OP

p.

House

er

PARTS

AND ALL

Tlie new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY ami FRIDAY at 5.00 p.m., for
EAST FORT and ST. JOHN, with above connec-

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
in.
From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-hall the rate of

A-

—

llruaawick, .■«•» NcMis, Prince Ed.
ward. I.lnad. aad tape Hrrtaa.

LINE.!

From BOSTON eiery WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA aver* TUESDAY and FRIDAY

Leavo Portland for Peaks’ and Diamond Islands

10.C0

—

Itrw

dtl

DIRECT

fob

Far Ha-laa at -2.00, *9.00 a. m., Sl.OO, *0.00
n.au 9.00 A in.
Bo-iou lor Parllaad
12.30, 17.00 p. UI. t ape Elisabeth, 9.00 a. in.
1.00
1,00. f6.00 p. III. Mara, 9.00 A m.,
in.
Iliddefard, 2.00, 9.00 A m., 1.00
p.
(1.00p.m. Port-maaih, Mewburyport, «alrm
m
and I,you, 2.00, 9.00 A m.. 1.00, 6.00 p.
Auir-oury 9.00 A HI., 1.00 p. In. 1‘arlor a»4
cars
on
trains
Boston
Pullman
at 8.30
leaving
9.00 a. m., 12.30. l.oo, 4.oo, 7.00 p. m., and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30, 8.40, 9.00 a. m., 12.40,
1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars Oil trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. in., and
Portland 2.00 a. m.
(From Marik Berwiek to Mrarba/a 4*ra*a.
m.

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST.JOHN». 3.. HALIFAX, X. S

Boston I Pliiliidelpliia

TIME* TABLE.
5.45. 8.00, 10.30 a. m.; 2.15, 4.30, 6.10 n. ill.
8.00 a. in. and 2.15 p. m. goes to Long Island.
7.00 a. m. for Little Diamond and Peaks.
Nunduy Time Table:

—

Par K on ion at 17.30, 18.40 A rn., 12.40 I3.3C.
p.m. H««tou far Parllaad 7.30,8.30 A m. 1.00
and 4.00 p.m. For Menrbar* Bench, Pine
Paial, 7.30, 8.40 A m., 3.30, 6.30 p.m. Mar*
Biddef*rd, Keanebaak, 7.30, 8.40 a. m.
12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. Well* Brack 7.30, 8.40
North Berwick, t(real
m.
a. m., 3.30 p.
Fall-, Daroi. Exeter, Haverhill, l.awreacr, I.awrll, 7.30, 8.40 a m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
m.
Baehr-trr, Fnrmiagtaa and Allan Bay,
8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p. m. Vlnarhr-ter auu
Concord via Lawrence 8.40 A m., (via Nowmarket J unction) 8.30 p. m.
tCouneets with all Kali Llnea,

EASTERN DIVISION.

STEAMSHIP CO..

and South America and Mexico.
NEWPORT.sails Saturday, May 21, Noon
From New YnrK, pier h-ot of Canal St., North
River, for Man Fraaciars via The lalhiun-, of
Paunnn,
Great reduction In rates to San Francisco.
From San Francisco, 1st and Uranuan Sts.
for Japan and Chian.
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO sails Tuesday, May
24, 2 p. M.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. A BAVIN A C«.,
113 Nmte Nlrrel, tlnr. Broad Ml., Bovlou.

TK AINM I.KATB POKTI.AND

Ml'N DAT TKAI3A
(or llo-iaa 1.00, 4.16p.m. via Eastern Division
to Scarboro Crossing.

International

—USE KOU—

elO

at

manager.

HTBAillKBS.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S

houses,

For 4H days—one month—net earnings 810,080
Or yearly net revenue.8140,060
Mr. G. W. Horn, the superintendent of the Company has full charge of the mining and milling, and
is one of the ablest managers in California.
'flic farmers' U>an ana Trust Company of .Veto
York are llegistrars of the stock, and Messrs. Lutetian' if Co., So. 14 Ifall Street, art Transfer Agents.
We have secured the privilege of offering for

40 OOO Mhnrea
45,000 Mharr*

NTEA.HERN.

Friinrisp.o.

blacksmith shop, tools and all necessary buildings,
and is run by water power.
Forty-stamp Mill, crushing 140 tons of ore

ISAAC C. ATOM,

___

ADVEBTINEMKNTN.

Hector Gold Mining Co.’s Stock.
|or ccniNo.

be*

Wtrcnirr, t liales, Ayer Jusctlss,
Nashua, Windham and tipping at 7.3
a. at. and 1.03 p. at.
Far rinneltrster, t'aacard, and points North

We respectfully tender the biggest offer ever made by any one
in our Business and we want to tell everybody, and everybody
ought to tell everybody else, that during this week we shall

subscription

Falmouth 13th, ship Celestial Empire,
Duiican, San Eranelsco.
Shl fill Oporto Till iust. sch Isaiah K Hart, Nickerson, Barliadoes.
At Barliadoes 2d iust. barque Saturn, for Port-

DAY THAI**
Pvrlluuil Mag Tlaalrral.

rueuiug

Far

Citizens of Portland and Adjacent Towns

per day, at a low average of *0 per ton..
at *4 per
ton.

COME AND GONE SINCE
THE S U l'.40Xk.I E R E It S

....

t*«7.~Wheat— No 1 W’Plte
:>i » i 01T,May
*Jich lied Bd-Hc; No 2 Red 89Vfec.
ye
hei
Wheat—9,50© bush.
N EW 0 KLF A NS. May 16 1887. Cotton firm;
t. W.liInf 10 7-1Mt
oAVAJ.NAII. May W, 1887. iMltun is dull;
cdddliu^ 10 5-lCc.
MEMPHIS, Mny 1(1,1887.-Cottnu Is firm; midt-.II.V4 3OVs:
CIIAlil.hSXOW, May 10,1887—Cotton Is Arm;
middling 10V4c.
10.

TO

Expenses for mining and milling

14

CO.,

ANNIVERSARY WEEK

and with hoisting works, pumps, trums,

Street.

Ittrro

at 1.03 p.

Company,

.,

A pi
'^Ar at Demarara
Baltimore.

Workmen

for the

Look

l.ocatiou

—AND—

PORTLAND k MONTREAL LINE.
duly l.iu

I SMI,

The Hector Cold

Bass’ English Ale

Ogdensburg R. R.

ARRANGEMENT IOF TRAINS
."'"I On ami after .71 •■dor. Oct. 33,

SEALED

dlvnrm

Portland and

Portland & Rochester R. R.

City Buii.dino, Portland, Me., 1
(
May 9, 1887.
PROPOSALS, addressed to the committee on Public Buildings, will he received
at tile Mayor's Offlco, City Building, until 12
o'clock III of May 20,1887, for furnishing the material and erection of a brick stable on a lot of
land on Myrtle street, near the City Building.
Plans, specifications and all necessary information
can be obtained at the office of Fassett & Tompson. Architects. 93 Kxchauge street.
The right is reserved to reject anv or all bids.
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN,
Chairman Committee on Public Buildings,
dtd
inyl 1

imri2

KBTUKNINO—Leave Canton 4.15, 9.16 A id.;
at Portland 8.25 a hi., 12.06 p. m.
MTAUK (OWIM TIOVS.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.37 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 8.60 p. in. for W. Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.26 p. ui.; arriving at Peru
6.30: Dlxfleld 0.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m. ; also for
Brettuu’s Mills, Livermore.
Heturnlug, leave
Mexico 8.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 A m.: arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN, Hupt.
land 12.06 p. in.
K. 0. BKADKOltD. 0. T. A.
oct29dtf

PORTLAND &WDHut5ltR LINt.

11__

IIAVE

Foreign Ports.
Passed Aujler prev to May 4. ship A G Ropes,
Rivers. New York lor Yokohama.
Md fm Valparaiso Melt 10th, barque M hlcau.
Berry. 1‘lsagua.
Ar at Havre 13th, ship Wiu Tapscott, Webster,
New Orleans
Aral Plymouth 13th, ship Ivy, Lowell, Port-

R. F. SOMERS &

CITY

Troubles, whether
deeplybe seated.
found
relief hy
111 e

l.uug
\ local

i

/ a
V S

Leave Portland, via O. T. Hallway, 7.10 A m.:
Lewiston M.OO: Mechanic Kalla (tolled train)
M. 45; arriving at W. Minot 0.05; K. Hebron 980;
Bucktlcld IMS;
K. Humncr
10.35; Hartford,
10.56; Canton 11.16.
i-cave Portland l'30 p. m.; Lewiston 1.67;
Mechanic Palls 8.16: arriving at W. Minot 3.37;
P.. Hebron 3.37; BuckfleJ 3.60; B. Sumner 4.06;
Hartford 4.1o,Canton 4.16; Gtlbertvtlle 4.36 p.

a-13 p.

FOB AM.

Ar

Royal;

of these

Eng.

acts directly upon the
muscles and uerves of the
hack, the seat of all pain.

ICffecS lt«f. It

Kabyaus, Btehlebam. Lancaster, Wbitefleld
Littleton, Wells Hlver, Montpelier, Ht. John
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burllnp
ton, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.

S&Tu&wly
jely_
This Plaster

,.

uri »!•

more

GK.tTliFllL-C'0.ni'0 KTIIVfi

New York.
sell Chattanooga,

Berry,
13tli,
Lillliell, Boston; Angola, Fuss, Hancock; Henry
Clay, Stevens, Sullivan; L M Strout, Howes, from
Searsport; Flora A Sawyer, Freethy, Amboy.
Ar 14th, sells Sea Pigeon, Eaton, and GlenuUen,
Bunker, Steuben.
Ai- lfith, sell Juuietta. Thompson, Columbia
Falls; Jed Frye, Langley,Bristol.
FALL RIVER—Ar 12th, sell Ella Cllftou.Strout
Millbridge.
BRISTOL, ltf —A** 13tb, sell Jed Erye, Langley,
Port Johnson,
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 121b, sch Lucy, Wooster,
Calais.
VINEYARD HAVEN— Ar 13tli, sells Joseph
Oakes, from Ellzabethport for Boston; Mary E
Amsdcn, and G M Porter, Amboy for do; William
Butman, llohoken for do; Palestine, Amboy for
Newburyport; New Zealand, Fort Johnson for
Danversport,
Sid 13lh. sells Wide Awake, John Somes, Idaho,
Bertha K Glover, and Speedwell.
Ar 14th, sch Mahoney, from Bangor for Baltimore; Speedwell, St Jolin, NB, for New York.
EDGAKTOWN—Sid lfith. sells James Warren,
Falktngham, Port Johnson for Danversport; Billow, Emery, and Awake, Wingfield. Kondout for
Boston; Idaho, Smith, do for Haverhill; Speedwell, Weed. Ellzabethport for Portsmouth; Bertha K Glover, Spear, New York for Danversport;
Mabel Hall, Bartlett, Pori Johnson for Rockland.
HYANNIS—Sid 14th, schs J B Knowles, Nickel sou, New York for Boston; K L Kenney, do for
Maine.
BOSTON—Ar lfith, sells Gamecock, Robinson,
and S J Lindsay, Kennedy, New York; Oriental,

goods than all other dealers in the
city combined, and will sell cheaper. We make these goods,
other dealers have to buy them and can’t sell so cheap.
We have

CHAMBER SETS.

14th, barque Allan Wilde, Cousins, Galves-

ruin.

LIGHT STIFF H_A_TS !

OOMMESINTOUNTCS-

school Witchers, milliners, seamstresses, housekeeoerS, and over-worked women generally
Dr.'Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is the beet
of all restorative tonics. It is not n “Cure-all,’
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose
being a most potent Specific 'or nil tho6e
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseacf .1 peculiar to
women.
It is a powerful, ger rnl ns well as
uterine, tonic and nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to tho wholo system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomaeh.'Tndigrstion, bloating. weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, i either sex. Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists under our jvwfttve atummtre. See wrapper around bottle.
1‘rleo *1.00, or six bottles for $5.00.
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address. World's Dispensary Medical
Association, (isl Main 6treet, Buffalo, N. Y.
S!CU W75ADACEIE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr, Pierce’s Pellets. 25c. 0 vial,
by drugyista

Arraattnnl ■■
IftNtt.

ni.

give the

J Allen, Duuton, Phila-

sch Carrie A Lane, Lane, from
Wiseasset.
NORFOLK—Sid 14tli, sch Alice B, for Portland.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 14th, sell Mattie W Atwood, Newcomb, Portland.
Sid 14th, sell Telumah, Marshall, New Haven.
BALTIMORE—Ar 14th, sells Blanche Hopkins,
Tuunell, Portland; Relief, Blake, New York.
Below, barque Florence, Carter, from Swan
Island.
Cld 14th, sells S P Hitchcock. Blair, Portland;
Chas E Balch. Mansou, do, (and sailed.)
Cld 13th, sch Jas il Gordon, Powell, Portland.
Ar 16th, sells Lois V Chaples, Ross, Jacksonville ; Cassie F Bronson, Anderson, Portland; O S
rett, Roberts, do.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 14th. schs Emma F
Hart, ltoene, St Simons: T A Lambert, Hall, fm
Boston; Silver Heels, Bulger, Red Beach.
ArlGth, bcIis Lucy A Davis, Davis, Cardenas;
Ella M Watts, Stevens, Sagua.

Portland,Veterinary Inspector.

Wlairr

arriving

owners,

urer.

GKO. II.BA1LEY,

PENSACOLA—Ar 13th, sell Lizzie neyer, Har-

rington,

ow ner or

masters of any steam, sailing, or other vessels
within the State, shall receive for transportation
or
from one part of the State to another
transport
of the State, or to bring from any other
part
Stale or foreign country affected with any of the
diseases named in section two of this act, or that
have oeen exposed to such diseases, especially
the disease known as tuberculosis, knowing such
cattle to he affected; or to have been so exposed:
nor shall any person or persons,
company or corporation, deliver for such transportation to any
railroad company, or to the master or owner of
any vessel, any cattle, knowing them to be affected with or to have been exposed to any of the
said disease*; nor shall any person or persons,
company or corporation, drive on foot or transport iu private conveyance, from one State to
another
of
the
State,
pari
any
cattle,
know ing the same to be affected with or to have
been exposed to any of said diseases. Any person
or persons violating the provisions of tills section
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and
upon conviction thereof shall be punished by flue
not exceeding the sum of two hundred dollars, or
by imprisonment not exceeding six months, or
by both line and imprisonment.
Whenever the commissioners shall inspect and
condemn an animal as diseased, they will cause
the appraisal of the animal or animals affected
with, or that have been exposed to said diseases,
and the same shall be destroyed anil paid for as
In Sec. 10, out of moneys
provided
appropriated
by tills act, upon requisition made by the commissioners, and disbursed by the Secretary, upon
vouchers furnished by tne commissioners or a
majority of their hoard. Whenever the commissioners shall decide animals to be diseased, or to
have been exposed to contagion, and the owner
refuses to accept the sum authorized to be paid
under the appraisement provided for iu this act,
thecommissioners will declare and maintain a
rigiu quarantine oi sucu annuals ai me expense
of the owner, ami also of the premises or places
where such cattle maybe found. A11 notices of
disease among animals provided for in tills act
shall be made 'directly to the Veterinary Inspector of tills board, who will by himself or some
other member of the board, give the same their
immediate attention.
Tile .Cattle Quarantine against the States of
Massachusetts and New York, ordered by the
old board, is hereby continued until further notice.
Massachusetts lias now nine localities (and perhaps more) infected witli contagious Pleur<>-Pneumonia, by cattle brought there from New York;
and the stock interests of that State are In great
jeopardy. The great difficulty which attends the
stamping out of the infection of contagious Pleuropneumonia. makes it the duty of all to use every
endeavor to prevent Its gaining a foothold In this
State; hut a permit to bring cattle Into this State
limy he obtained by furnishing to tills hoard full
and satisfactory evidence of non-infection. All
other cattle brought into this State without such
a permit will be quarantined, as above directed,
until tills order is cancelled, and any violation of
this order coniiug to our knowledge will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
F. O. BEALS, Bangor, Presldeut
W. W. HAItltlS, Deerlug, Secretary and Treas-

Domestic Ports.
SAN F'RANCISCO—Sid Gth, barque F S ThompKahului.
son, Potter,
Ar 16th, ship Carondelet, Stetson, Seattle.
Sid 13th, ship St Charles, Nanaimo.
GALVESTON—Ar 13th, sell BeuJ li Cliureh,

Kelley.

the

nor

HATS I

or

Hinds,

....

..

Exchange

the Stock

at

247.376 shares.

Opening
sales.

»ny5

FOB

Santiago.New York..Cienfuegos May 17

OATS.

said a bright little fellow,

“Well, Johnny, what are they?”
"Pos’tivc an’ neg’tlve!” came tho authorita-

86

Lowest.

Closing

June.
87%
88%
87 Vs
88%

May.

Section 4—That any person or persons whe
shall knowingly ami wilfully refuse permission tc
said commissioners, or either of them, to make, oi
wlio knowingly ami wilfully obstructs said com
mlssloners, or either of them, in making all necessary examinations of. and as to animals supposed
by said commissioners to he diseased as aforesaid,
or in destroying the same, or who
knowingly at
tempts to prevent said commissioners, or eithei
of them, from entering upon the premises and oilier place* herein before specified where
any oi
said diseases are by said commissioners supposed
to exist, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction thereof, or of either of the
acts in tills section prohibited, shall be punished
by line not exceeding one hundred dollars, 'or by
imprisonment not exceeding ninety days, or by
.both fine and imprisonment, at the discretion ol
the *ourt.
Section 5—That any person who is the owner ol
or who is possessed of
any interest in any animals affected with any of the diseases named iu
Section two of tills act, or any person who is
agent, common carrier, consignee or otherwise is
charged with any duty in regard to any animal so
diseased, or exposed to tile contagion of such disease, or any officer or agent charged witli any duties under the previsions of tills act, who shall
knowingly conceal the existence of such contagious disease, or the fact of such exposure to
said contagion, and wlio shall knowingly and wilfully tail, within a reasonable time, to report to the
said commissioners, their knowledge or tlieir Information in regard to the existence and location
of said disease, or of such exposure thereto, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall he
punishable as provided in section four of this act.
Section 7—That no person or persons owning or

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

Helvetia.New
Trave.New
City Alexandria.. New
Wielaud.New

LIGHT TALL

follows:

4d;Club wheat 8s2d®8s 8tl. Corn—mixed Westerniat 4s 2d ;peas 6sld.Provislous.ftv. Pork 67s;
baeou at 3Us Gd for short clear. Cheese 62s Gd.
Tallow 22s; lard 34s «d.

FttOM

Kumford Falls & Burk field Railroad

Chapter

7s

Steamship Franconia, Rennet, New York—mdse

Crain Quotations.
Received daily, by private wire, by 11. N Pinkham, broker. 9 Exchange street. Portland, Me:
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

my bad

simply

LIVjvUPjOL, May 16,1887.—Cottonlmarket
firm; uplands at 6%d: Orleans at 6%d, sales
10,000 bales; speculation and export 2000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, May 1G. 1887—Quotations—Winter Wheat 7s 4d®7s Gdj Spring wheat at 7s 2d®

kaii.hoadm.

niHCRLUNEOI'H.

diseases
An act to extipate contagious
the last legislature
among cattle, passed by
and
the
in
force,
now
is
following
Maine
of
rules nud regulations have been adopted:
life, section 4, 5 and seven are ae

both money and the account.

Bark Sarmiouto—407,241

1ise.

ner.

“Providence—humph!

State of Maine Cattle Commission.

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. May 10,1887.
Received by Maine Centra! Railroad—For Pori
ami 23 cars miscellaneous inercUandlse; for|cou
cectiug roads 81 cars miscellaneous merebun-

“Well, this is Providence, indeed!” exclaimed
one, as a couple of citizens met on the street cor-

luck!”

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, May 16. 1887.—Consols 103 6-16 for

pickets.

MAYAGUEZ.I’R. Bark Hancock—3302 sugar
hlul shooks and heads 2223 molasses shooks and
heads 9485 ft hoards.

OATS.

“How?”
“I want to borrow $25.”

inHCEliLANEOGR.

Foreign Exports.

Lowest.
Closing.

Prompt relief in sick headache, dizzlues, nausea, constipation, pain in the side, etc., guaran-

8

Pea Beans...1 90®2.00|Bilver White. 7
Medium.... 1 7031 801 Centenulal... 8
KHOio..
German mdl 05@i 751
Yellow Eyes.l 60@1 65|Muscatel.... 1 9032%
London
.‘@761
Lay’r 2 26®2 76
Potatoes, bush,
St Potatoes
„' OnduraLay.... 8 %Cw9Vs
Onions
30O@3 261 Valeucia. «%®7%
Bermuda do 1 95@2 101
s«sio.
Turkeys. @lw.granulated
It.6%
Chickens. ®
lExtraC..5%

MOBILE, May 13,11887.—Cotton Is firm; mid

dlint: loVse.

To Vessel Owners.

JOHEPH HICKSON, Keneral Manager.
WM. EIX1AIL O. P. A.,
May 10. 18H7J. STEPHENSON. Mnpt.
l oan in is>ion«*iV Notice.
flNUK undersigned having been appointed by the
L Honorable Judge ol the Probate Court for the
County of Cumberland, on the third day of May,
A. 1>. IHH7, commissioner* to receive and decide
upon all claims,Vxcept those of the administrator,
against the estate of Stephen K. Hoyt, late of
Portland, In said coituty, deceased, represented
Insolvent, hereby give notice that six months from
the date of said appointment are allowed to the
creditors to present and prove their claims, and
that, for this purpose, they will be In session at
the office of Fabius M. Kay, No. Wii Exchange
street, iu said Portland, on the four followlftg
VVednesdavs. to wit; June 15th and ‘iwth, and
October 5th and 2«tb, at teu o’clock In the lore-

,Kl)ated
May.

A.

at Portland, Maine, this ninth day of
!>. 1887.

kuanklVnc'payson,I

may It)

lAwaw

_____
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PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

WELCOMED HOME.
Reception

Rev. S. F. Pearson at
the Cospel Mission.
to

The reception tendered to the Rev. S. F.
Gospel Mission last evening
was attended
by a large number of the members of the Mission and their friends, and
the welcome to Mr. Pearson was as hearty
as could be desired.
A concert by Legault’s
Boys’ Band preceded the exercises, and the
little musicians gave great pleasure by their
good playing. The concert concluded with
a cornet duct by Messrs. George C. Legault
and Nelson Partridge.
After the concert by the band, Bent’s
quartette, consisting of Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Bent, Miss Evangeline Pearson and Mr.
Fred Ilanson, played “Home Again,” the
audience singinu the words (of the song as
Mr. and Mrs. Pearson, accompanied by the
clergymen who were to take part in the exercises, ascended the platform. Rev. F. T.
yley, of the State Street Church, who presided, called upon Rev. Mr. Perkins, of the
West Church, to read from the Scriptures,
after which prayer was offered by Rev.
Henry Blanchard. Mr. F. J. Russell then
read the following letter from Mayor ChapI > earson at the

tDt'KRTMmilENTN TO-DAV.

.»:n

amusements.
Fair and Entertainment.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Comparative Worth or Baking Powders.
Molasses— rwltcliell, Uhamjilln & co.
Gents' Furnishing Store—For Sale
James Miller, Plumber— Removal
Work-Miss Falrweallier
Skirtings— Rlnes Brothers.
Hlar Line Steamboat Co.
For Sale—House Lots.
Wauted—Pine Wood.
Owen. Moore & Do.

Ejuiey

Wauted—Situation,
Carriages for Sale.
For Sale—Farm.
To Let—House.
To Let Rooms.
Boat for Sale.
Ministers,

Lawyers,Teachers,

ami others whoso
occupation gives hut little exercise, should use
Carter's Little Liver Fills for
torpid liver and
biliousness. One is a dose.
'"ai'1?
d&wlw.
__
1 ake a D. K. and be O. K. See
advertisement
,,uir8

___deodtiin

man

CIRCUIT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

bAV.—This morning Judge Welib quashed
indictment against Roderick McDonald for
forgery. District Attorney Bird appeared fur the
government and W. F. Hint and D. A. Mealier
for McDonald. Mr. MeDonal l was then sentenced
to one year’s Imprisonment In
Augusta Jail, and to
pay a hue ol ®2o, for conspiracy to defiauil the
the

government

Richardson.

by obtaining• pension

for

Miranda

SUPERIOR COURT.

:

City os Portland, Mayor's Office, 1
|May l», 1887. (
F. J. Jhusetl, I'sij.lfear Hit-,—Your favor Is at hand. I regret exceedingly that previous engagements calling me
out of town the middle of the week will prevent
my acceptance of your courteous invitation to
preside ai the reception to he tendered Kev. Mr.
l'carson. He Is dea-ivtng of the utmost sympathy and praise for Hie grand work in winch lie
has been engaged. I trust tiiar his health may
he speedily restored, and that if it should accord
with his future plans proper steps may he taken
at once to retain ids services In Portland as a
field of labor. With much cordiality,

Very truly yours,

I'has. J. Chapman.

BEFORE JUDGE UONNEY.

Monday.—State vs. Hanry ltagot. Indicted
for keeping and maintaining a
liquor nuisance In
the town of Brunswick. Verdict, guilty. Motion
In arrest of judgment tiled and
respondent gave
bail..
G. M. Selders, County

Attorney.

1). A. Mealier for deft.

Auguste Lenileux, alias Charles A. Wright, of
Brunswick, paid 8270.85 on a nuisance Indict-

ment.
State vs. Annie Brown. Indicted for keeping
ami maintaining a nuisance at 26G Fore street.
Alter the evidence for the government was
out,
Die case was withdrawn from the
jury, and the

respondent Hied a demurrer to the lmlicimeut.
G. M. Selders, Couuty
Attorney.
Richard Webb for deft,
....
state vs. Johanna Hermans.
Appeal from he
Municipal Court upon a complaint lor search and
seizure at 407 Fore street.
Verdict,
guilty.
F. V. Chose, Asst. Co.
Ally.
—Geo. H. Tow ushend, for deft.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.
Tiie Knickerbocker Club appeared out in
their new knee breeches yesterday.
The Paint and Oil Club will hold a meeting
at the Preble House next Saturday
evening.
It will be ladies night.

Hearn, the photographer, lias

been engaged to take the class portraits of the Bates
Seniors.
The Ladies Aid of the Church of the Messiah will meet witli Mrs. L. W. Tibbetts, No.
101 North street, Wednesday evening.
A line crayon portrait of ex-Governor Seldeu Connor has been presented to the

public

library by Lamson, tile photographer.
The ferry boat Josephine Hooy is on the
marine railway being overhauled. The Mary
W. Libby runs in tlie place of the Uoey.
The boys of the graduating class in the
Portland High School have been furnished
with class caties by E. S. Pendexter, the jeweler.

The ladies connected with the Church of
tho Messiah are requested to meet at Mrs.
Edward H. Sargent’s, No. 42 Atlantic street.

Thursday afternoon.
A little boy wasplaying witfi

tho iron trap
the culvert at the corner of Fore and
Cottou streets yesterday, and let tho trap
dropoip Id foot, breaking two toes.
The pipes for thelSebago water are going
into Evergreen Cemetery.
Many shade
over

trees hove been set out along the new avenues, and the avenues are being marked by
new ornamental metal signs.

Nellie Llewellyn, who was reported in
yesterday’s Press, as having broken an arm
while leaving the Casco street school building, broke the arm on the street after leaving the school yard.
James P. Baxter, Esq., of this city, will
deliver the next lecture in the North Congregational Course, Cape Elizabeth, on Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock.
Subject: “The
City of London.’’
The Portland fishing steamer Novelty,
Captain Joyce, which arrived at Boston yes-

terday, brought

the first mackerel catch of
the season. She had 5U0 barrels and tho cargo will stock about 85000.

The horse belonging to Mr. Willard True
of Yarmouth, ran away yesterday from in
front of Kuby’s restaurant. He tipped over
the cart to which he was attached and broke
850 worth of eggs with which the cart was
loaded.
The committee appointed by the City
Council to consider the feasibility of the sale
of the city’s gas stock, met last
Saturday
evening and voted five to two, to report
the
against
There will be a
proposition.
minority report made to the City Council, at
which time the subject will probably be discussed.

Cruelty
Cruelty Agent Sawyer late yesterday afternoon arrested Walter C. Hussey of Windham, for cruelty to a horse. Mr. Sawyer
found Hussey leading a horso so lame that
to Animals.

the animal fell down before ho could be led
to a stable.
Hussey was arrested and the
horse was shot.
The man will be brought
up In court today.
A man by the name of Getchell has been

arrested for abusing a horse at New Casco.
The animal belonged to Ansel G. Sawyer of
this city. Getchell will be brought before
the court today, on complaint of the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
Saturday afternoon a sorrel horse was seen
on the road between Portland and Saco,
heading towards Saco. He was in an open

containing two men; one was sandy
complected, and the other was dark with a
long beard. One was driving, while the other was punishing the horse.
If any person
will notify the agent, A. M. Sawyer, of the
names of either party, it will assist in
bringing the parties to justice.
wagon,

A Narrow

Escape.

Mr. Eber Slade and George McLeod, two
well known commercial men, arrived in the
city last evening on the 5 o’clock train over
the Eastern road.
There were two cars in
the depot, which kept an engine which was
rapidly approaching from the opposite direction, from their view. The crowd in the depot cried out to them to look out for the engine, but Mr. Slade did not hear the warning
and the first intimation of danger that he
had was when the engine grazed him.
Fortunately a liackman rushed to his rescue,
and pulled him from the track just in time
to save him from a severe Injury, if not from
death.

It

was a

very narrow escape for the

gentleman, and be cannot think of it without a shudder.
Maine Wheelmen.
The Maine Division of tho League of
American Wheelmen will hold its second
annual meeting in this city on
Thursday
next. The programme for the day will consist of a run to the Ocean House at 2.45
p.
p. m. from the club room, supper at Cape
Cottage at sharp six, after which the return
will be made to the city for a business meeting at the P. W. C. headquarters. All members intending to be at the supper are requested to notify the chief consul previous
to

Wednesday

noon.

The New

Canning Factory.

The new corn-canning
factory in Ilallowcll is an assured thing,
Col. C. P. Mattocks was in that
city early in the week.

The Union Packing Company will build and
operate the proposed factory.
Work will

commence, of necessity, very shortly; for
the buildings are to be in readiness
early iu

This company will put in some
August.
$3000 worth of equipments, engine, boiler
and retorts.

A Chance for Investors.
In the article in yesterday’s Phess in relation to the property of the Fort Popham
Summer Resort Association it was stated
that Mayor Vickery “offers six of these lots
to the citizens of Portland, on same conditions, namely, that the person accepting a
lot will build, within a year, a cottage costing less than $300.” It should have read
"costing nol less than $300.”

On this page today will be found a striking and instructive illustration of the comparative worth of the various kinds of
baking powders now in the market.

Rev. Mr. Bnyley delivered the nddress of
welcome expressing both his own gratification and that of all Mr. Pearson’s Portland
friends, at his return from his labors In Ireland. Mr. Bnyley said that this welcom e
w as no mere

formality

largely a perPearson Is personally
but was

sonal matter.
Mr
know to the clergy of the city who extend
him a most cordial greeting, for those who
had, through Mr. Pearson, been led to a

knowledge of God.

Mr. Bayley said that he
would not presume to speak as no words of
his could express their feelings. The speaker
then appropriately alluded to Mr. Pearson’s
work abroad and in concluding extended to

mm me

ngnt haua or fellowship.
Mr. Pearson’s name did not appear upon
the programme hut he was pleasantly intro-

duced by Mr. Bayley and made a few remarks upon his work during the winter.
Mr. Pearson first spoke of his great pleasure
in once more meeting his Portland friends.
He then said that seven months ago he
turned his face and his feet from his home
and since then had been working in Ireland.
The Speaker added that there lie found a
question greater in importance than the land
question. The annual rental paid the Irish
landlords is now about £5,000,000 sterling,
while the amount paid for liquor in the
same time is £12,000,000.
During Mr. Pearstay in Ireland, lie spoke 130 times and between 23,ooo and 30,000 people signed the
pledge of total abstinence.
Mr. Pearson alluded to the warmth and
generosity of the people and their reception
to him. He said that Gen. Neal Dow’s visit
to the country is still remembered, and that
a great many children have been named
for
the General. One man last winter named
his baby for Mr. Pearson. Mr. Pearson said
that lie was entertained iu the same house in
which General Dow was once a guest, and

slept in a bed once occupied by that
Iu concluding,
gentleman.
Mr. Pearson
handed the following letter to Mr. Bayley,
by whom it was read:
Belfast, 15th April, 1887.
fo llcv. s. F. Pearson:
Reverend and Dear sir;—We have much pleasure iu conveying to von an
expression of the high
appreciation in which the Executive of the League
hold the services rendered by you to the cause of
Total Abstinence and Prohibition in Ireland during the past live months.
Von have labored with unselfish devolion and
untiring energy anil the grand results following
your efforts at every place visited are an unmistukublc evidence of the thorough effectiveness of
your advocacy.
We regret that you cannot stay with us at present to visit all the places from which we have received applications for your services, but we trust
you will he able lo return In the Autumn, and arrange to remain with us till your voice has been
heard iu every part ol the island denouncing the
"crime of crimes.”
Arriving a stranger among us you depart carrying with you the affection and esteem of a wide
circle of friends who will follow with Interest
your future aud pray for your success.
We are, on behalf of the Executive of the Irish
Temperance League,
Yours very truly,
Lawson a. Bkown, Chairman.
Wm. Wilkinson, Secretary.
The other speakers were Bv.
Messrs.
Crosley, Duuu, Blanchard aud Grosser. Mr.
of
the great intemperance of
Crosley spoke
the people of Scotland and Ireland, ana the
need of prohibition work among them. He
mentioned the Gospel Mission as a place
where those who did not go to the churches
might meet on common ground under the
leadership of Mr. Pearson.
Mr. Dunn spoke of the need of the Mission, instancing the fact that there are about
2000 families iu Portland who attend no
church. He expressed his pleasure at again
meeting Mr. Pearson and wished the Gospel
Mission work God-speed,
Mr. Blanchard referred to the fact ttiat
there are many who will not go to the
churches and expressed his sense of the
need of the Gospel Mission. He
spoke of the
work done by Mrs. Pearson and Mr. Bussell
Mr.
Pearson’s
during
absence. He believed
that if Mr. Pearson considered it his duty to
return to Ireland, the work of the Mission
would still be carried on’
Mr. Grosser said that any man who is not
blind in boih eyes and deaf in botli ears cannot fail to learn that drunkenness is on the
increase in Portland.
He thought therefore
that Mr. Pearson might find a field for useful
work here.
During me exercises Mrs. Cora Bent sang
Ilonie Sweet Home;’’ Masters Ernest Gatley, Wiilie Nickerson and Eddie Thornes

PHARAOH OF THE OPPRESSION.
Lecture

played a clarionet trio; there was a piccolo
solo by Harry It. Bond, and music
by the
Quartette. The reception closed with the
singing of “Auld Lang Syne,” and the benediction by ltev. Mr. Pearson.
PERSONAL.

Ex-Consul F. \V. Xtice is on his way from
Panama to Saco.
Mr. Eben Slade and Mr. George McLead of
Boston, are at the United States Hotel.
Mr. John Loveitt is able to be out after
being confined to the house several months
by illness.
Gov. J. R. Bodwell of HalloweB, Hon. C.
E. Littlefield and Wm. A. Parker of Rockland were in the city yesterday.
Rev. W. E. Gibbs will visit Portland this
week and occupy the pulpit at the Congress
Square Church next Sunday.
Ex-Governor Long, Hon. A. W. Beard and
Congressman-elect Lodge of Massachusetts
have been invited by the Portland Club to
attend its meeting Wednesday, June 1.
Mr. Harry E. Andrews, recently of the
Lewiston Journal staff, was in the city yesterday. He has not yet decided where he
will locate.
A party of artists, including Mrs. E. R.
Pierce of Portland and Mr! D. D. Coombs of
Lewiston, will visit Ilallowcll the first of
June on a sketching excursion.
Rev. Charles A. Marsh, pastor of the Congregational church at AVoodford’s, returned
home from New Jersey, last Saturday, with
health much improved.
The society have
extended his vacation to August. He will
spend the time with his brother in Iowa and
obtain the benefits of out of door exercise
on the farm.
Ur. Bolles has sent a letter presenting his
resignation to the Parish Committee of the
First Uuiversalist church, Salem, Mass. If
it is accepted he will close his pastorate September 1. There was a very large congregation at the church Sunday to hear Ur. Bolles.
He made no allnsion tc his going to New
York, but preached an able sermon from the
text—“For ye are all members of one body.”
A meeting of the proprietors of the Universalist church has been called Tuesday, May
24, to take action on the resignation of Hr.
Bolles.
The

Ferry Landing.
This morning at 10 o’clock, the County
Commissioners, with the Mayor, City Solicitor and City Engineer, Hon. J. H. Drummond for the abuttors, and tlie representatives of the Cape Elizabeth Ferry Company,
will proceed to lay out the ferry landing on
Portland Pier. The length of the way, from
Commercial street to the end of the solid
filling of the pier is 417 feet, and from thence
to the end. of tlie wharf is 387.33 feet. The
way for the landing will interfere with property holders beyond the solid filling, and
possibly the abuttors will make claims for
damages on this occasion, or wait until
Thursday morning when the Commissioners
will be in session at their office in the
City
Building to hear any such claims. The Commissioners will make their
report on laying
out the way by June 1st.
Memorial Day.
The Weber Club and Shaw’s Quartette
have been engaged to furnish the music for
the Memorial Day services at City nail.

Rev. Charles A. Dickinson
Last Evening.

At the Second Parish Vestry last evening
Itev. C. A. Dickinson delivered an exceedingly interesting lecture on "Pharaoh of the
Oppression.” lie prefaced ids lecture by an
expression of his pleasure in the success of
the Society of Christian Endeavor, under
whose auspices the lecture was given.
He
spoke hopefully of the Society's future and
the work which he believed it was destined
to

accomplish.
In beginning Ids lecture the lecturer

alluded to the great number of contrasts which
Bible history affords—storm and destruction
repeatedly placed beside hope and Heavenhut perhaps none of these contrasts is more
marked than the characters of Pharaoh and
Moses. And there are few things which
have happened of late years more Interesting In many wnys than tho spectacle of this
dead Pharaoh coming forth from his rest of
thirty-three centuries to be as great a source
of trouble to the modern seoiners of tho Bible as was the ghost of Hamlet's father to
Ids murderers.
This Pharaoh—Baineses the Great—lived
in so great magnificence that his people con-

ceived him not only royal but divine. Amid
the luxury of Ids court—luxury of which
words can give but faint idea—lived Moses;
and the oppressor
and
deliverer were
brought into relation in a peculiar way.
Botli were most earnest in their affection for
one strong hearted and kind hearted woman,
Pharaoh’s daughter. In a powerful word
picture the lecturer showed the contrast of
the magnificence of the court in which
Moses was reared and the debased condition
of Ids Hebrew countrymen in the herds of
slaves without.
But, say the scriptures, after a long time

the King of Egyut died.
He was buried,
doubtless with impressive pomp, in his magnificent tomb widen bad been hewn for him
from the rocks of the Theban Hills, there to

sleep,

ids people believed, for two thousand years at the end of which time lie was lu
be endowed with immortality. As the years
went on he lay unmolested w’liile the race of
Israel rose into power until to escape tho
grave robbers, lie was hurried from hiding
place to hiding place and at last found a
resting place with forty other royal mummies in a secret excavation. Here he stayed
for three thousand years. In 1881 a German
scientist, by tracing relics which mysteriously kept coming upon the market, after patient exertions found this hiding plow,
which was being rilled by three brothers,
who sold tile relics which had served as
S ...I ..ft-as

xl.

ir.

liis golden easing was transported down
the Nile in a miserable little heat
to ail
Egyptian Museum, It was, no doubt, under
far different circumstances that he had sailed
up the great river more than three thousand
years before.
From the facts thus briefly stated Mr.
Dickinson
drew
valuable
lessons
and
thoughts. The shrivelled face of the dead
is
King in itself a mighty witness to the
truth of the Bible records.
Every line of
the face sustain the characteristics which
Moses gave him—hardness, cruelty, sensuality-all so indelibly fixed that it seems as
though all the power of Heaven could not
change them; truly in this case is it true that
“That the evil that men do live afler them.”
And what a lesson does the withered monarch teach of the vanity of human
tilings.
Tlie dust of his mighty monuments is blown
from one end to the other of this great realm
—a realm no longer—while its former ruler
is but the chief prize of an Egyptian Curioslu

ity shop.

After the lecture a “social” was held and
Mr. Dickinson was warmly greeted by his
former parishoners.
MUSIC AN 3 DRAMA.

that he

,,,

by

TUB LIGHTS

O’ LONDON.

Sinns' spectacular melo-drama of “Lights
o’ London” was
presented at Portland
Theatre last night. The piece has been produced a number of times in this citv and our
theatrical public are well acquainted with
the piece.
It is so well constructed, its
dialogue is so good, and its scenic effects so
striking that it always draws a good audience in Portland. The company last night
that presented the play is deserving of
praise. The representation of the drama
was received with decided inaiks of
approbation by the large audience present. The
play will be repeated to-night, when the
theatre will close for the season. This company swill produce “Lights o’ London” in
grand style at the Globe Theatre, Boston, in
the autumn.

NEW

between Oldtown and Bangor, caused more
than a week’s delay In the shipment of the
lumber for the life-saving house at this
place, and the failure of the captain of the
good schooner Emma to fulfil his contract to
deliver his cargo at the Cape landing instead
of Portland harbor caused a further vexatious delay of several days more in getting
the materials to their destination. Mr.
Wing, the builder, ou learning Capt. Dooly’s
refusal to beach his vessel at the Cape cove,
the
promptly chartered the sloop Ripple for and
transhipment of the Emma’s cargo,
Doone
of
and
Sunday
Capt.
during Saturday
the Ripple transferred to his vessel and
brought to the Cape, in two trips, the entire
load of materials.
Sunday was as pleasant as the several preceding days had been, bringing an unusual

COMPARATIVE WORTH of BAKING POWDERS.
ROYAL

HCMFORD’S,

President—Rev. W. S. Jones.
Vice President—Rev. II. B. Rand ill.

Secretary—Rev. J.

B.

Lapliam.

Executive Committee—Rev. Messrs. E. S. Slackpole, E. Tinker and 11. II. Kimball.
The subject for discussion at the next
meeting will be “Free churches and volun-

Portland—Elizabeth II. Lamson et al. to L. O.
Bean real estate. $1 and other consideration.
Patrick Killian to John Killian, real estate, * 1
and other consideration.
Cape Elizabeth—Maliala A. Ames to Charles
Hamilton, real estate. *331.47.
Westbrook—Wm. Bailey to Henry W. Hackett,
real estate. $1 and oilier consideration.
Searboro-Wm. F. Dresser to Alvin F. Moulton,
real estate. *876.
Diamond Island Water

Company.
The Diamond Island Water Company has
been organized to supply the residents of

Diamond Island with water.
were elected:

These officers

President—Franklin M. Lawrence.
Treasurer—Seth L. Larrabee.
Directors—F. M. Lawrence, L. A. Uouily, S F
Hunt, W. H. Thai ter, S. L. lirrabee

long and tedious ride in the cars,
it is a positive pleasure to reach so
quiet and
home-like a retreat as tire Revere House,
Boston. This famous hotel is now kept on
the European plan, which is a great convea

nience to guests.

Pure Soap.

MARRIACES.
Ill this City, by Rev. Arthur Wilde Little, Eugene A. Nealy and Mrs. Emma M. Stewart, both
of Portland.
Hi this city. May 16. by Rev. Ezra
Tinker, Wm.
K. Holden and Miss Sadie E. Montgomery, all of
tills city.
Hi Bristol, May 1, Capt. Alonzo Blaisdell and
Mrs. Cora E. Weeks.
In Waldoboro, April 30, Alfred L. Burns
and
Miss Niua M. Studley.

In this city. May 16. Hannah Colleran.
In Ferry Village, May 16. Blance E„
daughter
of David U. and Annie L. Willard, aged I year
at 2

village.
Work

cheap if spotted fur at once. For furparticulars apply at ADVERTISER OFFICE,
Federal Street.
14-1

BB

kale—The homestead ol the late Abel
M. Baker, situated at Merrills Corner, lieerFOR
house

Me.; collage,
and stable, with V* aeres
J"K,
land; for terms etc. address A. It. BROWN, 202
Cumberland St., Portland Me.
14 l

I » I AL ESTATE TOR MALE
In Deer1A lug; about six acres of land with liarn thereside of road leading from
on, oil
l'ortlund to Alien's Corner,
owned by Enoch

northeasterly

FOR «t 41.1
of 35 acres, in Westbrook, 5 miles from
Portland, extra land and buildings, cuts 20 tons

IjXARM

scientific fact that the Royal Baking Powder is absolutely pure.
*‘H. A. Mott, Ph.D.”

hay, ulce pasture Joining
sickness demands

river, good orchard;
Immediate sale. N. S. GARDINER. 40 Exchange Ht.
14-1

_

iffeaekage

of Royal Baking Powder,
I have examined
purchased by myself in
tho market, 1 find it ennrely free from alum, terra alba, or any other injurious substance.
IIenhy Morton, Ph.D., President of Stevens Institute of Technology.”

analyzed package of Royal
It is composed are pure and wholesome.

IjlOR

Baking Powder. Tho materials of which
8. Dana Hates, State
Assayer, Mass.

D. VERRILL, Administrator,
street.

The Royal B iking Powder received the highest award over all competitors at
tho Vienna World's Exposition, 1873; at the Centenuial, Philadelphia, 18<U : at the
American Institute, New I’ork, and at State Fairs throughout the country.
No other article of human food has ever received such high, emphatic, and universal endorsement from eminent chemists, physicians, scientists, and Boards oi
Health all over the world.

uuuu

and will accommodate the
number of pupils.
The grammar
school room, 40x35 leet, lias a seating capacity of 70pupils. The recitation room, 16x28
feet adjoins both these. Each department is
provided witli commodious cloak room, on
second floor, is 51x48 feet, furnished in like
style of tlie other rooms—imitation cherry
and ash, with blackboard around the walls.
The room has a seating capacity of 108, with
large reserved space for increasing numbers
of pupils. The laboratory is 18x31 feet, fursame

nished witli chemical closets, experimenting
tillllfl
o twl
nil
Innn/.i,
noouccnru

conducting the exercises of this important
branch of education.
Adjoining is the recitation room 20x20 feet, and a library room
with closets, shelves, &c.
The cellar is
large and airy and has a smooth cement bottom. The building is heated throughout by
steam generated by one of Messrs. Foster &
Brown s heating apparatus, furnished with
6000 feet of piping. There are two entrances
from Main street—north and south—easy of
Green lawns in
access, over plank walks.
front of the building add very much to the
attractiveness of the surroundings.

Mr. Dwinal Pride has partially recovered
from the injuries received a few weeks ago
and is again on the street.
II9 received the
many friends Monday
congratulation of

morning.

The May carnival of the Young People’s
Musical Society of Cumberland Mills was
held Saturday. They presented the operaettas “Quarrel Among the Flowers” and
“The Secret.”
There was a matinee rehearsal in the afternoon and entertainment
in the evening, both of which were liberally
patronized and gave good satisfaction.
Mr. King S. Raymond of this village was
indicted before the grand jury for keeping a

nuisance.

He

pleaded guilty

and

of $200 and costs.

UOtVERY

paid

a

tine

K.

—

Southerly half of Block of two
Clly Hall and Congress St.,

__13-1

HALE—A oue and a half story huuse,
new five years ago, situated on Florence St.,
Woodfards, ulne rooms and plenty of closets and
cupboards, conveniently arranged and In good order; will tie sold cheap. Inquire on the premises
or at No. 41 Exchange St, Portland.
J. C. 1*ET-

Foil

TENGILL.__13

25c SKIRTINGS 121-2 GENTS

2

SALE AT LOW l»HIC’EM-Plants of
all kinds for vases and beds; daises, pansies,
mammoth strain verlieuas, tea and hardy roses a

FOK

a

large surplus stock of all grades of La-

St._ItPtf

Island,
City
TOing. a nice
pleasant cottage of six
1121

Skirtings

make lowest possible
prices to close out part of them.
Half Case very desirable 25c Skirtings 12 1-2 cents.
Half Case very salable 12 l-2c Skirtings 9 cents.
One case extra 25c Fancy Skirting 19 cents.
and

we

•

BELOW IS A

BY BUYING A MOREEN SKIRT

Ssin,

MALE—Steam yacht 35 ft. long, 8 ft.
JF wide, lltted up In good shape, with steel
boiler; engine, condensor, pumps, etc. Enquire
of JONES & DITCHINGS, 470 Fore, Cor. Cross
St., Portland, Me.13-4
T,tOR

from

of the
HALE—Plants, plants,
FOR
best florists in the State; fine stock and low
Roses of all kinds. GEO. H. LORD. 272

Congress St.18-1
best fruit and confectionary
store in the State of Maine. For particulars
call at R. Y. BARBER & SON., 17 Exchange St„
12-1
Portland. Me._

the

34

PER YARD.

RINES BROTHERS.

block of two Story brick
with large lot of laud,
2Vs
city; the above houses are
In good repair and pleasantly situated; would sell
one or both.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vk Excliange St.12-1
HALE—Chalce pansies, 40 cts. per dozBedding plants of all kinds at low
(lowers furnished for all oceassions, at STURDIVANT’S Green House. 697
Congress St.12-1
en.
FOR

prices. Fresh

HALE—In the western part of city, adjacent to Congress street, a two story frame
house, ten rooms, sunny and pleasant, corner lot,
27x80; price *3,250. BENJ AMIN SHAW, 48^
St.

_.12-1

FOR

by

just

HALE—New light express wagon, my
manufacture. Z. THOMPSON, JR.,

Union street.

11-1

HALE—Boarding house with 12 rooms,
bath room, S3 boarders, including some meal
boarders; must sell on account of sickness of proprietor; fully furnished throughout, located near

FOR

Congress Street anil very central location. N. S.
GARDN Elt, 40 Exchange St.11-1

HALE—Second-hand carriages— 2 Jump
Seats; 1 Phaeton, made by W. P. Sargent
& Co.; 1 Phaeton, own make; 1 Concord Wagon,
own make; oue Side Bar Box Buggy, own make:
all in Hue order. Z. THOMPSON, JR,, Union
street.
11-1

FOR

COUPE FOlt MALE-A very line,
light Coupe of my own manufacture. In excellent condition. Also Coupe Harness little
used. Can be seen at carriage wareroonis ot
Z. THOMPSON, Jft, Union street.11-1

LIGHT

MALE-Pleasant cottage
COTTAGE
shore, contains
Dig Diamond Island,
7
will be sold
EOK

on

near
acre

rooms, partly furnished, Vi
lot;
reasonable. Apply at once to N. 8. GARDINER,
11.1
Exchange St.

40

INOH MALE—At a bargain—40,000 rolls of
X
room papers at 0, 8 and 10 cents a roll. Gilt
room papers. 20 and 25 cents a roll.
Call and see
them at S. H. COLES WORTHY, JR'S, Book
Store, 02 Exchange St.
11-1

Sarsaparilla

“Thanks to the use of the successful medicine.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, all that poison In my blood,
which caused sores to break out and made life almost a burden, lias been driven into exile, and
though seventy-six, I am enjoying life, and feel
active and strong as at flrty.
’Hold fast to that
which is good’ is my motto. I shall recommend
to all my friends
affected
that Hood’s
similarly
Sarsaparilla is the true elixir of life.” William
Hagerman Groehbeck, Brooklyn. N. Y.

SALES TO-DAY.
lii<l Gloves,
....
Men’s Wool Socks,

Makes the Weak Strong;.

Muslin

Underwear,
Muslin Underwear,
$1.00
Men’s Neckwear in window,
25
l.otof Ornaments in Fancy Work
Department,
Cross Stripe Curtains,

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

mai.E—Several fine building lots on
Pleasant, South. Main and Prospect streets
in Deering; also several lots on North and Melbourne Istreets, and on Eastern Promenade In
Portland. These kits are to be sold to close up
the estate of the late Dr. Eltphalet Clark, Inquire
of LOCKE Jit LOCKE, Attorueys at Law, ISO
Middle street, Portland.
10-4

FOR

25 cents.
“
20
“
50

NOR MALE.—On line of liorse cars and Sebago
water; two story bouse, 11 rooms; wood aud
cafriage bouse, barn and open sheds; with about
8 acres of laud. Address BOX 143, Woodford's,

I

“

Me.

-2 els. eacli.

OWEN, MOORE

___10-1
MAI.E Oil TO

LET —At Woodfords,
desirable house lu the block above
Pleasant street, two minutes from
station; horse cars pass the block; now occupied
by Mr. Daniels; Sebago water, furnace, etc.;
house will be sold ou easy terms. ELDEK &
DOUGLAS.10-2

FORvery
a

$1.25 pair.

the church

& CO,

on

for MALE-With good stable
aud poultry bouse, oue acre in garden with
choice fruit, buildings new, near church, school,
stores and pot,toffice, very pleasant; price 1800;
will exchange for city property. Apply to W. II.
WALDRON, 180 Midule St., or D. S. LIBBY, ou
the premises, at Oak Hill, Scarhoro.6-2

HOUme

IOO Doses One Dollar
aPr*_ __q&wlynrm

MAI.E-One side box top buggy. 1 two
wheel chaise, 2 phaetons, 2 open
wag20 pasons, 1 pleasure wagon. Comet;
sengers ; 1 Clarence hack, 1 coupe, 1 v
cart;
all the above are lu good order for business; can
be seen at stables 0U7 CONGRESS STREET,
Eernald Si
6-2

FOR

IMHORTANT
—

SALE

OF-

French Dress Goods!
—

at

—

CO„

St._14-1

ICO LET—French roof cottage, No. 12 Charles
A St., contains 8 rooms, hath room, steam heat,
furnished or unfurnished. N. 8. GARDINER, 40

Exchange 84.

lyj-l
TO l,ET EOK THE •EAnew Cabriolet, will bn let for
responsible party. Apply to /..
JR., Union
U-l

CARHIAUK
SON—A light,

the

to

season

a

street._

mo LET -A desirable up stairs reut of seven
A rooms, bath room and modern conveniences.
Apply to CflAS. L. WILLIAMS, No. 191 Middle
St., Casco Bank Building.11-1

A

I,ET—Furnished Room at 124 FEDERAL
STREET, opposite Lincoln Park.
7-tf

LET-One more rent In the Thompson
No. 117 and 119 Middle St.; ground
floor and a good, dry, and well lighted basement
on three sides, making it one of the most desirable
rents In the city for Jobbing or wholesale business
of any kind. Enquire of H. E. THOMPSON. No.
164 Brackett St.6-3
mo

A

Block,

light
capacity,
lllage

TURNER

ADVKKTlMUIVlfCNT*.

NEW

PONCE

MOLASSES.
319 Hhds., 35 Tierces, Fancy, Choice
and Prime Molasses,
Ex. Brig “Energy,” now landing and
for sale by the Importers,

TWITCHELL. CHAMPLIN & CO.
myl7

dlw

House lots for sale on Peaks
Island, near Jones Landing. Enquire at 16
MAY 8T.

IftOKBAUli—

lOOO yards of 40 inch French Dress Ooods
at 30 cents; much less than import cost.
Job lot of Combination French Dress Ooods
50 cents; about half price.
Five pieces Black French Dress Ooods 50
cents; regular value 75 cents.
Rare bargains in Silk Warp Henriettas.
Fxclusive sale off Cheney Bros/ Jersey Silks
at 05 cents; regular value $1.25.
Very extra bargains in Black Satin Rhadames and Faille Francaisc,
rayl7dtf

FANCY WORK

MALE—In Cape Elizabeth, one mile
from I ortland bridge, a vegetable and fruit
iarm of nine acres of rich
soil, well cultivated,
with buildings in good repair, well stocked with
strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, etlfrants,
apples and pears; also asparagrass ami
grapes
rhubarb.
Enquire on premises, Town House
Corner, C. UNHALL.
17-2

and would invite (lie Ladies of
Portland and Vicinity to cull nud
examine before piircliusiiiK elsewhere.

FI'BNIHHINU MTOBE-As I
W am to remove from the city, I offer for sale
my Geuts’Furnishing Store, under the Preble
House. Will tie sold at a bargain if applied for at
once.
11. W. HAItMON,

Lawn Mowers! Fancy
Wc

Prircn

for

Reduced
—

Mention

ALSO

LAWN FERTILIZERS

of

1NM7.

GRASS SEED.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

PRESSED

AND

HAY
—

AND

STRAW

—

POULTRY SUPPLIES.
Goods delivered In any part of Portland or
Woodfords free of charge.
C. B. DALTON & CO.,
Preble HI.,

Portland

very

choice

line of

dlmo

Plain

nnd Ornamental

Plasterer and Mastic
—HAS

REMOVED TO—

255 FEDERAL

MISS FAIRWEATHER,
Ho. 8 Elm Street.
J AlflES

1TIILLEK,

Worker,

PLUMBER,
Has Itemoved to No. 18 Temple
Street, lUuxsey Block.

STREET,
diw

dlw

my 17

FOB

CJKNTS’

FOB MALE-A first class
CABBIAt-EN
three sealed family carriage, built to order
also nice
cart to be

used with one or two
pony
Address "CARRIAGE," Press Office.
17-1
___

seats.

TTJS^S&SS^SS^Si '“i
witll0Ut

buard-

ffivfer
situation as bookkeeper
WANTED—A
assistant, by a young man fully coiimetam
K?. A.X»e. "** rtl”,C"g
WAkeepera7d cener0..1! a comPetent bookbest references. Address1
°jfefv *#“s o«c<?
or

or

Apply to 387 Daulorth

St_17-1

fob SALE -6lf lapstreak centerboard boat. Address lor particulars 11,
17-1
Fress Office.

BOAT'

____

2S to 6(1 cords pine wood. Apply
SWASKY, LAMSON & Co., Urattio St
17-1

2.30
Framed

m..

Entrained, Photographs, Pasteles, Phntograv
ures, Oleographs oil Paintings, Flush Framed
and Ornaments, Brlc-aBrac;
everything usually
kept In a llrst-class Art Store every article will Ire
he sold without reserve, as the store must Ire vacated within ten days. Messrs. Kendall & Whitney haying purchased the property, will comthe erection of a block at once, necessitating immediate vacation by present occupant
my 13_
dBt

F. 0. BAILEY * CO.,

AUCTIONEERS.

_

LARGE STOCK
OF

—

CLOTHING
AND

—

—

FURNISHING GOODS
BV AUCTION.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY,
ON 21,
at 10 and 2.30 each day,

May 20 and
at our salesroom, Exchange street, we shall tell a large strre-k,
moved to irur rooms for convenience of sale
by
parties going out of business, and consisting of

Men’s Youths’ and Boys’ Suits, Uoats. Pants and
Vests, Overcirats, large stock of FurnishingCirrods,
he.. Ac. Sale positive and without reserve, and
in lots to suit.
myMdtd

F. O. BAILEY * CO.,

AUCTIONEERS.

■

Real Estate Nos. 12 and 11 South Street,
hy Auetlou.
FRIDAY, May 20th, at 3 o’clock p. m.. we

ON

shall sell the two and a half story wooden
house No. 14 South street ; rents for $300 a year;
also at same time the lot of land No. 12 lit same
street. For further particulars call on F.O. Hal
ley & Co., Auctioneers.
my 14dtw

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Mtrrrhants
Salesroom IS Exchange Street.
p. o. haii.fv.

u. w. am.es
dtf

marl*

MM < AIIO>%l.

ley’s Row,
street; also one store on
street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM, P. PREBLE.30-tf

Temple

C'ottngc to Lei.
FINE cottage on the Cape Elizabeth shore
road, hear Cape Cottage; will be rented,
furnished or unfurnished, fur the season; also
stable. Address COTTAGE, Care Carrier No. 6.
d2w
myl3

A

l*orllua«l School of

Send

for circular.

Agent (ort he t.'aligrapi

L. Sawyer. 537

Congress St..

Portland, Me.

a

SHIKE STREET, right hand bell.lC-l
KENT—Two front

rooms, or
small
FOB
rent, sunny ami pleasant, lor family of two
a

a

or

Htraoicruphy.

Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

Boons.

three without children, at No. 62 State street.
14-1

KID GLOVES!

_

LET—With board, one large
suitable
for
TO
two young men;
lady
gentleman,
references
room

a

or

or

required.
FORTll ST., City.
LET

Front

at

DAN12-1

169

with alcove; also
Inquire at No. 153 HIGH

TOsquarefrom 9 to
—

Enquire

room.

STREET,

room

12

a.

m.,

or

2 to 6 p.

12-1

m.

LE r—Desirable rooms In western part of
Apply at 242 MIDDLE STREET.
11-1

TOcity.

50 Doz. Emlt’d kids

a good honpartner In a new and
Introduced Into
business meetiug
Maine;
with wonderful success; partner to take entire
of
the
State
of
Maine
while
I am in other
charge
States; ten thousand dollars can be made In a single year; convincing proofs shown; all materials
for the business ready; not a large capital required. This Is a rare chance fur any man or
woman of Integrity.
Call and see for yourself at
A. B. MORRISON, Sole Proprietor, Preble House.
14-1

“

.37

“

.37

SHADES,

-AT-

WANTED—I want

PARTNER
est

50<\, worth $1,00

50 Doz. Silk Mitts 20e.,
50 Doz. Silk (iloves 25c.,
ALL NEW

WANTED.

man or woman as

now being
rplendld business, Just
the State ol
a wonderful

first
WANTED—A
Restaurant

class Caterer to rent the
on
Cushing’s Island. The
addition to a large kitchen and dining
room, will contain about 20 bedrooms. Twenty
or more regular boarders are assured from the
cottages during the summer. Address FRANCIS
Cl’StllNIi, Portland, Me.14-1

building.

In

DARRAH’S

Kid Glove Store,
No. 4621 Congress St.

■ny!2i-.altf

man of fair ability, to take
charge of a business in the British Provinces; to the right man 1 will offer him a chance
to make ten thousand dollars in less than a year;

WANTED—A

BROWN.

business

sure, honorable and legitimate; a small
will be required.
1 also waut a man
for the Canadas In the same business; convincing
shown each party.
Call on A. B. MOKRION. Preble House.14-1

capital only

Sroofs

this city to know that
I am prepared to do dressmakiug at very
reasonable rates. Cutting and Fitting by the Taylor System. Will go out by the day or week. Apply at No. 12 BROWN STREET.14-1

WANTED—Ladlesof

cash prices paid for cast
WANTED—Highest
off clothing, ladies’
gents’;
exchange
for
or

M.

or
letter or

Turkish rugs. Please send
postal to
DEG ROOT" Perry House. Portland, Me. 12-1

NEW

References required.

12-1

a nice family In the country,
a capable girl for general housework. Enquire of MRS. J. E. PALMER, 00 Winter 8L, be-

WANTED—By

tween 11 and 2

o’clock._12-1

who would like a Orstclass
WANTED—Those
dressmaker to take work home
go out
the
or

day, to call or address C.
by
Tyug St., Portland, Me.

L. EMERY, 34
11-1

people to know that I shall
free of charge to all persons who

WANTED—The
give gas
wish

to have one or more teeth extracted, and
Artificial teeth
guarantee painless operations.
inserted on rubber plates tor 35. 3«i and 38 per
set. All operations In dentistry performed at reduced rates and warranted to be equal to those
performed by the best dentists of this State. (ifflce
open day and evening. DR. F. J. BoNNKY, Dentist, 49ifVi Congress street, corner Brown street,
Portland. Me.

STORE!_NEW GOODS!

461 Congress Street,

*

•

Clapp’s

Block.

BOOTS AND SHOES

D—A competent cook and laundress
WANTE
at 402 CUMBERLAND ST., (uear State.)

for everybody, at Sign of Gold Boot.

FINE GOODS, MEDIUM GOODS,
LOW PRICED GOODS!.

Your Tender,

Difficult Feet

Properly Fitted.

MISSES’ and CHILDREN’S
School Shoes, all grades and kinds, very cheap.

BROWFSlew Store,
461

Congress

St.

TKLEFIIME ill.mayTeoiltl

__10—2

clothing; very highest
WANTED—Left
cash price paid; ladies amf gentlemen waited
at their
o

residence.
Address MRS. S.,
upou
No. 158 Federal street, Portland, Me.
N. B.—
Also

carpets._28-3

D—Old gold and silver for manufacpurposes, for which we will pay
highest cash prices, or exchange for watches.
Jewelry, silverware, etc, at National Loan office,
406 Congress SL, Portland, Me.
8. SCURYVEK,

WANTE
turing

SILK HATS.
You can have the shape of your head taken hy
the French Confomietor, and get a fashionable
Silk flat made for »3.oo.

Proprietor.21-4

customers for Poole’s ButWANTED—House
ter and Eggs; to be delivered every two
weeks.

For sample send postal card
POOLE, Yarmouth, Me.

to

COE,

CHAS.
4-4

barkelm

wanteD-20cents
Floor
will be paid until further notice. UOUDY h

KENT, Pearl St.

19-tf

197 Middle St.

Sawyer._

<3,000 Farm for <2.000.
I Nice MALE—A
farm of 00 acres, pleasantly situated in
Gorliam: nice
NOR

young orchard of 100 bearing trees
good buildings, well watered; wood aud timber
enough for home use; cuts about 20 tons bay.
For particulars call ou
Me.

COTTON, Gorliam,

or

White Shirls!

address HOWARD
4-2

Farm ia Gorham lor Male at

a

Hnrgaia.

bay, stock and milk farm, called
EXCELLENT
the Fabyan Farm, Vs mile from Gorham VilNew Goods and Latest
lage, 125 acres; welt arranged for tillage and pasture; good soil, running water, 75 grafted fruit
Styles.
wood and timber. Large buildings lu
trees,

good repair; healthy location; near churches.
Post Office, State Normal and public High and
Gradeil Schools, bandy to good markets, 20 minutes walk from Portland aud Rochester station,
ten miles from Portland. Sold to close au estate.
For particulars enquire of Joseph ltldlou. Gor
ham. Me.; or JOHN U. CARD. 180 Middle street,

Portland,

The

Me.

maylOeod&wtf

McLaughlin Residence.

The residence of the

late Hon. Chas.

Ceiling

Decorations

offered for sale, being No. 04 Spring near lllgb
Street: thoroughly built and centrally located;
hall through centre of house; flue parlors,
pleasant sitting room; all the appointments of the
house aro well adapted for comfort and conveniences and offers a good opportunity to any one
seeking a pleasant home; stable on premises; size
of lot 6(1x110. BENJAMIN SHAW. 48y, Ex-

a

Specialty.

Estimates and Competent Workmen
Furnished.
Messrs.
Emerson and
Ross are in Our

Employ.

McLaughlin,
Is

change St.

myl4d3w«

FOR SALE.
KOBERT UYKON, 00 tons register; has recently had large repairs; new sails

SCHOONEK

and standing rigging.

yp30dtt

Apply to
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

For Sale

or

To Let.

[ORING, $H0RT & fJARMON.
apr23_

Revere House,
BOSTON.
Near Boston aud Maine, Kastern, Fitchburg
and Lowell depots, centres of business aud places
of amusement.

closets and front and back stairs, tire places m
back parlor and dining room, new steam heating
apperatus with eight radiators; newly painted
and papered throughout; area of lot 4,000 square
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of Kl'LLINS &
ADAMS. No. 22 Exchange St.
dec24dtf

K< otns all large and comfortable; elegant suites,
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentlei ten’s cafe and billlartf room added, and firstclass in every respect.
■too VI* PRO VI *1.00 A DAI UP.

J. F. MERKOW

COASTING VESSELS FOR SALE
Inquire of

E. S. HAMLEN & CO.,
PORTLAND, J1K.

PE AN.

0„ Proprietors.

NOTICE.
Wanted, the nubile

apr20-tf

FOB SALE.

dut

BUSY AS BEES!

THE NEW ENGLAND DYE HOUSE
Has Uemoved to New Quarters.
Sew Dye Works hare been erected on
Ocean Street, Deerlng, with the most.
Modern Improvements for all kludaot

GARMENT DYEING AND CLEANSING.
Flease leave your orders at the

OFFICE, NO.

to know where they will
get
the full value of their
money In

CONGRESS STREET,

POBTLAltD, ,V|K.

aplO

T.

C.

HOOPER.

dim

NEW ARROYO

MOLASSES.
m

IIIIDS., 48 TIEKCRS,

t'auey, Crime, aud Choice Molasses, now
lauding, ex. Brig “Mary Bartlett/’ direct from Arroyo, Porto Kico.
—

FOB SALK BY

—

GEO. S. HUNT & CO.,
my11

Cut Flowers, Funeral

Designs, Bridal AT
Roquets, Residing Plants, kt„

161# ( •uuirrriiil Mliecl.

(11 w

ITMRUAHHILLS
You can purchase ol

J. W. Bragcion,

A good double Carriage, rung and
Market Wagon, will be sold at bargain.
Apply to E. S. 1IAMLEN A CO..
27(1 Commercial St., City.
ayr25

my 16

_eorU m

Two vessels, of about 70 toils each, well adapted for the coasting business, and hi good order,

Will be sold low.

EUROPEAN

iiiTiiu

Kim

eouam

Remodeled, Refurnished, Jiewljr Decorated, and now kept on the

recently modernized and Unproved, contains two
liarlors, dining room, kitchen, bath room, (with
hot and cold water,) seven chambers, plenty u(

wdSmimur

Woods Called i'or and Delivered.

OPP. PKMILE IIOISH.

two
story frame dwelling,
ADESlltABLK
house on Bine street, near Brackett street,

___17-1

°r rooms- furnished
un
I,ET—House No. 389 Daulorth street, 8
T°furn’ito7d)wOhUi.te
A.
iuruished with board,
at 112 FREE 8T.
TOrooms,
bath room, Sebaeo water, pleasantly
17-H
situated.

Under U. 8. Hotel.

dtl

my!7_

me.

apr23

uiylC

a

dim

may4

27

liuvc

Work!

--

AND_ LAWN

BROS.’

THURSDAY, May 19. at 10 a.
ON and
7.30 p. m„ Kino Engravings.

KENT—Offices and

some

NKW

AUCTIONEERS

Art Stock of R. H. Knight, No.
37 Temple Street.

chambers suitable
for salesrooms, studios and work shops In
1j14»K
Mm
Middle

NALE-A

own

CTS.

ELIAS

Enquire

city.

114 to 120 Commercial

HALE—The

HALE—4new 14 foot row boats, will be
sold cheap for cash,
the thing needed
summer cottagers.
Enquire of CUSHING & Mo
18
No.
Commercial
Wharf.
12-1
KENNEY,

Dozen Shades Best 50c Wool Moreens at

sec-

one

bouses and stables,
FOR
miles from
about

lady who will come to our store during the FOR
next few days we make the following offer:

The blood is purified, enriched and
carries health Instead of disease to
every organ. The stomach is toned and strength*
ened, the appetite restored. The kidneys and
liver are roused and invigorated.
The brain is
refreshed, the mind made clear and ready for
work. The whole system is built
up and rejuvenated by this peculiar medicine,

one

prices.

Exchange

To every

16-1_

western
LET—Two good rents In
IlO
tion of the city; also
in central portion
of the
of
THOMAS A

or

on
lot,
road 3Va miles from Gorham Cor., at a barwill exchange. N. S. GARDINER, No. 40
Xchange St-13-

ton

FOR

$2.50 for only $ 1.70.
a

Spring St._

LET-Nice upper rent, Cor. Hill and KllsA worth Sts., 7 rooms, modern conveniences;
rent *225; also oue near Hill St., 6 rooms, all
modern conveniences; rent|215. Enquire C. P.
14-1
WALDRON, 4o Exchange street,
mo

LET—Two front rooms, suitable tor lodgHALE—Farm in South Gorham of 100
TOFor
ing
light house-keeping In private famiFORwoodof good
land, house and barn, 8 to 10
ly.
particulars, Inquire at No. 62 HAMPU miles from Portland
the Bux-

FOR

Chance for Every Lady to Save
80 Cents or More

LandG.

Forest

rooms.

SAWYER,

~

CO7

—

FOB

specialty; geraniums, storm king and other
fuchsias, lobelia, etc. C. A. DENNETT, 568
Congress St., Portland, Me.13-1
acres

~

F. 0. BAILEY *

mence

RENT—A new and desirable house, 60
Spruce St., all modern conveniences, Including steam heat; can be seen any time. Apply to
A. J, PKTTENOILL, 180 High

acres

We have
dies’

LET.

LET-At Peaks

MAY 18,

and 3 p. in. at room* 18 Exchange Ht.
On exhibition and catalogues ready Tuesday. 17th
Inst.
myUdtd

HOUSE._15.1

mo

near

14-3

F®**
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Street.

vitalized,

BEACH.

The recent freshet on the Penobscot, interrupting travel aud other communication

Aiiuun.

Foil

While the diagram shows some of the alum powders to be of a higher degree
of strength than other powders ranked below them, it is not to be taken as indies'that
they have any value. All alum po wders, no matter how high their strength
Ing
are to be avoided as dangerous.

ly overcome.
and

be held.

physician;

a

houses,
contains 10 rooms and bath room, with stable,
thoroughly built and in good order, a desirable
property, central location;purchaser will do well
to examine it. N. 8. GARDINER, 40 Exchange

#

quickly given to every part of the body by
llood a Sarsaparilla. That tired feeling is entire-

public ‘nspection until Wednesday evening,
when appropriate dedicatory exercises will

(or

II. 8. PRIDE, No. 3, Ca-

FOK

Schcdler!

on

equal dimensions,

to

MALE—At a bargain the desirable lot o(
laud corner of Spruce and Clark Sts. En13-3
J. <i. CURRIER. 137 Clark St.
of
qulre

usual in this

The programme will consist of introductory speeches by the resident clergymen of botli villages, singing by the Congregational churefi choir, speeches by the
former and present superintending school
committees and a number of citizens interested in the cause of education. The school
building is a line structure, erected and
fitted up at a cost of $20,000 or more, a full
of the exterior of the house apdescription
peared in the Press while it was in progress
of building. The first floor is occupied by
the primary school: a room 30x37 feet, furnished with 63 desks for present accommodation. The intermediate school room is of

Apply

terms cash.

York.

New

BENT—At No. 639 Congress street a
large trout room, furnished, has the suu all
nay Also two other rooms; the location of the
house wl.h all of Its appointment* makes It one of
the best family homes In the eity; excellent bath
room accomodations; drainage
perfect. Call at

THOMPSON.

_14-1

IjSOU
of the best locations in Portland

Note—'The abovo Diagram illustrates tho comparative worth of various
Baking
Powders, as shown by Chemical Analysis and experiments made by Prof.
A pound can of each powder was taken, the total leavening power or volume in
each can calculated, the ycsult being as indicated. This practical test for worth
by
Prof. Schedler only proves what every observant consumer of the Royal Bakin
Powder knows l>y practical experience, that, while it costs a few cents per
pound
more than ordinary kinds, it is far more economical, and,
besides, affords tho edv
tage of better work. A single trial of tho Royal Baking Powder will convince any
fair-minded person of these facts.

Vitality

the new Universalist church edifice, to be located on Main street, will he
commenced
immediately. The architect,
from Chelsea, Mass., will arrive today with
plans and lay out the grounds. Messrs. John
Charles Cloudman, Charles
Cloudman,
Goodell and Charles Woodford are the
building committee.
The new high school building on Main
street is completed and will be opened for

Middle

house containing 13 rooms,
Bebago, water cleset, lurhace ami gas. oue

Prudent ladies will come eary and secure selection
from best shades.

Hood’s

Mil

__

[The funeral service of the late Wm J. H.
Harris will take place this morning at 8 30 o’clk.
at No. 161 Fore street.

and

N«.

KALE— A

Choice From Half

Vigor

MALE—House and lot No. 23 Beckett

street, very pleasantly located, well built
and timbered, good cemented cellar aed excellent
furuaee and Seliago water.
Inquire of BYRON

In Bath, May 15, Mrs. Ruth, widow of the late
Walter Abbott, aged 84 years.
In Haverhill, Mass. May Id. Frances A.
Jacobs,
formerly of Portland, aged 56 years 8 months.
[ruueral this Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
af No. 23!> Congress street. Burial at convenience of the family.

Are

lately

F. Beal, deceased; a very desirable lot of land and
will lie sold at a bargain to close the estate. WIL1.1AM K. NEAL, 8U Exchange street.
14-3

“I have tested a package of Royal Baking Powder, which I purchased in lhe
of pure and wholesome
ingredients. It isn cream
open market, and find it composed of
of tartar powder of a high degree
merit, anil docs not contain either alum or
substances.
E. G. Love, Ph.D.”
phosphates, or other injurious

%

a

one

_

Ajs to Purity and AVliolesoineness of the Hoyal Raking Powder.

I have

on

ther

o’clock,

Sold by all druRcists. fl; six lor $5. Prepared only by C. 1. liOOL) & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

day will be better observed than

new

REPORTS OF GOVERNMENT CHEMISTS

a
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KALE—A
house
Fessenden St.,
FOR
.,Deertng. Just beyond the base ball grounds;
will be sold

R CM FOR D’S, whennotfresh H

3 months.

Tuesday afternoon,

For
particulars, Inquire of W. W. KEMP, 82 Exchange

ANDREW S&CO.“Retf*P**BB|

It [s

add A 1 llue, small samples:
SAI.EN.7IAN
agent earned *3,400; others up to *2000
P. O.

1371,

Ruses ami

Carpets,

ana

cen-

so.

GILLF.T’S

YORK COUNTY.

BACCABAITA.

An excellent programme for
Memorial
Day exercises under the direction of CloudG.
man Post,
A. R., is being prepared. The

KALE—A three stbry brick house
JXOR
ft. of land.
trally located, with 2280

street.

IlC I, K (Powder sold loose)....

WANTED—A few gentlemen and ladles as
v v
agents for rare Invention, marvellous productions, sweeping success, ten to fifteen dollars
a day, one hundred dollars a
week, live thousand
dollars a year sure; no
peddling, no canvassing,
no competition, business
and easy, but
simple
wonderful to
every beholder; only a small amount
of
to
required
start
the business at once.
money
C*ll1* for yourself at ABRAHAM B.
MORRISON, Sole Proprietor, Prelde House.

TO

Oriental

Fine

at 11 a. m.

_14-1
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WEDNESDAY,

AtiEATS WANTED.

BOX

OF

—

i~lOAT makers, steady work and good nay. Apvy plv at ouce to GEO. H. YORK, Merchant
Tailor, Woodtords, Me.
aprZodtf

|u SO.

AUCTIONEERS.

SPECIAL SALE

WANTED.

can

IIECKER’S

chestra, the Weber Quartette and Miss
Louise Baldwin of Boston, are engaged.
The World’s Dime Museum, which has
been giving performances in Danger for
several weeks past, eame to an inglorious
end on Saturday evening, writs beiug served
on Mr. Goff, the proprietor, for
unpaid salaries of performers, and the box
receipts,
amounting to $14.90, being trusteed on a
writ for $00.00 in favor of the leading cornmedian and dancer for four weeks’ services.

Colonel Thomas G. Libby of the Maine
Division of the Sons of Veterans announces
his staff appointments »s follows:
Surgeon—J. Edward Morton, Vlnalhaven.
Chaplain—Charles L. Witham, Lewiston.
Adjutant—Edward K. Uould, Rockland.
Quartermaster—J. Ii. Melntosn, Vlnalhaven.
Inspector—Willis A. Delano, Portland.
Judge Advocate—Edward J. Hatch, Springvalc.

U-l

KALE-Vermont horses, weight from
1000 to 1600 lbs.; two good matched pairs;
and
all sound. Can be seen at BROWN'S
young
stable, No. 101 Federal Bt.1«-1

LEWIS’..

The Maine State College Commencement
Concert will be given at the Opera House in

State Appointments.

like a situaPress Office.

F. 0. BAILEY*CO.,

__»tf_

FOKMALE

SNOW FLAKE (Groff's)...

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Wm. Hamilton, engineer in the leatherboard mills, found a 85 gold coin in the engine while cleaning it out Saturday.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

printer
WANTED-.fob
tion. Address “PRINTER,”

would

1

The farmer, himself, had a
narrow escupe from a ride on the
wings of
the gale.
Two Augusta gentlemen deny
there is any change in Kansas real estate.
The Kennebec Journal says that the stagedriver reports snow drifts in Windsor.
Despite the drifts and the fact that much of the
water running conies from melted snow, the
boys have been bathing in the river for more
than a week past.
The corporators of the Mfthie State Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
w ill meet at the Elmwood
Hotel, in Waterville on Thursday the 20th of May,
inst., at
o clock p. m., for the purpose of
organizing
under their charter, and for the transaction
of such other business as may be
necessary
to perfect the organization of said society.

“f was In bad condition with fainting ispells amt
general debility. 1 was run down, ate hardly
anything, aud hardly dared logo out on the street
alone for fear of having a fainting spell.
Hood's
Sarsajiarilia lias done me a wonderful amount of
good, as I am now in good health again. My appetite has been good ever since taking the medicine, and 1 can eat a square meal with relish.”
Miih. Mollie Cutter, 119 Eleveutli
street, Coumgton, O.

Capital, 85000; paid in, 8900.

WANTED—Smart

*.
(Alum Powder)

DR. PRICE’S.

ly destroyed.

tary contributions.”
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:

machinist who can do a
good job of work. Address, MANUFACTURER, Daily Press.
13-1

CZAR...

him. lie had cultivated a handsome field of
wheat which was his pride aud joy.
One
day u cyclone swooned down and when it
had departed the wheat was wound up into
tangles or torn into fragments, being entire-

[Fuueral this
at the bouse.

WANTED—liy

fresh...

PIONEER (SanFrancisco)...

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

grounds.

a

AUCTION NAl.Kft.

MRS. STEPHEN BERRY.

commendations.

13-1

parly with more than ten
(Hi) years’ experience as a commercial
traveller, a position with a manufacturing company or wholesale house, to represent tliem in
Maine or In the New England States. Address A.
It. C., P. O. Box 13(1, Newcastle. Me.13-1

CLETELAND’SchortwtJon

DEATHS
Methodist Ministers Association.
The Methodist ministers of Portland district met ia the vestry of Chestnut street
church yesterday morning, and organized an
association which is to meet at the above
place every Monday morning at 10 o’clock
for discussion of current matters. These
officers were elected:

fresh..

PEARL (Andrews A Co.).l^BUHIHI

One minister in York county is said to
nave been undecided whether to read the
Arbor day proclamation from his
pulpit or
not, but fiunlly decided to do so, and as a re'
suit twenty trees were set out on the chureli

UKOWM.

WANTED—A

CHARM (Alum Powder) *
AMAZON

girl for general housework at
WASTED-A
113 Winter Street; must have good re-

man with 2 to 6 years experience for a retail grocery team. Rest of reference wanted, Address, PRESS OFFICE. 13-1

BEDHEAD’S.-.

It is reported that the bottom has dropped
out of real estate In Wichita and some other
Kansas towns and that many investors have
lost money. A sturdy farmer who had been
farming in the vicinity of the above named
city was in Augusta Saturday and said he
left SUXX) behind him, and the hills of the
old Pine Tree State were good enougli for

a

when

EEJMI.E HELP.

good carpenters, young
■
men, and two brick layers, to go to the
CaM
ar 64
DAN FORTH
vl7,,JL'^,catonceir-.,oV,Tt,S2rninf'n00U0r evening. WILLIAM
151

Powder)*.

'IANFORD’S, when

THEJ5TATE.

Use the Index,

(Alum

MALE HELP.

WANTED—Twelve

(Absolutely Pure)-

GRANTS

crowd of visitors for so early in the season,
all of whom manifested much interest in the
life-saving house, and many of whom were
heard earnestly discussing the chances for a
situation on the crew. Among the host of
applicants for the keepership are several
very worthy and well qualified men from
M.
Portland aud this town.

After

ADVEKTIMENIENTM.

utf

COPELAND

&

BRACKETT'S,

FLOHISTS,
388 Songross Stieot, opp. City Hall,
Portland, Mo.

all the

FIRST

•

CLASS

READINC

ol recent date,
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